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jTHE "FLEXILANT " Q TYPE COUPLING 

This relatively simple Coupling between a 

driven and a driving shaft can operate 

with a conical misalignment of 20° as 

shown. It can replace the Hook type of 

coupling with the • added advantage and 

benefit of torsional flexibility. In other 

words it will absorb vibration originating 

from either end of the coupling. 

Lastly, it can transmit power (dependent 

ill  its size) from • 05 II.P. to 45 H.P. 

at 100 R.P.M. 

The Q Type Coupling is an example of how 

the Technique of Rubber Bonding cart be 

applied to smooth away transmission irregu-

larities on a passenger vehicle. Similarly, 

and as an improvement to passenger comfort, 

engine mountings and seat mountings can 

be planned to incorporate rubber in shear, 

and, going further into realms of refinement, 

rubber cart also be used in vehicles of 

this character to eliminate vibration in 

electrical fittings and instrument panel 

mountings. 

RUBBER BONDERS LTD. 
ENGINEERS IN RUBBER BONDED TO METAL 

FLEXILANT WORKS DUNSTABLE • BEDS. 
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Solo Propeyetors Alanueocturers.-

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER 
WINDER HOUSE • DOUGLAS STREET 

Orders bearing Government Contract Numbers and Priority Eating can 

ITHE " AVO' TEST BRIDGE  
A portable self-contain7d 5O-cí bridge of exceptional accuracy 
and utility for direct measurement of all normal values of condensers 
and resistances. Facilities also provided for condenser power 
factor measurements and leakage tests by the flashing neon method, 
resistance, capacity and large inductance measurements against 
external standards. May also be used as a highly efficient valve 
voltmeter indicator for measurement of both audio and radio 
frequency voltages. 

e 
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THE Services and war-time 
industry are familiar with the 
high standard of dependable 
accuracy of •• AVO " Electrical 
Testing Instruments. They will 
be an equally dominant fa-,tor 
in the post-war rebuildicg of 
our great Industries and the ad-
vancement of amenities worthy 
of a world at well-earned peace. 

In the belligerent interim, orders 
can only be accepted which bear 
a Government Contract Number 

0 and Priority Rating. • 

E- ELECTRICAL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.. LTD. 
• LONDON • S•W•I TELEPHONE: VICTOR/A 3,,O1 

ow accepted for quick delivery of the following two " AVO " Instruments:— 

VHE ALL-WAVEIHAVO "'OSCILLATOR 

'An inexpensive, accurate modulated oscillator covering a continuous 
fundamental frequency band from 95 Hc. to 40 Mc. A harmonic 
calibration extends the range to 80 Mc. A large clearly marked 
dial is directly calibrated throughout, accuracy being within 
Externally modulated, internally modulated, or ELF. signals obtain-
ale at will. Calibrated double attenuator enables signal to be 
caried from a few microvolts to 50 millivolts, with a force output 
of 1 v. Self-contained, fully shielded. 
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47 <pc 25\V 

A REAL PLEASURE TO USE 

Nominal 1 lb. reels 

13 S.W .G. - 4/10 
16 S.W .G. - 5/3 
Above prices subject to 
usual Trade Discount. 
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HACVE0 MY 

SOLDERING fie 

W/LL /NS/ST ON 
/WL/LT/C01?5 /N FUTURE 

Just a few of the things that 

Service Engineers are saying 

about the approved Solder 

Wire containing 9 cores of Non-corrosive 

Ersin Flux. " The finest cored solder in the 

world", hitherto exclusively supplied for Govern-

ment contracts, is now available to Service Engineers, 

If you are not already enjoying its advantages remember 

that if you' do not find it the best you have »ever used we 

will refund your purchase price in full. Order supplies 

from your factor to-day and ensure that you get reels 

labelled Ersin Multicore THREE CORE SOLDER. 

THE SOLDER WIRE WITH 3 CORES OF NON-CORROSIVE ERSIN FLUX 

?•4 I TICORE SOLDERS LTD. COMMONWEALTH HOUSE, NEW OXFORD St LONDON, W.C.I. Tel: CHAncery 5171/2 
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Are you listening to a ' tired' radio ? Do 
'woolly' reception and distortion spoil 

your radio-enjoyment? . . . New Mazda 
Valves will put that right and give you 

ligtening that is really listening-:-crystal 

clear, accurate reproduction. Or perhaps 
you're one of the unfortunates whose set 
has ceased to function altogether. If 
valvés are the trouble, ask your Dealer 
or radio repairer to fit MAZDA, for, in 

spite of heavy service demands! the 

Government has allowed us to release a 

3 

quantity of Mazda Valves for the listening 
public. 

Your Dealer has all details of available 

types, but in case of difficulty, write direct 
- to us. We'll do all we can to help. 

MAZDA 
RADIO VALVES 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2. 
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Manufacturers 

of 
Switchboard and Port-

able Pattern Microam-

meters: Milliammeters: 

Ammeters: Voltmeters: 

Wattmeters and Testing 

Sets. 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD. 
ELECTRIN WORKS, WINCHESTER STREET, ACTON, W.3. 

There'll' come a time . . 

Itentonan 
SPEAKERS 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO 
CO., LTD. 

MANSFIELD, NOTTS. 

MINIATURFar MIDGET 

We specialise 
in their 
anufacture 

THE SCIENTIFIC 

MADE 

HIVAC LIMITED. Greenhill Crescent, Harrow on the Hill. Mid& 

iadves 
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WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO 
COIL MANUFACTURERS 
RADIO FREQUENCY INDUCTORS 
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY 

TRANSFORMERS 
RADIO FREQUENCY COIL 

CHOKES 
MICA COMPRESSION 

CONDENSERS 
AIR DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS 
MICA MOULDED CONDENSERS 
SICKLES SILVER CAP 

CONDENSERS 
GANGED PERMEABILITY TUNING 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
F.M. EQUIPMENT PARTS 
U.H.F. RADIO EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMEN1 

The F. W. SICKLES Co. 
CHICOPEE, MASS., U.S.A. 

RAYTHEON " FLAT" 

HEARING AID TUBES 

They fit inside a delicate ring, they are so 
small ; but they are mighty in dependable 
performance for hearing aid apparatus. 
Long lived with low battery drain, RAY-
THEON Flat hearing aid tubes give quality 
performance for electronic hearing aids. 

RAYTHEON 
PRODUCTION CORPORATION 
HEARING AID TUBE DIVIS,ON 

Newton, Massachusetu. 

‘Its.3.`e-`1113. 
ARMY-NAVY • E' WITH STARS Awarded 
all four Division, of Raytheon for Con-

tinued Excellence In Production. 

R R. MALLORY & CO. Inc. 

ALLOR 
VIBRATORS 
ARE ALWAYS DEPENDABLE 

That's the Point 

of MALLORY 

'Know lIow' 

Contacts In a vlerator take a lot of punishment. 
They must operate under widely varying 
conditions of temperature and must " make 
and break " I IS times a second. Small 
wonder that alert engineers think of contacts 
first when selecting a vibrator I 

For over 20 years, Mallory has been industrial 
headquarters for every type of electrical 
contact. It has introduced new contact 
compositions . . . evolved better designs 
. . formulated improved surface finishes. 

As a result of this wide experience, Mallory 
equips its vibrators with special grade 
tungsten contacts which are cut in its own 
plant from material made to its own speci-
fications. They give longer life, are subject 
to a minimum of erosion and transfer. 

Mallory is ready to apply its special vibrator 
" know how to your specific applications. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC. 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, 

U.S.A. 
Radio and Electronics Division 

ALSO 

" MYKROY " CERAMIC 

INSULATING MATERIALS 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC 

VACUUM CONDENSERS 

FOR THE FUTURE 

These Manufacturers will help solve your 
post-war problems. 

Register youk name now for full details which 
will be sent you when supply conditions again 
permit. 

FRANK 
HEAVIER 

LIMITED 
Kingsley Road, BIDEFORD, 

N. Devon 

VICTORY 
PRODUCTION 

W HEN the mission of complete victory 
Is accomplished, General instrument 

will help .. Win the Peace" by making 

the best use of still greater knowledge 

and experience in the manufacture of 
variable condensers and drives. 

THE GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
CORPORATION 

ELIZABETH, N.J., U.S.A. 

 ----
7'WO-WAY radio 

communica-
tion systems, like 
the plastic- cased 
beauty illustrated, 

are one of the new developments leading 
industrial designers are thinking of to 
speed the work of a busy post-war world. 
Applications of this compact, plastic-cased 
' walkie-talkie ' are almost unlimited. 
Naturally, this is only one of thousands 
of uses plastics will be put to after the 
war, but it will serve to remind you that 
post-war planning is being done . . . 
Kurz-Kasch designers, engineers, tool-
makers and moulders . . . specialists for a 
generation in plastic planning and mould-
ing will help you with your problems. 

KURZ-KASCH INC. 
Planners and Moulders for the Age of Plastics 

DAYTON • OHIO- • U.S.A. 
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AND HERE IS THE REASON . . 

. . . the answer has been found in Bullers Low 
Loss Ceramics to the problem of Dielectric Loss 
in High Frequency circuits. 

Years of Laboratory research and development 
have brought these materials to a high degree of 
efficiency. To-day they are in constant use for 
transmission and reception, and play a vital 
part in maintaining communications under all 
conditions. 

BULLERS, LTD. 
THE HALL 

OATLANDS DRIVE. 

WEYBRIDGE, SURREY 
Telephone: 

Walton-on-Thames 2451 

Manchester Office : 
196, Deansgate, Manchester. 

L OW 

Made in 

Three 

Principal 

Materials 

FREQUELEX 

An Insulating ma-

terial of Low Di-
electric Loss, for 

Coil Formers, Aerial 
Insulators, Valve 

Holders, etc. 

PERMALEX 

A High Permittivity 
Material. For the 
construction of 
Condensers of the 

smallest possible 
dimensions. 

TEMPLEX 
A Condenser material of 
medium prermittivity. For the 
construction of Condensers 
having a constant capacity at 
all temperatures. 

Bullers 
LOSS .CERAMICS 

4 

THERE ARE TR1X AMPLIFIERS 
FROM 5 to 500 WATTS FOR 

PRIORITY WORK. 

THE TFtlX ELECTRICAL CO, LTD. 
I- S. MAPLE PLACE. TOTTENHAM CT. RD. 

LONDON, W. I. 

ree: MUSEUM: 5817 'Grams TRIX ACM IVISDO, LONDOM 

MICRO-VARIABLE 
CONDENSERS 
Features which have made these 
Raymart condensers famous over 
many years are :— 

• HEAVY ALL BRASS CONSTRUCTION. 
0 BALL BEARING SPINDLE (ELEC-

TRICALLY SHORTED). 

0 CERAMIC (RI1X) INSULATION. 

0 FREEDOM FROM END OR SIDE PLAY. 
0 SMOOTH OPERATION. 

Models available : Standard (VCX), 
Midget (MCX) Series Condensers, 
etc., as listed. 

Further details and prices supplied on application. 

RAYMART " SPEED" KEY 
Specification : The contacts are of lin. solid sterling silver. A high 
grade of spring is fitted and gap adjustment is easily and accurately 
carried out. The base of the key is drilled for two-hole screw 
fixing. The appearance of the instrument is all that can be desired, 
and the metal parts are instrument lacquer finished. 

The Raymart " Speed " Key is highly 
appreciated by expert W¡T operators. 

AYMART 

PRICE 

8/6 

Telephone : 

Midland 
3254 

48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, 1.  
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Specialising as we do in the design and production of 

prototypes, LEADERSHIP comes naturally to Gardner 

Products. Illustrated is a Gardner Smoothing Choke 

which can be supplied in a wide range of inductance and 

current capacity, and is designed to occupy the minimum 

with »voltage drop. Just of chassis area, consistent 

values of inductance may be 
relied upon under working (.011. 
ditions, and are measured with 
appropriate D.C. flowing 1 
mA. H.M.S. 50 cycles super-
imposed. Any tolerance can be 
met to suit your requirements. 

now, however, all our energies 

are devoted to the produc-

tion of equipment for vital 

purposes. 

°,•• 

Salmi Concessionaires: 
H °LED N BATTERIES LIMITED, 137 Victoria St., London, S.W. 

VALVEHOÉDERS 
a nut act urea under " Amphenol" 

Licence. 

The name " CELESTION " is 
a guarantee of quality and 

service. 

List of British and Ameri-
can types will be sent on 

request. 

CELESTION LTD. 
EnG.nec..r> 

' KINGSTON.UPON MMES. SURREY. 
reUphone XINastcm 5C,,Se5 73 

(Supplied against Priority Orders Only.) 
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welding with paint brush? 

To solve a difficuilt welding problem. Eimac labora-
tory technicians compounded a welding alloy that 
could be applied with a paint brush. The alloy flows 
easily under an arc to complete the weld, yet subse-
quent heating to temperatures as high as 2900 de-
grees Centigrade will not destroy the weld. 

Such is but an example of the application of the 
Science of metallurgy in the ' science behind the 
science of electronics." The extent to which Eimac 
Engineers went to solve this relatively small prob-
lem reveals two important facts:—( l.) The thorough-
ness of Eimac Engineering, and ( 2.) The complete-
ness of their engineering facilities. The leadershits 
which Eimac valves enjoy throughout the world in 
all phases of electronics is attributable to the sound-
ness of this engineering. 

Performance of any electronic equipment is a 
direct reflection of the performance of its vacuum 
valves. Hence it is advisable for users and prospec-
tive users of electronics to look first to the vacuum 
valve requirements. Because Eimac make electron 
vacuum valves exclusively their advice to you is un-
biased and can be of great value. A note outlining 
your problem will bring such assistance without 
cost or obligation. 

11111411•1:01/101811,INC. 070 Ian Me« Ave, San Ineee, Cent , 
19.9, letahrd at , son Ilrune. Co.orn.a end S.l. Lake Cory. U,.,. 

Expo. Agrqu F04130 & 11,1s:SEN. 
301 Cloy St.. San treerocs I Califs...a, 5.4. 

Follow the leaders to Write for your ropy of flee. 

'rook Tomb—a64 Pal, Inel. 
lei folly &minor/ — «florins 
Inniinxerninh of Elortronirt 
and many of in imporiano 
ouppinationt Writtre in lap 
won't language 

1190 

Alloy flour emits and u rla completed under arr. 

• The Stioicé Ethind thé Science bf Electronics 
oil the focusing of all hramhes of wiener cifro,, the development 

and emp I t error of elertron .1i fall's. 

SPECTROGRAPH... Analysis determines 
e',act characteristics of metals to he joined. 

METALLURGY...Compounding speeiid 
alloys of metals 

OPTICS .•. For studying the effects of professing.' ELECTRONICS ... Welded elements rie dectrno 
valves withstand tremendous heat. 
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VISION 
Now each must plan his fuure; lec past achievement stimulate to 

greater effort in times to come. 

For us, this means many things: bringing the boon of Rediffusion 

service to thousands of homes; contributing Radio Heating to 

industrial progress; building Radio Transmitters for world-wide links— 

and always, the freshness of vision which commands leadership. 

REDIFFUSION LTD• 
A SUBSIDIARY OF BROADCAST RELAY SERVICE LIMITED 

E DIFON 

Designers and manufacturers of Radio Communication and Industrial Electronic Equipment 

VICTORIA STATION HOUSE • VICTORIA STREET • LONDON • S•W•1 ( PHONE VICTORIA 8831) 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIERS & 

eak SUB-ASSEMBLIES 
TO en't.icà STANOAROS 

In addition to 

Standard Amplifiers the activities of Acoustical in-

clude Special Amplifiers for Industrial Applications, 

Microphones, Transformers, Coil Winding, Sheet 

Metal Work, Stampings, Switch Assemblies, etc. 

ICIGVLISTIGAL 
MANUFACTURING Co. LTD. 
HUNTINGDON TEL: 361 

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS IN THE TRADE 

Greetings 
for 

Christmas 
and our best wishes for a very early 
return to peacetime production in 

19.45 
N.B.—We shall be back with a still bigger range 
of Collaro specialities — electric Fan Heaters, 
Sunray Lamps, electric Gramophone Motors, 
Automatic Record Changers, Pickups, etc., as soon 
as post-war reorganisation allows. 

COLLARO 
LTD. 

VALLEY WORKS, LANGLEY MILL, NOTTINGHAM 

C. 
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LINAGLOW LIMITED rxtrnb ebrienta5 anb pclu Pear Outline 
to tficir maim tbonanb5 of ti5-fteb ClI5t0111rt5 

Listed below is a comprehensive stock of radio and electrical components at exceptionally keen prices. 

3-wave band 4-valve T.R.F. CONSTRUC-

TOR'S KIT, 17/2,000 metres, aluminium 
screened co41s, excellent short-wave recep-

tion (the special coils used in this circuit 

give a performance equal, to a superhet), 
4.1 watts output, complete with loudspeaker, 

all parts, wiring and theoretical diagram— 

nothing extra to purchase. Chassis dim. :— 

I 2m. x 81n. x 61n. to top of dial. 
200:250 v. A.C. Including tax. 11i Gns. 

Case and packing 5/- extra. 

VALVES. American type. at B.O.T. controlled Retail 
Prices For replacement pummel( only. 6F5, 12F5, 
P2J3, 128E5. 9/2 ; 513, 2526, 11/- ; 6Q7. 12Q7, 11/7 ; 
6F6, 6K6, 6L7, 12J7, 12i3.17, 36, 12/10; 6A8, 6B7, 
68A7, 14/, 
Also British Valves at manufacturers' List Prices. 6 X 5, 
UU4, UU6, UU7. 11/- ; 111.410D, TDIM, 11/7 ; AC/VP2, 
CL4, EF39, KTW61, Pen 45, 8P41, BM, T41, VP41, 
12/10 t DI diode lin. Peanut Valve with valveholder, 
12/10 ; EC113, FCI3, X63, 1223, 25Z5, 3524, 14/-
AC6Pee, EL35. Pen 46., t21. 18/3. 

• Post (Mice Permit necemary. 
Prices Include Purchase Tax. Add 3d. per valve post. 
VALVEHOLDERS—AMPHENOL TYPE. International or 
English Octal, chaitaix mounting, 1/-. English Wafer type, 
4-, 7-, 8-piti, 6 for 2/8. 
CAR AERIALS. Telescopic scuttle fixing, extending t.. 
4ft. 6iii. Ebonite insulators nickel finish, 22/6 each. 
WANDER PLUGS in 2 colours, 3/- per don. 
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, 60 watt, 200;250 
AC/DC. Chrome-plated, usually 13/9, 8/6. 
LOUDSPEAKER FRETS. Coppered brae., filo 7Io., 
343 ; 141. 9Iin., 8/9. 
SCREENED INTERLACED FLEXIBLE MICROPHONE 
CABLE, Talo, 6 yard, for 6/9. Single, 1/- per yd. 
SPECIAL OFFER. Beat Galvanised Bolts and Bras. Nuts, 
0, 2, 4, 6 WA. Large assorted packet, 301 
IRON LEADS, with connector, 23/36 circular flex, 3/6 eindi. 
LINE CORDS. 3-way heavy duty, .3 amp., 360 ohm, 

; 480 ohms, 136 ; 600 ohms, 15/9. 2-way 360 ohms, 
9:6; 480 ohm., 76; 600 ohm.. 9/3. 
CONDENSER DRIyEs, slow motion, lin. spindle, 3: I, 
1/6 each, extension upinuile, tin.. 9d. each. 
FUSE BOXES, twin, best bakelite, with two glas. fiores, 
2/13 each. 
5-WATT PORTABLE P.A. AMPLIFIER. "Specifleations 
4-valve Amplifier Unit III metal cage, microphone, . me 
speaker, all cables, contained all In one cabinet awl 
collapeable type tripod, floor otand, At, DC 200/250 v. 
5 watt maximum, suitable for hall averaging 600 people. 
Input jack provided, transvene current carbon type 
microphone, Separate volume controls for microphone and 
gramophone Input. Variable tone control, 29 Gm. 
40-WATT AMPLIFIER—SIX ONLY, fitted in metal 
cabinet. Mike and Gram. inputs, special fader control, 
tone control, 8-valve. 200/250 v., A.C., 35 Gm 
S.R. & L. TRF COILS, Philips best quality in screened 
aluminium cana, 17-51, 200-586, 725-2,000 metres. (These 
coils equal the performance of superheta Complete with 
circuit diagram, 9/8 the pair. 
M. & L. TRF AERIAL COWS. aluminium cuecen. Philips, 
200'585, 725/2,000 metres, complete with circuit diagram, 
2'9 each. 
D.C. RELAYS, 50 ohm 4/8 v., 8-circuit. Brand nee, 
worth 15/, each 7/8. 
10in. B.T.H. MODEL H.K. MAINS ENERGISED LOUD-
SPEAKERS, 1,000 ohms field, lb ohms speech, weight 

reconditioned as new, 58.6.0. 
Ideal for P.A. work. 
DIRECTIONAL BAFFLE for BK., aft. x Sit. 61n, x ltt. Ola., 
felt lined with anapenaion hooks, made from lin. ply, co 
new, £.15.0. 

7 v. Superhet Constructor's Kit. The 

" LIBERTY SEVEN" ALL-WAVE 16-

50 m., 200-560 m., 1,000-2,000 m. grief 
Specification : Frequency changer with two 
valves, separate oscillator, M.E. tuning 

Indicator, 465 kc. Iron-cored 1.F.s. Separate 
tone and volume controls, 5-watt output. 

Sin. P.M. speaker with baffle and output 
transformer, all valves, chassis. Practical and 

Theoretical diagrams, Parts List, Nuts, Bolts 
and Wire, ready to assemble, 

200 250 volts A.C. 2•1 I LU 

Case and packing 5/- extra. 

• CALLERS to Show Rooms, 

2 HIGHGATE HIGH ST., N.6. 

'Phone : MOUntview 9431 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 
50 CYCLE 

200 250v. A.C. 12 ma. su table for electric re, 
clocks,etc. Supplied complete with gears, ea. LI rp 

RELAYS complete with circuit breaking switch. 
200 250v. A.C. 60 80v, D.C. 300 ma, 15 amp. ay ,D 
switch ... ... each I / 1, 

Relay and Metal Rectifier and Mains Transformer 
complete. Input 200 240v. A.C. Output I2v. 
D.C. 150 ohm. 20 m.a. .• • 35 - 

MERCURY SWITCHES 

4 

10 15 amp. In Ebonite containers, suitable for 
Thermostatic control of Electric Water ein 
Heaters and relay circuits ... ... each U/U 

VIBRATORS. 4- pin 6 volt, best quality .g r 
American ... ... each igIU 

REVOLUTION COUNTERS 

0-999 with gear drive and gears ... each 3 8 

ELECTRIC POWER METERS, 200/250v. A.C. 
50 cycle, as new, pre-war manufacture, If- in slot 
type, suitable for electric fires, cookers, etc. Ideal 
for boarding houses, hotels. Complete eir 
less locking key. Maker's price 70/- each OUi 

TERMINAL BLOCKS 

9 point heavy contact, best bakelite with 
metal cover ... each Z/0 

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS, type HI. 
21, V.D.C. 10 ma.. bargain, 3 8. 22 V.A.C.-
12 V.D.C. 1 amp., suitable for battery chargers. 
etc., 18 6. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

300-0-300, 4v. 6 amp., 4v. 2 amp., 2v. 1.5 amp., 
100 ma. Heavy Laminations, pre-war stock, 
see illustration, bargain ... ... each Lift, 

350-0-350, 6.3v. 3 amp., 5v. lamp., 100 m a. 
each oh/I5 

" LIBERTY SIX" ALL-WAVE 6-VALVE 
CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT, 16-50, 200-560. 
1,000-2,000 metres. Brief Specification : 
Frequency Changer with two valves, separate 
oscillator, SIX TUNED CIRCUIT, 465 kc. 
iron-cored 1.F.s. Separate tone and volume 
controls, 5-watt output, 8m. P.M. Speaker 
with baffle and output transformer, all valves, 
chassis, Practical and Theoretical diagrams, 
Parts List, Nuts, Bolts and Wire, ready to 
assemble. 200 250 volts A.C. 
Including Purchase Tax ... £16.16.0 

Case and parking 5/- extra. 

STRIPLIGHT METAL REFLECTORS niade from heavy 
eauge sled. 14in. long, complete cith two B.C. lamp-
holders, less ion, pa, 10/6 each. 
RADIO MECHANICS LONG-NOSE PLIERS. Insulated, 
ex Government stock, reconditioned like new, exceptionally 
cheap, 41/- each. 
RADIO MECHANIC'S SIDE CUTTERS, inaulated, ex 
Government 'dock, reconditioned like new, excentIonally 
..iteaP, 416 each. 
HIGH VOLTAGE BRAIDED SLEEVING, 1 and 21m.,., 
first-clam quality, 3/6 per dog. yards 
P.V.C. PUSH-BACK WIRE, 14/30, red, green and blue, 
2,'- per dozen yards. 
ENAMELLED COPPERED WIRE, 30 s.w.g., 1-1b. spools, 
51- per spool. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. 1,3,10, 20, 25, 50 and 100 thouund 
oluna, fi, fi, 1 and 2 meg., without (twitch. 4/9 each. As 
above, with switch, 8/9 ; 100,000 ohms, fi meg.. doubles 
pole switch, best American, 7/6 ; 2,000 ohm only, wire 
wound , ,3/- ; 1,000 ohm only, carbon with screw adiust• 
ment, ca-h. 
LOUDSPEAKER TRANSFORMERS. Pentode output 
40 : 1, 50 iota.. 413. 
Midget Multi Ratio, 60 1, 80 : 1, 40 nia., 8/8. 
Multi Ratio, 60 1, 70 : 1, 75 1 .fr Push-Pull, 75 ma., 10/13. 
Multi Ratio, 40 : 1, 60 1, 80 : 1, A pulls-pull, 90 ix... 12/6. 

PORTABLE REXI NE-COVERED 
AMPLIFIER 

carrying cases, fitted with baffle for Bin, or 
10in, speaker and microphone holder, metal 
corners protecting plates, rubber buffers, 
suitable for auditorium extension loud-
speaker or amplifier construction, size 
151n.x 16m. x 10in. Price [2.19.6. 

Pentode Output, 12/16 ohm., 100 ma., 12/6. 
Ileavy Duty, Multi Ratio, 24: 1, 41 : 1, 48 : 1, 58 1, 
u-2,1, 116 1 and P.P., 80 mas, 15/6. 
LOUDSPEAKERS, 3-ohm Voice Cull, 6lin. Celeation, 
ant transformer. 30/- ; Ois. Rola, 19/8 ; Oie. Plessey, 
18/6 ; Goodman, 22/6 ; 10in. Maine Energined 250, 
;x10 and 1,200 ohms, 36/, See Traneformere above to suit. 
AERIAL & OSCILLATOR COILS. Beat D.S.C. wire wound, 
colour coiled on bakelite. formers Short, Medium and Long 
Wave, 16/50 m. ; 200/550 in. ; 1,000/2,000 m.; with circuit 
diagram, 16/- the set. 
IF, TRANSFORMERS. 465 hr. Iron-cored Litz wound, 
aluminium c.m. Limited quantity, 17/6 ; matched pair, 
9 6 each. 
WIRE END CARBON RESISTORS, new, ex-televlelon 
k. t, and 2- watt. Assorted parcel of 100, 30/, 
1-WATT CARBON RESISTORS. Manufacturers' type, 
,,lues unmarked, but ranging 20,000 ohm, to 2 meg. 
Unique opportunity, 7:- per 100. 
TUBULAR PAPER CONDENSERS, 350;500v., D.C. working 
.01101, .0003 mid.. 4/- do.. .001, .004 mId., 6/, do. ; .01 
odd. 7:- dos. ; .03 mfd., 9I- dox ; or semen." parcel of 60 
for 27/6. illittimum orders 1 dos, any type. s 
LP. SMOOTHING CHOKES, anein qual9P, 20, 40 5 60 
11,mi,, 150 ma.. 113 9 each. 

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPES 
Constructors' Kits. Designed by prominent 
well-known radio engineer. All parts 
supplied—theoretical and practical wiring 
diagrams and full instructions for assembly 
and operation. All parts new, ex manu-
facturer's pre-war. stock. Demonstration 
model can be seen working. Specification : 
Magnetic deflection and focussing. C.R.T. 
7in. screen. Multi-stage amplifier and linear 
time base incorporated. Mains Input 
200/250 v. 50 cycles. Anode potential 
5,000 v. Oscilloscope when completed is in 
chassis form, mounted on .22.17.6 
tubular metal frame ... 

Case and packing 76 extra. 

LINAGLOW LIMITED • POST ORDERS to Dept. M.0.32 

HOURS OF BUSINESS: Mon. to Fri. 61 HIGHGATE HIGH STREET, N.S. 
9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. 

'Phone : MOUntview 9432 
Nearest ube— . 1 reh way 
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I 
Hermetically  sealed to 

resist heat and  

moisture  

B.I. CONDENSERS MOULDED TUBULAR 

Manufactured in a wide range of capacities 
and for working voltages up to and including 
6,000 D.C. For high-voltage operation they 
provide the most effective solution where size 
and weight are important considerations and are 
designed to operate continuously in extremely 
arduous conditions of temperature and humidity. 
Manufactured in three sizes and supplied with 
soldering tags at each end, or alternatively with 
one soldering tag and a stud for base fixing. 

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD. 

Head Office Prescot • Lancashire 

N 

For 

D.C.POWER SUPPLIES 

to operate all 
electronic devices re-
quiring a steady and 

reliable supply of 
direct current from 
an A.C. source. 

Type HT.4I 
Output 200V. 100mA 

Available with outputs from microwatts to Kilo-
watts, there is a suitable 

©WESTINGHOUSE  
metal rectifier to meet the demands of any 
electronic application, including such purposes as 
H.T., L.T. and G.B. supplies to amplifiers, receivers, 
transmitters, oscilloscopes, etc. 

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD. 

Pew Hill House • Chtppenham • Wilts. 

B.S.R. STANDARD SINE WAVE SOURCES 
TYPE L0.800A. OSCILLATOR 

—an actual oscillogram of output voltage is illustrated—gives good 
waveform even below 10 c.p.s. This necessitates a minimum 
" pull-1n " between the two H.F. oscillators. Superlative design 
results in an almost perfect waveform from the lowest to highest 
frequencies. The output voltage is constant to within a few per 
cent, over the frequency range. This Model is chosen as a Standard 
by most Departments. Stable, reliable. Indispensable to all serious 

workers. 

Output up to 5 watts. Three range output voltmeter 
incorporated-0-250, 0-50, 0-10. 
Four output impedances, 5000, 
1000, 600 and 15 ohms. 
Frequency ranges (3 models), 
0-15000, 0-25000 end 0-50000 
c.p.s. 
BIRMINGHAM SOUND 
REPRODUCERS LTD., 

Claremont Works, Old Hill, Staffs. 
Cradlry 116..1.11 6212 3. Gram.: El,tr..ula, Old HMI 

7/ze 
LOUDSPEAKER 
YOU KNOW BY EAR 

eerie maiteity 
EVERY WAR EFFORT 
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fxie 
BATTERIES 

FOR RADIO 

are playing their part in the 

great national effort. They are 

as indispensable to . the pur-

poses of war as to those of peace 

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED 

Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor Gardens, 

London, S.W.i 

w R. 8B/43 
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Wharfedale 
"MERITOR" 
EXTENSION SPEAKER 

This popular 

model is fitted 

with art 8 inch 

Unit, with 

ALNICO Mag-

net 7,000 lines. 

We are still making a few Extension 

Speakers in good quality Cabinets. These 
are supplied in small numbers to old 

customers. The" Meritor" here shown 
retails to-day at .. . 57,6 

(without transformer) 

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS 
HUTCH INSON LANE 
•Plusne Br ',u a,' 50. 

- BRIGHOUSE, YORKS. 
'Grams : VVharfdel. 

MLR. SUPPLIES 
'Her only material of the highest apecification and give immediate delivery fro,, 
,-tock. All Ilesnis new and all prices nett. 

ELECTRIC MOTORS, miniature model approx. 2 by 2 by 2) inches. 12/24 volts DC 
(or ahort period,. on 20)24 v. AC). Precimion made to limit. spec., with ball bearing. 
Excellent torque--auitable for models, laboratory work, small cine projector.. etc._, 
3213. E.T.D. 3.phase MOTORS, liard h.p., 400/440 v. 50 c., 1,425 r.p.m ., £6.10.0 
loam 5/-). 
SLIDING RESISTANCES ( 100- watt). 50ohma 1.4 amp., 100 ohms 1 amp., 200 ohm» 
0.7 amp. sail 400 oh., 0.5 amp., fully enclosed , 26/- any one. Also 172 ohm. (graded), 
max. 1 amp., 27/6. Max. 2 amps., 32/6. 
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 v. to 100/110 v. (and vice cereal, 
fully shielded with countersunk terminal blocks, complying with all regulations, 
75 Vii.. 29,6. 120 va.. 37/6. 
TRANSFORMER BOBBINS. Prim. tapped 200)240 v. Secs. :-350-0-350 v. 75 tan., 
4 v. 4 a., 4 v. h a, core opening ltin.aq., by through. Standard replacement 
for many popular receivers, 1816. Also same but with 6.3 V. 4 a., 5 V. 3 a., same 
price. 
ROTHERMEL PIEZO-CRYSTAL PICKUPS. Senior black bakellte model, complete 
with ann. 78/9. STROBOSCOPIC SPEED TESTERS (50 cycle) showing 78, 79 and 
80 r.p.m. On cardiaiard only, I.', 
GRAMPUS. MOVING COIL MICROPHONES, in square suspension frame with 
ittemning boss, £4.17.6. Aleo !MINH delivery ut senior model by same makers, in 
all-chromium homes, with on- off smite', incorporated and imick-relenae mount. 
Sensitivity-42 dlr., urna. 15 ohmic Are 03 nieknip 150 decreer., The Ilnest mike tor 
high quality work, £7.15.0. ROTHERMEL-BRUSH PIEZO-CRYSTAL MICRO-
PHONES, new bijou model in neat black Inn.o,r with plated mounting bons and 
5ft. acreened lead, 42/.. Also same make MINIATURE P.C. MICROPHONES, deaf. 
aid type, but quite suitable for all purpome4, only I l in. Main., 29/6. MICROPHONE 
STANDS, all ehrotn. table, extending. 29,8. Floor. collapaing to 2ft, and extending 
to Oft, thug., 4516. MUSIETAL M/COIL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS (ratio 
80/ l), miniature type, also astitable for m/coil pick.ups, 21/-. 
O.E.C. PROJECTOR SPEAKERS. Comprising 10-watt 15-ohm P.M. unit with multi-
liriv transformer  ter weather-housing, and 421e. all-metal exponential Horn, 
£10.5.0 (cam 7/6). Also 12-watt type " A" Unit with same Horn, £12 (earn 7/6). 
Take this opportunity for your future requirements--dellvery by rettum. 
GOODMAN MINIATURE P.M. MOVING COIL SPEAKER/MICROPHONE UNITS.' 
We have the latest model with the new high efficiency magnet. 115 ohm. Imp. 
Fitted protective front grille, 30/, METAL CABINETS to suit. Octagonal fe¡in. 
silent., with octairo.1 opening Sin, diem., 9/6. 
ELECTRIC ARC WELDERS for 6 or 12 v. battery operation. lffin, long with generous 
length of tough rubber cable with clip, and two carbon electrodes and instructions. 
Facto' t n everyinaly. 35/-. 
PYROBIT ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS, 220/250 V. Small" hustrument " model-
can lie held like a pencil -the most popuhsr iron. With pencil bit, 21/-. Extra 
adjustable angle (rit, if required. 46. Spare Elements, 2/6. 
GRAMPIAN OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, to suit all speakers. Tapped prim, and 
see. providing O ratios, with 1'.T. for push-pull, 9/6. 
CENTRALAB T" PAD FADERS for sound projection (or other) control. For 500, 
200 or 50 ohms lines )3 models). ( Pre-war lint gel Lan few. at 42/- each. Pia:K-
O-DISK Ohio', Law Electric Calculators, giving all the a.wera quickly, 6/6. 

PI, :1,, iiv lode nilli,lent for packing and postage. 

M.R. SUPPLIES, 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1 
(Telephone : MUSeum 2958) 

TAYLOR VALVE TESTER 

Please writ roe 
I inn, lb .11 e. 

This new and improved Taylor Valve tester measures the Mutual 
Conductance of all types of amplifying valves and also checks the 
emission of Diodes and Rectifying valves 
Two ranges of Mutual Conductance measurement are available being 
3 ma.« full scale and il mA•V respectively. Anode and Screen Volts 
can be adjusted to suit the valve under test and a variable supply of 
Grid Volts is also available A switch g.ves a chbice of 17 different 
filament Volts covering from 1.1 Volts to 117 Volts 
Sixteen valve holders are provided to cover all the popular British. 
American and Continental types Separate tests are available for 
checking Continuity. Element Shuns and Heater to Cathode Leakage 
The three selector switches ensure that the correct voltage is applied 
to ever, pin of the valve under test. 
A comprehensive book of instructions is issued with each instrument. 
complete eith a valve chart giving settings for over 2.000 valves 
of all makes 
The instrument is operated from A.0 Mains and a mains adjustment 
Is provided cowering from 200.210 Volts at 40100 cycles. 

Model 45A/S 

Price £17. 0 o  Tctylor 
electrical . 

Send your ungu,rtel te 
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD., 
419-424 Montrose Avenue. Siough, Bucks. 
Teltphonc Slough 21311, (414,101 'Grams. •• Toylons. Slough'. 

igget 
NEW LOW LEVELS in capacity 

AX Cables 
and attenuation of CO -  
mean new possibilities in electronic 

equipment design both for the 

war effort and for the post- war 

electronic age. 

Write for characteristics 

BASICALLY BETTER 
4 /I? -SPA CED 

tgOcrinIZ elflaffegaDILEg 
TRANSRADIO LTD. 16Th[ HIGHWAY- BEACONSFIEL D. 4 SUCKS 



MANUFACTURED BY: 

STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, B I RN% I NGH40.1Vi 
'Phone: PRIORY 2231 Cab/eS:STRATNOI D' BIRMINGHAM 
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It's NEWS .. . real good news to 
know that RS Sound Equipment is again available, albeit in 
not very large quantities. The first of the models in 
production is the " UNIVERSAL FIFTEEN " which has 
already won for itself an enviable reputation as the most 
efficient AC.-D.C. Portable Equipment made and operating 
on 190 to 260 volts. We cannot urge you too strongly to 
write NOW for fullest details and prices for supplies are not 
unlimited-yet. 

AMPLIFIERS 
R .t, 3-4. llighibild Rd_Shepperton, 3fidilx. Tel.: Walton.on-Thames 1019 

ri ONDON CENTRAL 
RADIO STORES 

P.A. AMPLIFIERS 

IN BLACK ENAMELLED METAL CABINETS 
Output 15 watts, 5 valvea, 200.250 A.C. Pre.Amplitler 
for microphone, gramophone and radio terminale. Multi. 
range output 2.5 ohms to 15 ohm', Fitted two volume 
control» and tone control. 12in. P.M. VITAVOX 
Speaker, 27 extra. Price, Carr. paid  £19 10 0 
New ex-Government Idilliameters, 0-25, 23 6s  
NEW MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200 v. and 210 v. 
230.250 input, 350.0.350, 120 ma. 0 v. and 2 V., 4 v., 
b v. and 3 amps. 0 v., 4 v., 6.3 v. 5 amps, earth screen, all 
connections marked, weight b lb. 4 or., dimensions 
4 tin. a 31m. x 31m,, 37/6. 
G.E.C. EXTENSION SPEAKERS. P.M. in highly 
polished walnut cabineta. Post. etc., 2/6 .. 23 18 6 
EX-GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Surplus to 
requirements. Made by Philips. A.C. input 100/250 v. 
Screened primary, 3oo-o.aoo v. 80 ma., approx. 6.3 v., 
12.5 v. Highly impregnated. Colour-coded leads to 
facilitate wiring   32/6 
HEAVY DUTY MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 
200-250 v. A.C., 350.0-350 v. 120 ma., 4 v. 2 a.. 4 v. 3 a., 
6.3 v. 4 a., with 4,500 V. winding for C.R. tube. Weight 
11 lb..   33/6 

MAINS TRANSFORMER. 
200/250 v. A.C. Ilihase 
300.0.300 v., 250 ma., 4 v.5 
a., 4 v. 2 a. Sire 41 x 41 x 31. 
Weight 10 lb. ,   45/. 

ELECTRIC SOLDERING 
IRONS, 200.250 v., 65/75 w. 

12/6 
LARGE CHROMIUM PLATED 
CHASSIS. Heavy gauge steel, 
highly polished chromium 
with mirror Sloe 
191 12f x 31n. (ends and 
sides). Drilled for 14 valveu, 
transformer, choke, etc. A 
firat.class job. Post free. 27/6. 
CHASSIS 11 01 x 2I drilled, 
p.i. 4;8. 

DROPPING RESISTANCES. 
Beet, quality, 750 ohms, .3 a., 
7/8. 1,000 ohms, .2 a., 7/6 p./. 
TRIMMERS. Postage stamp 
40 PP., 64. Twin 40 x 40 PF., 
1/-. 
TWIN FLEX. Latest plaatIc 
covered. White and brown. 
4/6 don. yds. 

PLATINUM CONTACTS. 
Double Spring, mounted on 
ebonite, 1/6. 

OAK SWITCHES. V2I1n. 
spindle. complete with-knob. 
4.way, 2-bank, with connect-
ing block, 4/- ; 4-way, 
2.bank, 3/3. 

VIBRATORS. 24 v. 4-pin. 
Also 12 V. 7-pin, each le/-. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
A special line of newly manu-
factured British transformers. 
300.0-300 V. at 80 m.., 
6.3 v., 3a., 5 v. 2a. clue, 37/6. 
Post and pacidng, 1/3 extra. 
VALVE HOLDERS. Side 
ontact   1/9 
Mollard Loctal 9-pin, ed. ea. 
Celestial Amphenol Inter-
national Octal, 1/- ea., 
0/6 dos. Int. Octal Base, 
d. ea.. 7/6 dos. 

See previous issues for other useful items. 

23, LISLE STREET %Ere LONDON, W.C.2 

JANUARY , 1945 

›lerokebitlieSésetéai  

If you are inclined to the view that your 
instruments deserve a ease that is 
better built and of more attractive and 
functional design, or you build equip-
ment that needs precision sheet metal 
work, you will be interested to have 
this catalogue. A penny stamp and the 
request on your business letterhead 
will bring it you. 

SIGNALLING 
EQUIPMENT 

LTD. li1114  

Manufacturers of 
Small Transformers, Heavy Duty Resistances, Plugs 
and Sockets, Fuse Holders, Electric Bells, Buzzers, and 
Switches. Also Plastic Mouldings, Coil Windings, 
Light Pressings, Turned Parts, and other components 
and accessories for the Wireless and Electrical Trades 

Merit House, Southgate Road, Potters Bar 
Phone: Potters Bar 3133. Telegrams & Cables: Sel. Potters Bar 

VErley 
TRANSFORMERS 
and CHOKES 
For RELIABILITY 

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES 

OLIVER PELL CONTROL 
(. AF,3 R/V.FPJPPAGÇ ft(DA'). WW1 efir,s ) r 

6., 
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Important contributions have been made in radio 
science by scientists and technical experts, in 
collaboration with the war services. But Osram 
Valves for maintenance of existing equipments are 
obtainable. Consult your usual supplier. 

Striking developments in design and 
technique following intensive research 
and experiment to keep pace with 

A ,..,\ service requirements, will be of the 

3. \ greatest interest and benefit to all, when 
/ Osram Valves are once more freely 

0 

/ ̀  available. Then it will be, over to you 

, ...- srani 
4 ValVe 

MADE IN ENGLAND 

/ 

&Int. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Ifingvvay, London, IV.C.9 
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STABILITY MAINTAIN10 

under all climatic conditions 
In Tropic heat or Arctic cold, U.I.C. 
Silvered Mica Condensers can always ,be 
depended upon to maintain the highest 
mechanical and electrical stability. 
Available in all standardized sizes rang-
ing in capacity from 5 pF to io,000 pF. 
Full details on request. 

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD., 
12 - 22 LAYSTALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.1. 
Tar: TERminus 7383 (5 lines) Grams: Calcine', Smith, London. 

THE P/ONFERS' OF LOW — LOSS: 
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As many of the circuits awl 
apparatus described in these 
pages are covered by patents, 
readers are advised, before 
making use of them, to satisfy 
themselves huit they would 

not be infringing patents. 

'vo 
lq44 

For a quarter of a century Wearite 
Components have served faithfully the 
needs of the Radio and Electrical Indus-
tries and have made many outstanding 
contributions to the War effort. 

In an industry that is ever changing the 
Wearite policy of continuous research and 
development has not only kept pace with 
progress but has done much to further 
technical advancement In the field of 

VIBRATORS 

TRANSFORMERS 

SWITCHES and COILS 

WRIGHT E. WEAIRE, LIMITED 
HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.I7 — Telephone TOTtenhom 3847-8-9 
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MULLARD 

THE ALL- GLASS TECHNIQUE 

te..\ 

neto method of construction 

which overcomes many of the 

problems of maintaining 

efficient valve operation at high 

radio frequencies 

A DEVELOPMENT OF THE MULLARD LABORATORIES 

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2 (91) 
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Obligation 

to Students 

Monthly Commentary 
On another page a reviewer says 
some hard things about certain 
recently published textbooks for 
students of radio engineering. It 
is true that the demand for ele-

mentary books brought about by the war has pro-
duced a flood of . such literature, and many of the 
works bear all the marks of having been dashed off 
in a hurry. " Easy writing makes devilishly hard 
reading," and nowhere is unnecessarily hard read-
ing less forgivable than in books offered to those 
in the throes of acquiring specialised knowledge. 

All our sympathy goes out to the unfortunate 
student, who must be bewildered and frustrated 
by some of the misleading, badly arranged, and 
often inaccurate books that are put before him. 
It would be unreasonable to demand a high stan-
dard of literary elegance in technical books, but 
clarity is essential. In many books the unfortu-
nate reader's line of thought is constantly inter-
rupted by ambiguous phrases, or worse. 

Technical training in general is closely linked 
with this question of textbooks. We agree with 
the opinion expressed in the Brit. I.R.E. Report 
on education (summarised on another page) that 
syllabuses and, indeed, methods of training in 
general, are due for an overhaul. The Report 
recommends the setting up of a Radio Education 
Advisory Board. We sincerely hope that admir-
able suggestion may bear fruit, and that the Board, 
when it comes into being, will set a shining example 
to all other bodies of its kind. Good teaching will 
make good technicians; this country has in the 
past played a worthy part in wireless development, 
and the future depends on the students of to-day. 

+ + + 
It is good to read that, according 
to a report published elsewhere in 
this issue, members of the Radio 
Section of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers have expressed. 

virtually unanimous acceptance of the principle 
that legislation is needed to control all radiation 
likely to interfere with wireless reception. Even 
better is the implication in the report that less 
insistence is now being laid on the necessity for 
precise specification of limits of interference that 

Anti-Inter-

ference Legis-

lation 

should be allowed by law. That has always been 
a stumbling block; interference suppression has 
fallen into the hands of the highbrows. Arguments 
on the more complex technical details of the less 
tangible aspects have tended to obscure the real 
issue, which is: Should there be a legal obligation 
to take all reasonable precautions to prevent or 
minimise the radiation of interference? 
The random and sometimes intangible nature of 

interference makes it dangerous to aim at too-
rigid specification, and any law on such a basis 
would probably prove a bad one; doubly bad, 
indeed, because it could not be enforced. We can-
not make the possession of a defective electric light 
switch a hanging matter! A law founded on the 
broad principle that failure to take reasonable pre-
cautions to avoid causing interference is an offence 
would probably prove more effective. It would 
certainly stand some chance of getting on the 
statute book before it is too late. 

+ + + 
The self-governing Dominions 
of the British Commonwealth 
already have well - organised 
broadcasting systems, but in most 
of the Crown Colonies and Protec-

torates there are virtually no means of reaching the 
indigenous population. To help the more back-
ward peoples of the Colonial Empire to attain a 
higher standard of life, broadcasting is a virtual 
necessity, and its extended use after the war seems 
almost certain. Great quantities of equipment will 
be needed; indeed, a brand-new industry may be 
opened up, and there is no reason why it should 
not be a British industry. But the technical and 
economic problems involved in distributing broad-
casting over vast tropical areas inhabited by 
peoples of a low cultural level are considerable. 
Elsewhere in this issue some of these problems 

are discussed, and the tentative suggestion is made 
that distribution should be by " long-short " wave 
radio (in the 60-90-no metre tropical broadcast 
bandsy in conjunction with community receivers 
developing into local wired relay systems. These 
problems should be closely studied by the Colonial 
Office and its advisers--in collaboration, we hope, 
with the British wireless industry. 

A Brand-new 

Industry 
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Mechanism of 

DIELECTRIC HEATING 
Modern Theories and Their Application to Practical Problems 

THE main business of the 
radio engineer is to gener-
ate, control, transmit and 

receive electromagnetic energy in 
that portion of the spectrum 
ranging from wavelengths of a 
few miles to a few millimetres, so 
that it becomes available for any 
desired purpose. To deal with 
various problems encountered, 
this energy is visualised in 
various ways. In transmission 
problems it is visualised as pro-
gressive electromagnetic waves, 
but in circuits such as generators 
and receivers, it is more con-
venient to consider simply two 
forms: electrokinetic energy, 
that is to say the energy of the 
magnetic fields associated with 
the currents in inductive coils, 
and electropotential energy, or 
the energy of the electrostatic 
field associated with charges on 
condensers. Thus inductive coils 
are regarded as reservoirs of mag-
netic energy, and condensers as 
reservoirs of electrostatic energy. 
The problem of the radio 

heating engineer is to transform 
this electromagnetic energy into 
heat in some given body. This 
can be done in two ways. On the 
one hand there is the induction 
heating of metals, which is per-
formed by simply placing 
metals in alternating magnetic 
fields; as is ' well known, the 
metals absorb the energy of the 
field in virtue of the eddy cur-
rents generated within them. In 
an analogous way, dielectrics 
absorb some of the energy of an 
electric field in which they are 
placed, but the mechanism of 
this dielectric heating is not so 
obvious to those accustomed to 
consider currents and voltages 
only, as the eddy current mechan-
ism of induction heating. 
Some insight into the character 

of this mechanism is necessary to 
every radio engineer, since 
although not everyone is con-
cerned with exaggerating the 
process for the purpose of indus-
trial heating, all are concerned 
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with that unavoidable heating 
which occurs in all radio circuits, 
and which is usually considered 
under the heading of power loss. 
In the present article it is pro-
posed to give a general working 
idea of the mechanism of dielec-
tric heating so far as this can be 
done without entering into 
abstruse mathematical details. 

Dielectrics and Electrostatic 
Energy.—Consider a piece of in-
sulating material placed between 
two conductors. The combina-
tion of conductors and insulating 
material can be regarded as a con-
denser, but this is not essential. 
If a difference of potential is 
applied between the two conduc-
tors the material becomes situated 
in an electric field, the field 
strength at any point being equal 
to the voltage gradient at that 
point. As is well known, any 
electric charge at that point ex-
periences a force proportional to 
the voltage gradient and to the 
charge, and this force acts in the 
direction of the field or in the 
opposite direction according as 
the charge is of the positive or 
negative sign. 
Now all matter consists of 

positive and negative electrical 
charges locked together in more 
or less stable equilibrium by the 
attractive forces between them. 
Thus when the voltage is applied; 
all the positive charges in the 
material experience a force in the 
direction of the field and all the 
negative charges on the opposite 
direction. The applied field 
therefore tends to separate the 
positive and negative charges 
which are displaced until the in-
creased attractive forces called 
into play prevent further motion. 
This displacement of the 

charges may be visualised in 
various ways. We may, for 
example, regard the atoms and 
molecules as being distorted by 

the field; alternatively, it is pos-
sible that there are some more or 
less free ions in the structure, and 
the displacement may be regarded 
as thè translatory motion of these 
ions along some conducting path. 
This translatory motion may set 
up accumulations of charge, in 
which case it will be the back 
EMF due to such accumulations 
or polarisations which will set a 
limit to the displacement, and 
cause it to collapse as soon as the 
applied field is removed. What-
ever the nature of the process, 
work must be done in creating 
the displacement; that is to say, 
energy is put into the material 
just as it is put into a condenser 
on charging; and on removing 
the voltage this energy can be 
recovered from the material just 
as it can be recovered by dis-
charging the condenser. 

If the applied field is alternat-
ing, then the displacement pro-
duced will also be alternating, 
the charged particles in the struc-
ture of the material being set into 
forced vibration. The energy re-
lations in this system are analo-
gous to those of a spring set into 
forced vibration, or of a com-
pressible gas in a cylinder closed 
by a piston in reciprocating 
motion. It is well known that if 
for this case we plot displacement 
against force, we obtain an indi-
cator diagram. If this diagram 
consists of a straight line; that is 
to say, if the displacement is 
always in phase with the force, 
the energy put into the system 
on creating the displacement is 
all returned to the source when 
the displacement falls to zero, 
and there is no net loss of energy 
in the cycle. If, however, the 
displacement lags behind the 
force the indicator diagram be-
comes a more or less open loop 
(Fig. r), and the area of the loop 
is proportional to the net loss of 
energy in a complete cycle of 
operations. The ideal dielectrit. 
gives a straight-line diagram, but 
as is well known, all real dielec-
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trics show a finite loss of energy 
in each cycle, and loops of the 
kind shown in Fig. r have been 
obtained experimentally. Con-
sidering the problem from this 
point of view, the permittivity of 
a material is a property which is 
proportional to the energy put 
into the material when a given 
field is applied. The power factor 
of the material is the property 
which is proportional to the frac-
tion of this energy absorbed by 
the material when the applied 
field is carried round a complete 
cycle. The relation may be 
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that remanence in a magnetic 
material has no counterpart in 
ordinary dielectrics, that is to say 
the electric polarisation always 
falls to zero when the applied field 
is removed, provided sufficient 
time is allowed; for example, a 
condenser always loses the whole 
of its charge after it is short-cir-
cuited for a long time. It should 
be remarked that this process of 
dielectric hysteresis occurs at low 
frequencies as well as at radio fre-
quencies, and indeed the power 
factor of many materials is higher 
at low frequencies than at radio' 

Energy absorbed  
written   = decrement = r tan 8 

Total input energy 

tan 8 being the loss tangent of 
the dielectric, which for most 
materials is the same as the power 
factor. 
This absorption Qf energy from 

an electric field by a dielectric is 
an experimental fact, and the 
basic fact of dielectric heating. It 
means that the displacement pro-
duced in the dielectric by the ap-
plied field is not in phase with the 
field, but lags by an angle 8. The 
current, which is the rate of 
change of displacement, and is 

frequencies; nevertheless, the 
heating effect is usually negligible 
at low frequencies even when it is 
very considerable at radio fre-
quencies. The reason for this be-
comes obvious in the light of the 
previous discussion. If the fre-
quency is 50 cycles per second, 
then the energy corresponding to 
50 hysteresis loops is absorbed by 
the material in each second; but 
if the frequency is r megacycle 
per second, then the material ab-
sorbs in each second energy cor-

(b) (c) 

Fig. r. Typical indicator diagrams for dielectrics. (a) perfect dielectric 
(b) Empire cloth ; (c) Glass (Thornton). 

therefore in quadrature with the 
displacement, must differ in phase 
from the field by an angle eao° 
On account of this angle of lag of 
the displacement, the absorption 
of energy has been ascribed to a 
process of dielectric hysteresis, but 
this name is merely another way 
of describing the lag between dis-
placement and force; it suggests 
an analogy with the process of 
magnetisation which is not alto-
gether sound in spite of the re-
semblance of the indicator dia-
gram of a dielectric to the 
hysteresis loop of a magnetic ma-
terial, the chief difference being 

responding to one million hystere-
sis loops, and although the power 
factor and size of the loop varies 
with frequency as will be shown 
later, they are usually of the same 
order of magnitude at all frequen-
cies in the electrical range. 

Electronic, Atomic, and Mole-
cular Mechanisms.—It has been 
mentioned that several types of 
electric displacement or polarisa-
tions are possible. There is first 
the displacement of electrons with 
respect to the positive nucleus in 
each atom, and secondly the dis-
placement of the atoms in each 

molecule with respect to one 
another, or the displacement of 
atoms in a crystal lattice. These 
two kinds of displacement occur 
in every material; they can be 
visualised as a distortion of the 
atoms and molecules respectively, 
so that atoms and molecules 
which are ordinarily symmetrical 
in structure are no longer so when 
the field is applied. It is known, 
however, that many molecules are 
unsyrffmetrical in their structure 
even in the absence of any ap-
plied field, and this means that 
there is on the whole a preponder-
ance of positive charges near one 
end of the molecule, and of nega-
tive charges near the other. -Such 
a molecule when placed in an 
electric field will be exactly analo-
gous to a small magnet in a 
magnetic field. In the absence of 
any field, the molecular axes are 
orientated at random and the re-
sultant polarisation is therefore 
zero in every direction. When the 
electric field is applied each mole-
cule experiences forces tending to 
turn it into line with the field: 
uniform orientation is, of course, 
prevented by collisions with neigh-
bouring molecules, that is to say 
by the forces of molecular agita-
tion, but the orientation will no 
longer be random, and there is a 
definite polarisation in the direc-
tion of the field. With fields of 
ordinary magnitude the force 
tending to orientate the molecule 
is very small compared with the 
force of molecular agitation and 
the polarisation is therefore pro-
portional to the field strength and 
quickly returns to zero when the 
field is removed. 
The above three kinds of elec-

tric displacement or polarisation 
occur in pure homogeneous mate-
rials. There remains yet another 
kind, which occurs in materials 
that are not homogeneous, but 
consist of two or more compo-
nents. Fig. 2 (a) represents a slab 
of such a material, in which one 
component (unshaded) has zero 
conductivity, and the other 
('shaded) possesses considerable 
conductivity. This second com-
ponent may, for example, include 
a number of free ions in its com-
position; frequently this second 
component is water or a material 
that is water absorbent. Any 
small volume of homogeneous 
material can be represented elec-
trically by a small capacitance in 
parallel with a resistance propor-
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tional to its conductivity; thus a 
composite material can be repre-
sented by a network of capaci-
tances and resistances as shown in 
Fig. 2 (b). Suppose now a vol-
tage is suddenly applied to such 
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a material; the whole system first 
takes an instantaneous charge de-
pending only on the component 
Capacitances; each of the small 
condensers shown becomes 
charged, the distribution of charge 
and potential throughout the sys-
tem depending only on the dielec-
tric constants of the components. 
These instantaneous charges are 
the resultant of the electronic and 
atomic displacements so far con-
sidered. As a consequence of the 
difference of potential thus estab-
lished currents begin to flow in the 
resistances; that is to say ionic 
conductions occur in the compo-
nents of high conductivity, and as 
these currents reduce the poten-
tial difference which causes them, 
they diminish more or less rapidly, 
until finally the p.d. across the 
resistance falls to zero, after which 
no further current flows, so long 
as the applied voltage, and there-
fore the potential-distribution re-
mains constant. 
These currents flowing in the 

resistors are frequently described 
as absorption currents; they in-
crease the charge and the p.d. on 
the condensers of zero conduct-
ance, so that the whole system 
acquires a larger charge than the 
instantaneous charge. This in-
crease of charge due to the trans-
port of ions in the conducting 
component is evidently an electric 
displacement of another kind. 
When the voltage is removed this 
displacement falls to zero, just as 
do the previous kinds. For 
example, if the whole condenser is 
short-circuited, all the accumu-
lated charges are released and re-
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combine in the short-circuiting 
link, but only a part of them can 
do so instantaneously. The ab-
sorbed charge can only be released 
at a rate determined by the in-
ternal resistances. 
Summarising, we see that there 
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Fig. 2. Model of an 
inhomogeneous di-
electric. In the case 
shown there will 
be considerable ab-
sorption of power 
in alternating fields 
although the DC in-
sulation resistance 

is infinite. gi 

are four possible kinds of electric 
displacement or polarisation— 
electronic, atomic, molecular 
orientation (or dipole rotation), 
and the drift of ions. It now re-
mains to consider how these 
various types affect dielectric 
heating. 

Relaxation Time.—The part 
played in dielectric heating by a 
displacement of any one kind will 
obviously depend on the nature 
and magnitude of the forces re-
stricting this displacement. Heat 
will be generated only when the 
movement of the particles consti-

INFRA-RED VISIBLE 
ELECTRICAL 

POWER AUDIO RADIO 
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tuting the displacement agitates 
the whole structure .of the 
material; when, for example, the 
motion is restricted by collision 
with either atoms or molecules, or 
in other words, when the displace-
ment is restricted by forces of the 
kind which give rise to frictiOn 
and viscosity. 
A quantity that can be regarded 

as an index of the forces control-
ling a displacement of this kind, 
i.e., one in which the motion is so 
highly damped as to be aperiodic, 
is the relaxation time, which can 
be regarded as the time required 
for a displacement of that particu-
lar kind to occur when any given 
force is applied, or alternatively 
the time required for that dis-
placement to disappear when this 
force is removed. The following 
considerations will show how the 
relaxation time of any particular 
displacement determines the 
extent to which this displacement 
gives rise to energy absorption 
under the influence of the alter-
nating field. 
Suppose in the first instance 

that the frequency is very high, 
the voltage will then only be 
applied in any one direction for a 
very short time, namely, half a 
complete period or 1/2/. If this 
time is very much shorter than the 
time of relaxation of the displace-
ment, then the particles will 
hardly have begun to move before 
the force is reversed; the displace-

FREQUENCY •--

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic representation of absorption bands of four kinds 
in the range of electrical and optical frequencies. 
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ment will therefore be negligibly 
small and there will therefore be 
no absorption of power. 

If, on the other hand, the fre-
quency is very low, then the volt-
age will be applied in one direc-
tion for a time, which will be very 
large compared with the relaxa-
tion time; the displacement will 
therefore have no difficulty in 
keeping pace with the applied 
force and there will be no appre-
ciable time lag between displace-
ment and force. Thus the hyster-
esis loop will be a straight line and 
the power factor will be zero, and 
again there will be no energy loss, 
although the displacement will be 
much larger than in the previous 
case; that is to say, the permit-
tivity will be larger but there will 
still be zero power loss. 

Consider now an intermediate 
frequency at which the half period 
is of the same order as the relaxa-
tion time. The displacement now 
will never have time to reach its 
full value in any one direction 
before the force is reversed; the 
value will, however, be appre-
ciable, and it will increase as the 
frequency falls. Also, it will not 
be able to keep pace with the 
applied force, but will lag by a 
finite angle. The indicator dia-
gram will therefore be an open 
loop and there will be appreciable 
power loss. 
We have shown that the power 

factor must fall to zero at both 
lower and higher frequencies. It 
must therefore pass through a 
maximum value in this region. 
The conditions, therefore, for a 
maximum power factor is that the 
frequency shall be such that :tali 
the periodic time of the applied 
field is of the same order of mag-
nitude as the relaxation time of 
the displacement. The power 
factor curve will show a maximum 
value in this region of the fre-
quency spectrum; the permittivity 
on the other hand, in this region, 
will show a value intermediate be-
tween the high value character-
istic of low frequencies and the 
low value characteristic of high 
frequencies. Fig. 3 shows dia-
grammatically the form of the 
power factor and permittivity 
curves for a material that is char-
acterised by two relaxation times 
in the electrical range of fre-
quencies, one in the power and 
audio section, and one in the radio 
section; there is a power factor 
maximum or an absorption band 
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corresponding to each time of 
relaxation, and the permittivity 
curve shows a step down when 
passing through each of these 
bands in the direction of increas-
ing frequency. 

It is not passible to calculate 
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when pure the materials are free 
from water and ions; it follows 
that only the electronic and 
atomic polarisations are possible 
and therefore the dielectric pro-
perties of thèse materials must be 
characteristic of these two polar-
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Fig. 4. The permittivity and power factor of typical polar thermoplastics 
in the electrical range of frequencies. (1) Cellulose acetate plastic 
(Hartshorn and Rushton) ; (2) Cellulose acetate plastic (C. F. Hill) ; 
(3) Celluloid (C, F. Hill) ; (4) and (5) Vinyl ether plastics, (5) having a 
higher concentration of polar groups than (4) (F. H. Muller) ; (6) Vul-
canised rubber, 12% sulphur (Scott, McPherson and Curtis) ; (7) Methyl 

methacrylate plastic. 

the various times of relaxation 
with accuracy, but some idea of 
their magnitude can be obtained 
from considerations of general 
physical properties. It is found 
that the interpretation of these 
properties in terms of the four 
polarisation mechanisms each 
associated with a characteristic 
time constant, throWs considerable 
light on the phenomena of dielec-
tric heating. A few examples will 
make this point clear. • 

Hydrocarbon Plastics. — Cqp-
sider first the electrical properties 
of the pure hydrocarbons, includ-
ing such important commercial 
materials as polystyrene, poly-
thene, pure rubber, paraffin wax, . 
Vaseline, transformer oil, etc. The 
molecules of all these materials 
are symmetrical in structure, and 

isations. These properties are 
very well known. The materials 
all have a permittivity of 2.2 to 
2.6 at all frequencies in the elec-
trical range, and this value is 
very nearly equal to the square of 
the optical refractive index, which 
may be regarded as the permit-
tivity at optical frequencies. The 
power factors of all the materials 
are also vanishingly small, say 
0.0002 at all frequencies in the 
electrical range; in other words, 
these materials show no absorp-
tion band at any electrical fre-
quency, and it follows that the 
time constants of the electronic 
and atomic polarisations must lie 
wholly in the optical portion of 
the spectrum. Moreover, these 
materials are nearly all optically 
transparent; it follows that even 
in the optical range of frequencies 
energy absorption is small. The 
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frictional forces opposing the dis-
placement must evidently be 
small, and, indeed, there is good 
reason to believe that the elec-
tronic and atomic displacements 
are periodic, in contrast to the 
other types of displacement which 
are aperiodic. It follows that the 
permittivity curve takes the form 
of the familiar N curve character-
istic of resonance, when passing 
through an absorption band aris-
ing from electronic and atomic 
displacements, instead of the step 
down already discussed as charac-
teristic of aperiodic displacements 
(see Fig. 3). 

Polar Thermoplastics. — Con-
sider next a few typical thermo-
plastics, the molecules of which 
are known to be unsymmetrical 
and therefore electrically polar. 
A few typical curves for these 
materials are shown in Fig. 4. 
Notice that the permittivity of all 
these materials is almost twice as 
large as that of the hydrocarbon 
plastics, which is evidence that 
there is a considerable polarisa-
tion of some kind, other than the 
electronic and atomic. The power 
factor curves all show maximum 
values which are very large com-
pared with the power factors of 
the hydrocarbons. It is known 
that these properties occur even 
when the materials are pure and 
homogeneous, so that there is no 
likelihood of ionic displacement. 
The polarisation is therefore to be 
ascribed to molecular orientation 
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or dipole rotation. It has been 
shown experimentally that the 
maximum value of power factor 

Fig. 6. Molecular 
models of phenolic 
resins : (a) ther-
moplastic, (b) 
heat-hardened. 
Each spotted ball 
represents an OH 
group, which is 
the part of the 
molecule that is 
electrically un-
symmetrical, and 
therefore behaves 
in an electric field 
like a small mag-
net in a magnetic 
field. It is capable 
of a limited rota-
tion about its point 
of attachment and 
this motion gives 
rise to the absorp-
tion of power in 
alternating elec-
tric fields, and 
therefore to . di-
electric heating. 

increases with the number of 
polar groups in the molecule of 
these materials; for example, in 
the rubber-sulphur compound 
(vulcanised rubber) the power 
factor increases with the sulphur 
content, and experiments of this 
kind' provide strong evidence sup-
porting the view that the dielec-
tric properties of these pure 
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Fig. 5. Power factors of various heat-hardened synthetic resins in the 
electrical range of frequencies. 
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resins are mainly determined by 
dipole rotation. It is interesting 
to note that Perspex, which has a 

decidedly high value of power 
factor at electrical frequencies, is 
remarkably transparent to light 
waves, and therefore must have 
a very low power factor at optical 
frequencies. 

Thermosetting Plastics. — The 
thermosetting plastics include 
materials of the Bakelite type, im-
portant for compression moulding 
and for the manufacture of lamin-
ated sheets and tubes, as well as 
syntiietic resin glues important in 
aircraft construction. Properties 
of typical resins of this kind are 
shown in Fig. 5. Here again we 
have the high power factor charac-
teristic of polar materials, ,and 
there can be little doubt that this 
power factor arises from dipole 
rotation as in the case of thermo-
plastics. The peaks in the power 
factor curve are, however, very 
much less marked. It appears 
that these materials are probably 
not characterised by a single time 
constant, but by a band of time 
constants, which might arise be-
cause polar groups in different 
parts of the molecule are re-
stricted in their motions to dif-
ferent extents. The power factor 
curve is therefore to be regarded 
as formed by the superposition of 
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a number of peaked curves, the 
peaks being spread over a more or 
less wide hand of frequencies. • 
Another point brought out by 

Fig. 5 is that the power factor of 
a pure resin is increased by the 
addition of the small quantity of 
water which it takes up from the 
atmosphere. There is also a very 
much larger increase of power 
factor if the resin contains an elec-
trolyte. For example, the top-
most curve was obtained with a 
resin prepared with NaOH as 
catalyst, and the subsequent 
washing was not quite complete, 
so that traces of NaOH remained 
in the resin. This material shows 
a very large rise of power factor 
at low frequencies, and there can 
be but little doubt that this arises 
from ionic displacement made 
possible by the presence of the 
electrolytic ions. The time con-
stant of this ionic displacement 
can be estimated in terms of the 
equivalent resistances and capa-
cities shown in Fig. r, and such 
calculations confirm that the 
times of relaxation of displace-
ments of this kind fall in the low-
- frequency region. 

Conclusion.—It may be useful 
to conclude with a few practical 
considerations. It is obvious that 
for effective dielectric heating at 
frequencies low enough to be 
generated economically, materials 
of high power factor are wanted, 
and it is therefore always advis-
able to use polar materials if pos-
sible. If these are not available 
it will be necessary to work at the 
highest possible frequency, but 
with pure non-polar materials, 
even the highest available elec-
trical frequency may fail to give 
appreciable heating at the volt-
ages which are permissible; obvi-
ously the voltage must not be in-
creased beyond the value at which 
flash-over begins to occur. 

If selective heating is required 
it is obviously desirable to use 
one polar material in combina-
tion with a non-polar material; a 
good example of this is provided 
by the fabrication of laminated 
glass. Fig. 4 shows that the 
power factor of the transparent 
thermoplastic materials is very 
high in a certain range of fre-
quencies. The power factor of 
plate glass is low and almost in-
dependent of frequency in the 
whole of the electrical range since 
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it is not a polar material. It 
follows that if we place a sand-
wich of alternate layers of plate 
glass and a transparent thermo-
plastic material in an electric 
field of a frequency corresponding 
to the maximum power factor of 
the plastic, heat will be generated 
in the plastic at a much greater 
rate than in the glass, so that the 
plastic çan be brought to the 
softening temperature without 
any unnecessary heating of the' 
glass. 

Dielectric heating in the lower 
frequencies can obviously be in-
creased by an increase of ionic 
displacement which can some-
times be brought about by adding 
particles of an appreciable con-
ductivity like iltraphite to the 
body to be heated. Alternatively, 
water or a small quantity of some 
electrolyte may be added; a pro-
cedure which will be obviously' 
suitable for the synthetic resin 
glues. The result will be a corn-

posite dielectric which may be ex-
pected to show a peak in its power 
factor curve somewhere in the 
low-frequency range; the value is 
not lilrely to be calculable, but it 
is obviously a fairly simple matter 
to proceed by trial and error. 

In conclusion, it is curious to 
note that although the heating of 
non-metals at radio frequencies is 
sometimes called " electronic 
heating," yet electronic displace-
ments play no part in the process. 
Such heating. might reasonably be 
described as " molecular " or 
" dipolar," but strictly speaking 
it is only the heating of metals 
that is electronic in character; 
and since this applies to the heat-
ing of metals at all frequencies as 
well as with direct current, it is 
best to avoid the term " electronic 
heating," and to describe the pro-
cesses under discussion as the di-
electric heating of non-metals and 
the eddy-current heating of 
metals. 

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION 
I.E.E. Views on the Post-war Position 

LEGISLATIVE control of all 
radiation likely to interfere 
with wireless reception of 

any kind was generally accepted 
as a post-war necessity at a recent 
Discussion Meeting of the Radio 
Section of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers. P. R. C,oursey, 
who opened the discussion, con-
sidered the main changes to be ex-
pected after the war will concern 
the frequency range over which 
interference suppression is likely 
to be required; the types of 
apparatus that are likely to be in 
use as potential interference-
genera. tors ; and the wider use of 
domestic electric equipment of 
generally well-known types. 
For interference - suppression 

purposes the pre-war frequency 
range extended up to 1,500 kc / s ; 
only the broadcast sound fre-
quency band was effectively 
covered. 
For post-war use it appears de-

sirable to modify and improve the 
six British Standard Specifica-
tions already issued in order to 
satisfy changed requirements. 
First, it will be necessary to ex-
tend the frequency range upward, 

a maximum in the region of 600 
Mc / s being at present envisaged. 
This increase in frequency range 
is required not only to cover the 
normal television transmissions 
and short-wave radio reception, 
but also to protect some of the 
newer radio and radar applica-
tions likely to be used as aids to 
navigation in civil aviation and 
in ships. 

Industrial Interference 
There is likely to be a consider-

able extension in the use of high-
frequency equipment in many in-
dustrial electronic applications, 
apart altogether from a much 
wider use of electro-medical 
equipment, much of which is a 
source of interference. At present 
such apparatus, which frequently 
uses a high power and is trouble-
some in this respect, is prevented 
from doing any serious harm 
by purely wartime regulations 
requiring its complete screening, 
• but other alternatives must be ex-
plored for the future. 
Radiation from superheterodyne 

receivers can extend over a wide 
area, and it will almost certainly 
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be essential for set manufacturers 
and designers to pay close atten-
tion to such a potential source of 
trouble. 
One aspect of interference sup-

pression, which affected radio 
manufacturers only slightly in 
pre-war days, may become very 
important in the future, namely, 
the measures taken in other 
countries to suppress interference. 
It would seem that a high degree 
of uniformity is very desirable, 
not only to assist the manufac-
ture of apparatus for export, but 
also protect the listener. 

Need for Legislation 

In the general discussion that 
followed there was virtually un-
animous agreement on the neces-
sity for some kind of legal 
machinery for curbing electrical 
interference with .radio reception, 
though there was some diversity 
of view as to the rigidity of the 
legal control that should be im-
posed. None of the speakers laid 
any great emphasis on the desir-
ability of precise specification of 
legally permissible limits of inter-
ference, but many stressed the 
difficulty in the way of prepar-
ing such specifications. Sugges-
tions for appropriate legal 
measures ranged from a plea for 
" enabling" legislation which 
would permit a properly consti-
tuted authority to issue regula-
tions, to a proposal that radio in-
terference should be treated as a 
" nuisance" in common law. In 
support of the latter contention, 
it was pointed out that in legal 

_ actions to abate nuisances from 
acoustic noise there is no obliga-
tion to specify precisely the levels 
of the noise. 
Doubts were expressed as to the 

extent to which a law on a rigid 
quantitative basis could be en-
forced, and there was also the 
problem of ensuring proper main-
tenance of interference-producing 
devices. Much could be done by 
education, both of those respons-
ible for interfering apparatus and 
the users of radio receivers. Co-
operation between the various in-
terests concerned on both sides 
was considered to be vitally im-
portant. 
The use of broadcast receiving 

aerials of greater effectiveness 
than those commonly installed 
was urged, as was the use of 
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screened down-leads. The direc-
tional properties of aerials might 
be more generally employed in 
improving signal ¡ noise ratio in 
UHF reception. 
Though it was generally be-

lieved that interference would in-
crease after the war unless effec-
tive steps were taken to check it, 
the general opinion was that the 
trouble was not likely tu be par-
ticularly serious at ultra-high fre-
quencies. The physical size of the 
majority of interfering devices is 
such that most of the radiation is 
below io Mc / s. It was pointed 
out, however, that the radiation 
from ignition systems of motor 
vehicles covered a very wide fre-
quency range. This was at pre-
sent the most serious form of in-
terference with UHF communica-
tion services, which often worked 
with low field strengths, and 
would need protection for fre-
quencies at least up to 300 Mc / s. 
It was stated that capacitors with 
properties suitable for interfer-
ence suppression at frequencies 
above 50 Mc/ s would probably 
soon_ become generally available; 
existing designs were inadequate 
for this specialised purpose. " 

Radio Heating 

Some speakers thought that 
the newly developed technique of 
radio-frequency heating for in-
dustrial purposes would prove a 
serious source of interference; in 
one case interference from an 
eddy-current heater had been ex-
perienced at a distance of half-
mile from the source. Though it 
was agreed that the problem of 
suppressing radiation from equip-
ment that might ultimately 
attain powers of the order of 
L000 kW and operate at frequen-
cies up to 200 Mc /s was a formid-
able one, the view was expressed 
that a solution would be found by 
adopting a combination of known 
methods. These would include 
screening, which was quite prac-
ticable for small- or medium-
powered equipment, and also a 
limited allocation of exclusive 
frequency bands. Pleas were 
made for the exercise of reason-
ableness in approaching the 
problem, and for taking local cir-
cumstances into account in esti-
mating permissible radiated field 
strength. For example, there was 
no point in restricting radiation 
severely in circumstances where 
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radiation at the particular fre-
quency concerned could do no 
harm. Manufacturers of radio 
heating equipment should formu 
late their own code. A possible 
development of the future was 
for factories employing strongly 
interfering apparatus of_any type 
to be built as screens. 

In replying to the discussion, 
the opener expressed surprise at 
the unanimity of opinion in 
favour of legislative control; He 
agreed with the opinion that at 
first it would probably be neces-
sary to accept a legally imposed 
low level of suppression. 

EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING 

THE second part of the Report 
I. presented by the British Insti-
tution of Radio Engineers on Post-
war Development is devoted exclu-
sively to the subject of education 
and training of wireless technicians 
and craftsmen of all grades. It is 
written from the premise that the 
standard of living of the country as 
a whole can only be raised by fitting 
each man to perform the task for 
which he has the most aptitude. A 
strong plea is entered for extending 
specialised educational facilities in 
general, and in more than one place 
doubts are expressed as to the 
soundness of present syllabuses and 
methods, which are thought to 
reflect obsolete practice. 
The opinion is also expressed that 

the normal curriculum for training 
electrical engineers, modified by the 
introduction of a bias towards radio 
at the third-year level, is not suit-
able for producing radio engineers; 
a different approach is needed. 

Demobilisation courses for engi-
neers and technicians now in the 
armed Forces are advocated, not 
only that those who have lost touch 
with their peacetime work should 
be enabled to fit themselves to re-
enter industry, but in order that 
they should be brought up to a 
standard in advance of that required 
for immediate employment. 
The difficulty of providing ade-

quate teaching staffs is discussed in 
the British I.R.E. Report and the 
desirability of industrial experience 
for teachers is touched upon. 
Finally, there is a recommendation 
that a Radio Education Advisory 
Board be established to examine the 
whole field impartially in the in-
terests of national progress. The 
members of the board should include 
repiesentatives of education, in-
dustry, commerce, appropriate pro-
fessional associations and the 
Services. 
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COLONIAL BROADCASTING 
"Long-short" Waves for Covering Tropical Areas? 

THE British Colonial Empire 
covers one quarter of the area 

of the British Empire and con-
tains 14 per cent, of its popula-
tion. Its area is about 31 million 
square miles and its population. 
nearly seventy millions. The 
African colonies form the major 
part of this Empire and Africans 
and people of African origin the 
bulk of the population.' In the 
two regions, East and West 
Africa, a population equal to that 
of the British Isles is rapidly be-
coming civilised. In consequence 
the cultural range of these peoples 
is probably even greater than the 
cultured range here at home. At 
the present time, however, this 
almost explosive growing-up is 
taking place practically unaided 
by broadcasting; yet broadcast-
ing is an ideal way of knitting a 
community together. It is true 
that there is the Empire service 
of the B.B.C., but this caters 
rather for the sophisticated; for 
those who can own and operate 
that fairly complicated 'instru-
ment, a short-wave receiver. In 
the post-war years both our Im-
perial responsibility and industrial 
self-interest demand that there 
shall be an adequate system of 
local broadcasting and a supply 
of listening means for the , less 
advanced peoples 

Some Comparisons 
In the British Isles broadcast-

ing is organised on two main 
assumptions: the population has 
no " special classes" but is uni-
formly programme-worthy; and it 
is grouped in six main centres in 
which the density exceeds 500 
persons per square mile. The 
average listener will spend some 
£2-£3 a year on receiver replace-
ment and expects a field-strength 
of to mV/metre in electrically 
noisy towns, although in quiet 
areas about 2k mV/m. is satis-
factory. Even so, with a total 
radiated power of many hundreds 
of kilowatts, in some areas ' there 
is dissatisfaction. The great area 
of East Africa is served by one 

I These facts are derived from " Colonies," by 
E. A. Walker (Cambridge University Press). 

station, at Nairobi, of some 5 or 
ro kW. In other regions—West 
Africa, the West Indies, the Far 
Eastern region round Singapore— 
the situation is not markedly dif-
ferent. Nor is it merely that 
transmitters and studios are 
lacking; even if these existed there 
are no receivers suitable for such 
backward peoples. Not only must 
"They" do something, but the 
radio industry must set to and 
produce. 
The scope of the problem is seen 

more clearly if an artificial divi-
sion of the population into four 
main classes is made. For the 
purpose of this article we will call 
them European town dweller, 
European settler, African town 
dweller, African villager. The 
chief factors which influence this 
division are contact with the idea 
of money, and availability of 
power supplies. It is the last class 
which presents most difficulty: 
the African in the town earns a 
money wage and there are power 
supplies; the European settler can 
afford a small supply plant; the 
African in a purely African vil-
lage is not in a " currency area," 
nor can power be easily available. 
Yet it is this African who most 
needs broadcasting. It is this man 
who needs advice on scientific 
agriculture and -stock-raising, if 
his standard of living is to rise. 
And, if he is to become a good 
citizen of the modern world, 
broadcasting must awaken in him 
a sense of his dual loyalty, to the 
tribe and to the. larger unit sym-
bolised by the Imperial Crown. 

Community Receivers 
The solution to the listening 

problem must be one which pro-
vides for a logical growth struc-
ture. Initially each large village 
should have a single receiver, in 
the charge of an African who has 
had some training in the Army. 
These receivers should be 
mounted in strong sealed steel 
boxes, with only an on-off and 
channel-selecting switch and pos-
sibly a volume control. A robust 
loudspeaker of the " loud-hailer " 
type and a petrol-electric gen-

erator complete the station. When 
all the villages are equipped, ex-
tension loudspeakers should be 
added, so that there is the nucleus 
of a local radio-relay scheme. A 
combined servicing and petrol 
supply organisation complete the 
system. The reason for the relay 
idea ig important. Listening 
groups should be small, to reduce 
the effect of that Gresham's Law 
in ideas which will retard the 
education of the listener. For 
small communities, battery sets of 
the same robust mechanical de-
sign, with automatic time switch-
ing, can be maintained by the ser-
vicing organisation. 
So much for the " official " re-

ceiver arrangements: the trans-
missions feeding them will auto-
matically set up a demand for 
individual receivers by the Euro-
pean settlers and the more affluent 
Africans. There will be a market 
for robust, tropical receivers with 
low current consumption. The 
standard British home-market re-
ceiver will not be adequate, espe-
cially if the frequences to be sug-
gested later are used. 

• Tropical Atmospherics 
The problems of transmission 

are not the familiar ones encoun-
tered in the British Isles. The 
Colonial Empire is a tropical 
empire; consequently the use of 
the usual medium-wave band, 
1,500 kc/s to 55 kc/s, is imprac-
ticable, as the noise level due to 
atmospherics is very high. Three 
bands, nominally 6o metres, go 
metres and 120 metres' have been 
allocated for broadcasting services 
in tropical countries. 
The range of ground-ray recep-

tion at these wavelengths will not 
be great, and although it is pos-
sible to envisage a twin-frequency 
system in which a station in the 
higher-frequency channel provides 
a sky-wave service beginning near 
the inner edge of the lower-fre-
quency channel skip, the attenua-
tion of such a sky-wave would be 

' The actual frequency bands allotted at the 
Cairo Convention for broadcasting in tropical 
areas are: 2.3-2.5 lidc/s; 3.3-3.5 Mc/s; 4.965-
5.5 MO. 
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high. It is, indeed, this high 
attenuation of both ground and 
sky-waves which restricts the 
noise to the purely local sources. 
Only a survey on the ground can 
determine whether such a scheme 
is practicable, or whether fre-
quency modulation must be used. 
This short survey provides an 

outline sketch of the problem: it 
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will be realised that there are two 
bodies who can take action, the 
Colonial Office and the radio in-
dustry. It is the duty of the 
Colonial Office to expand broad-
casting facilities; it is the oppor-
tunity of the radio industry to 
exploit the receiver market and 
thus force forward the transmitter 
development. The time for plan-
ning is now. 

Book Review's 

PITY THE POOR STUDENT! 
Heavyside's Operational Calculus 
Made Easy. By T. H. Turney, 
Ph.D. Pp. 96 + vi; Chapman and 
Hall, 37/9, Essex Street, Lon-
don, W.C.2. Price ios. 6d. 

Radio Technique. By A. G. Mills. 
Pp. 17o + viii; Figs. 301; Chap-
man and Hall (as above). Price 
12s. 6d. 

rr HE writer of these reviews has 
known three generations of 

radio engineers. The Old Gang 
started before and during the last 
war, when techniques were primi-
tive by present standards. Often 
they had little theoretical know-
ledge; they didn't realise that they 
were attempting the impossible, and 
they succeeded. The next genera-
tion came from the universities: 
they had physics or mathematics 
degrees, or, rarely, engineering 
degrees. Challenged by their elders, 
they cleaned up the theory—but 
with the expenditure of sweat and 
tears. Now a third generation is 
appearing, for whom things should 
surely be made rather easier. This 
generation is the product of specific 
radio courses at the polytechnics, 
and to cater for it a text-book 
literature is appearing at an alarm-
ing rate. 
Both the books named are in-

tended for the new type of student, 
and we should try to recapture an 
undergraduate outlook on them. 
This reviewer is left with a feeling 
of alarm; this is poor stuff to give 
the student. Basic books, rather 
than elementary books are needed: 
something on which the student 
can build when he comes to 
do his own original work. These 
books are blind-alley books; they 
have no past, no reference to any 
other papers or books which will 
amplify the detail. They have no 
future; no clear line along which 
the student can develop his know-
ledge. A text-book should be like 
the bole of a tree, rooted firmly in 
the ground, and leading upwards to 
a fine tracery of boughs and twigs: 
a bad text-book is like a derelict 

telegraph pole, lifeless, rootless, and 
leading nowhere. 
A common feature of both books 

is deplorable style. Dr. Turney 
adopts a bedtime story manner 
which makes this reviewer wince; 
Mr. Mills has apparently no idea of 
how to write clear, simple English 
sentences. In both cases we see 
contempt for the reader, one writer 
talking down to him, the other too 
slovenly to choose his phrases. 

Dr. Turney's book is an attempt 
to present the methods of opera-
tional calculus to young electrical 
engineers whose mathematical 
equipment is not adequate to cope 
with the more formal approach by 
Carson or Bush. The book begins 
with an introductory chapter which 
is a mixture of elementary circuit 
theory and simple calculus. The 
second chapter deals with Heavi-
side's operator p and introduces the 
idea of expansion in series: the 
method is applied to the usual 
simple examples. Chapters IV and 
V deal with the application of the 
method to the cable problem. In 
Chapter VI a discussion of Fourier's 
Integral leads to a short section on 
Impulses. Chapter VII touches on 
the Laplace Transform, Carson's 
and Fourier's Integrals, and men-
tions contour integration. 
The reviewer cannot agree with 

Dr. Turney's wholehearted follow-
ing of Heaviside. Surely all the 
simple problems for which Heavi-
side's method suffices are now 
solved and in the books. The prob-
lems we now meet are those of com-
plex circuits, with curious wave 
forms applied to them. One cannot 
do better than quote from Carson 
(Bell System Technical Journal, 
October, 1925): 
" The power series expansions 

may be complicated, laborious to 
derive, and of such form that they 
cannot be recognised and summed 
by inspection." 

In fact, as Carson shows, Heavi-
side's own approach involves, in the 
problem of a cable fed through a 
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condenser, the discarding of one 
series completely. Carson also gives 
an example in which the Heavi-
side approach breaks down. On 
page 712 of his paper Carson gives 
a brief critical estimation of the 
scope and value of the power series 
solution. He reaches the conclusion 
that the use of definite integrals is 
preferable. 

Mr. Mills purports to deal with 
The Structure of Matter, Magnet-
ism, Motors, Measuring Instru-
ments, Valves, Receivers, Trans-
mitters, Aerials, Direction Finding, 
Sound Waves and Pulse Generators. 
This is merely a selection from the 
twenty-three chapter headings. 
There is little which is useful, much 
which is confusing, and some infor-
mation which is definitely wrong. 
The circuit diagrams, for example, 
rarely give values; one which does 
(Fig. 73) describes what is implicitly 
a filter with a cut-off frequency of 

Mc/s: the values given corre-
spond to an 8o kc/s cut off, and 
include a o.2It inductance. That 
such circuits are designed • is not 
even hinted by the author. In an-
other place the expression for 
radiation resistance is given as 
320w213, 

but it is not explained that 
As 

1 is the effective length of the aerial 
and equals 24/ ff, where 1,, is the 
actual length. Throughout we find 
filament batteries and grid bias 
batteries; the kinkless tetrode is 
not mentioned at all; neutralising, 
however, is discussed, although RF 
stage gains of two or three are 
apparently enough for the author. 

It is unnecessary to labour these 
views: the reviewer has been 
through these books twice and will 
never open them again. He would 
plead for a new outlook, and the 
preparation and publication of 
books over which the author has 
sweated, and over which the student 
must be prepared to sweat in his 
turn: then we shall be beginning to 
train engineers. T. R. 

CATALOGUES RECEIVED 

T IST No. T 12 issued by Radio In-
strument Co., 294, Broadway, 

Beideyheath, Kent, contains technical 
data on the iron-cored components 
made by this firm, including the 
OP 12 K multi-ratio output transformer. 

A.A. Tools, 197a, Whiteacre Road, 
Ashton-under-Lyne, have produced a 
new illustrated list showing some of 
the applications of their metal benders, 
which include special models for the 
radio trade. 

General technical data relating e) 

" Gecalloy" RF dust cores is contain..d 
in List 1944 which has been received 
from Salford Electrical Instruments, 
Ltd.. Silk Street, Salford, 3. 
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STANDARDISED COMPONENTS 
2— Properties of 

EST month we discussed the 
properties of resistors, as de-
fined by the specifications 

.recently published in the BS /RC 
series. We shall now examine the 
properties of capacitors, which 
make up the second key compo-
nent group in all radio equip-
ment. " Capacitor" is now the 
official term for what the majority 
of us still call condensers; the 
writer must confess to a dislike 
of this new-fangled word, which 
no one but a specification writer 
ever uses. Has anyone ever con-
fused a capacitor with a part of 
a steam engine? Perhaps the 
steam engine makers could adopt 
the term " precipitation inducer" 
and leave the radio engineer his 
condensers. 

Before examining the specifica-
tions we must interpolate a word 
of warning; the properties de-
fined in these specifications are 
test limits for capacitors for use 
by the Services; they are there-
fore the lowest-quality level per-
mitted for the bulk production of 
good standard components. The 
cheapest components will, no 
doubt, be inferior to these; the 
best will probably be far superior. 
For example, mica is an imported 
material, and is available in 
many different grades from differ-
ent sources. It is clearly desir-
able that the standard mica capa-

or should not demand the use 
of " the best" mica: that would 
lead to enormous wastage. The 
specification therefore defines the 
properties which the average user 
requires, and thus permits the use 
of lower grades of mica; even 
these may have properties far 
superior to those demanded by 

• the specification. We have taken 
mica as an example, but the same 
principle is true of ceramic and 
paper dielectrics: they may be 
much better than you expect. 

In Fig. r is shown the classifi-
cation of capacitors in the specifi-
cations. It is not proposed to 
discuss variable capacitors in this 
article, because they are so com-
pletely different in all respects 
from fixed capacitors, and we 

Capacitors 

By THOMAS RODDAM 

have therefore omitted the sub-
division which would balance the 
diagram. Examination of the 
diagram shows that, as in nor-
mal practice, the first sub-division 
of fixed capacitors is by dielectric 
material. Fixed air dielectric 
components are omitted, presum-
ably because they normally ap-
pear only in transmitters and in 
small numbers, and they are com-
monly made to measure. Plastic 
dielectric capacitors are men-
tioned once, but this is presum-
ably a precaution intended to in-
clude them if ever they become 
available here, as they already 
are in America. No definition of 
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lytic capacitors and the larger 
sizes of paper capacitor.: in the 
second we .shall consider the 
smaller paper capacitors, mica 
and ceramic capacitors. There is 
no clear separating line, for the 
gap is bridged in practice by the 
paper capacitors. The first group 
is the power pack group, the 
second the circuit group. 

Electrolytic capacitors are de-
fined as members of one of two 
types, high voltage and low volt-
age. The peak voltage rating 
which separates these two types 
is taken as ioo volts. It is ex-
pected that the power factor of 
the low-voltage capacitors will be 
higher than that of the high-

METAL CASED 

rRECT ANGULAR ••••-r -

 MOULDED CASED 

TUBULAR 

BLOCK 

INSULATED CASED 

 METAL CASED 

-MOULDED STACKED 

-CAMPED STACKED 

-MOULDED SILVERED 

  PROTECTED SILVERED 

ELECTROLYT IC 

PLASTIC 
DIELECTRIC 

their properties is given. There 
are left, therefore, four kinds of 
fixed capacitor, with electrolytic 
film, paper, mica and ceramic 
dielectrics. 

Two Main Croups 
It will be convenient in the 

examination of the properties of 
these components to separate 
them into two main groups. In 
the first we shall consider electro-

GRADE I 
GRADE 2 
GRADE 3 

HIGH VOLTAGE 

LOW VOLTAGE 

Fig. 1. General 
.c las sification of 

capacitors. 

voltage capacitors. 
A notable pro-
vision is that 
etched foil capa-

citors are expressly forbidden; no 
reason is given for this prohibition. 
A second feature of interest is 

that the working temperature 
range of electrolytic capacitors ex-
tends only to — 3o deg. C., instead 
of the usual — 40 deg. C. This is 
surprising, for we should have ex-
pected that the increased power 
factor at these low temperatures 
would have resulted in sufficient 
heat to bring the capacitor up to 
a reasonable working temperature. 
The marking clause of the specifi-
cation is somewhat unfortunate. 
Electrolytic capacitors are to be 
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marked with the month and year 
of manufacture, and with two vol-
tage ratings; there is no require-
ment for any indication of capa-
citance l The two voltage ratings 
apply to maximum ambient tem-
peratures of 7i deg. C. and 60 
deg. C., of which the first is to be 
the principal marking. In the 
past, it was, we believe, the other 
way round. • 
Another example of loose think-

ing is provided by the require-

APPLIED DC VOLTAGE 

(AS PERCENTAGE OF VOLTAGE RATING) 

Fig. 2. Hypothetical rating 
characteristics of electrolytic 

capacitors. 

ment that the capacitors shall be 
capable of operating with an ap-
plied DC voltage equal to the peak 
rating together with a sinusoidal 
ripple, the RMS value of which 
shall be 12 per cent, of the peak 
rating at 50 c/s or 6 per cent, at 
zoo c/s. In all the tests applied, 
however, the DC voltage is only 
8o per cent, of the peak rating, 
with a further 12 per 
cent. of 50-c / s ripple. 
This figure would seem 
to be the realistic one. 
A further point emerges 
when we consider the 
use of the capacitor. 
These figures are ob-
viously related to the 
design of power packs 
for 50-c / s operation, 
both with hall-wave 
and full-wave rectifica-
tion. If a practical 
case is considered, how-
ever, we find that for a 
300-volt full- wave 
power pack delivering 
zoo mA, the ripple 
across a 4 jF reservoir 
capacitor will be about 
z8 per cent. The speci-
fication does not help 
us here. Nor is this 
all: surely the Services 
quite commonly use 
supply frequencies 
much higher than 50 
c/s. What is needed, 
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and we would ask that the pro-
jected " guide " which forms part 
of the BS/ RC series should incor-
porate it, is a set of curves of the 
form shown in Fig. 2, for which 
we have no adequate data. With 
such information the power pack 
designer would no longer be work-
ing in the dark. 
Paper capacitors are more 

straightforward: they are classi-
fied according to the shape and 
case material; rectangular or 
tubular (cylindriCal), metal or in-
sulated case. This is in accord-
ance with everyday usage and its 
only disadvantage would appear 
to be the lumping of moulded 
cases with waxed paper tubes. A 
qualified ban is imposed on the 
use of chlorinated naphthalene in 
the manufacture of capacitors. 
This material may be used only 
for large values (z IÀF and over) 
and low voltages (below 250 
volts): This prohibition will not 
interest the average user, who 
probably does not know whether 
his pre-war capacitors used chlor-
inated naphthalene or not. 
The normal question for the 

power pack designer is whether 
he should use paper or electro-
lytic capacitors: this problem also 
arises for the decoupling stages of 
audio-frequency amplifiers. In 
Table z are given those properties 
in which differences appear. This 
table should help in the formation 
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of a decision, although other fac-
tors, particularly bulk and cost, 
must also play a part. The writer's 
interpretation of this table is that 
the chief use of electrolytic capaci-
tors is in " brute force" smooth-

ing circuits in equipment which 
will not experience extremes of 

temperature. Although earlier in 
this article attention was drawn 
to the risks imposed by our ignor-
ance of the behaviour of electro-
lytic capacitors with large ripples 
at frequencies well above 50 c/s, 
our knowledge of the safety mar-
gins for paper capacitors is almost 
equally small. 
When we turn to the circuit 

uses of capacitors, we find that for 
most audio-frequency applica-
tions paper capacitors must be 
used. For filters it is possible to 
use mica capacitors, partly be-
cause we usually need special 
values and close tolerances. In 
amplifier circuits, however, our 
coupling and decoupling needs will 
commonly be met by paper. The 
chief factors are capacitance sta-
bility, which must be better than 
ro per cent., and insulation re-
sistance. The insulation resist-
ance of a paper capacitor is per-
mitted to fall, after cycles of 
humidity, to zoo megohm-micro-
farads. This means that a z µF 
capacitor connected from the 
anode of one valve at 250 volts to 
the grid of a second valve which 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF STANDARDISED PROPERTIES OF PAPER AND ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS. 

Property Paper Electrolytic 

Capacitance tolerance Given in preferred list; pro- 
bably ± 20 per cent, at any 
frequency from 50 cis to 
2,000 c/s 

-I- 50%). at 50 0/5 ; DC applied — 20% 

Power factor ... Less than 0.01 Less than 0.15 for HV; 0.:2 
for LV 

Voltage overload 
(voltage proof in spec.) 

Three times working voltage 
up to wkg. V of 3,000 DC 

' Maximum peak voltage (dur-
ing low-pressure test) 

Insulation resistance Not less than 2,000 megohm- 
microfarads or 10,000 
meghoms, whichever is 
smaller. This may fall by 
50 per cent. after one cycle 
of humidity 

Leakage current is 0.15 CV 
microamp or 100 µA, which-
ever is greater (0.66 megohm - 
microfarads) 

Behaviour at 'low 
temperatures 

— 40° C. ; Capacitance impli- 
citly constant within ± 10 
per cent. 

— 30° C. ; Capacitance may fall 
by 50 per cent., and imped-
ance may increase to three 
times initial value 
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has a one-megohm grid leak, may 
apply a positive bias of 0.25 volt 
to the second valve. This seems 
to be trivial, for an equal negative 
bias would be applied by a grid-
current of only 0.25 microamp. 

In the vision-frequency st: ,es 
of television amplifiers we must 
again use paper capa-
citors, for the low-fre-
quency end of the spec-
trum demands large 
capacitance values; at 

• the other end of the 
spectrum where the fre-
quency is several mega-
cycles, the inductance 
of the capacitor be-
comes appreciable. The 
specification states that 
tubular capacitors 
should not have induct-
ance exceeding 0.025 

per inch. This 
means that a o.r µF 
capacitor four inches 
long (with short leads) 
will resonate at about 
1.6 Mc/s, and a o.or 
µF capacitor of the 
same size will resonate 
at 5 Mc / s. At higher 
frequencies the capad-
tor will have an induc-
tive impedance, although this will 
be very small unless an anti-
resonance is approached. Even 
this may not result in a high im-
pedance, as it is most unlikely 
that the capacitor will have a good 
Q at such frequencies. 
For more normal intermediate 

frequency and high-frequency cir-
cuits we are presented with an 
array of mica and ceramic capaci-
tors. Ceramic capacitors are 

Wireless World 
positive and negative temperature 
coefficients with close tolerances is 
promised, and it is believed that 
the range from + 18o to — 75o 
parts per million per degree cen-
tigrade will, be covered, and that 
a tolerance of ± zo p.p.m. /degree 
C. will be available. If this is in 
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alternate foils being brought out 
at opposite ends. The resulting 
stack may be moulded in a bake-
lite case, or clamps may be fitted 
to ensure good thermal cyclic be-
haviour, and the resulting capaci-
tor sealed up in a metal, ceramic 
or moulded case. Silvered mica 

TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF STANDARDISED PROPERTIES OF MICA AND CERAMIC 

CAPACITORS 

Property Ceramic 

Mica 

Moulded 
Stacked 

Clamped 
Stacked 

Power fautor Less than 0.003 for insu-
lated types 

Less than 0.0015 non. 
insulated types 

0.005 0.005 

Moulded 
Silvered 

0.003 

Pro-
Meted 

Silvered 

0.003 

Insulation resistance 10,000 megohms 10,000 megohme or 2,000 
megohm-microfarads 

Temperature 
Coefficient 

See text: ± 20 x '10-6 
per degree C. 

None 
given 

± 60 x 10-e per degree C. 

Stability under low 
pressure 

1 per cent. (or lite) 2 per cent. 1 per cent. 

classified into three grades. This 
time grade is used to distinguish 
temperature coefficients; the 
writer commented last month on 
the dreadful confusion the use of 
this word is going to cause. Grade 
r ceramics are new. A series of 

fact so, these ceramic capacitors 
should prove very useful, both for 
compensation and for stability. 
Ceramic capacitors in Grade 2 are 
the familiar tubular types, with 
only a choice between — 75o and 
+roo for the temperature coeffi-
cient. It would appear that the 
old types with 8o and 13o have 
now been lumped together. No 
temperature coefficient at all is 
specified for Grade 3, and we are 

Dubilier capacitors 
of types conforming 
to the specifications 
discussed; they in-
clude metal-cased 
tubular paper, 
;ceramic and 
moulded mica 

patterns. 

told that the cup and disc types 
belong to this class. 
Mica capacitors are classified 

according to their method of 
manufacture. Stacked mica 
capacitors are made by interleav-
ing metal foil and mica sheets, 

capacitors have the electrode de-
posited directly on the mica 
plates. Assemblies of such plates 
may be enclosed in mouldings or 
may be clamped, stiffened and 
then impregnated. This latter 
treatment is reported to permit of 
particularly fine adjustment. 
The writer always finds it 

difficult to decide whether to use 
mica or ceramic capacitors, and 
which particular variety to use. A 
comparative table is provided in 
Table 2. We do not see very 
much difference here, and we shall 
probably continue to rely on our 
personal prejudice. The reader is 
left to form his own. 
The writer has not yet seen the 

lists of preferred values which 
will form part of the Radio Com-
ponents Book. It is believed, 
however, that while ceramic 
capacitors are made to the loga-
rithmic "'preferred number" 
values,' all other capacitors are 
mad>. in what are miscalled 
" popular " values. This oppor-
tunity for a wholesale rationalisa-
tion will never occur again; can-
not all our numbers be made to 

I The numbers are 10, 12, 16, 18, 22, 27, 33, 
40, 47, 57, 88, 81, 100 .4. . etc. Values in heavy 
type are 20% tolerance.; others 10%. 
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Standardised Components— 
conform to the preferred number 
series? Capacitances and working 
voltages could both be brought 
into this form. Why not make 
the working voltages 220, 330, 470 
and so on? Why not give us 
4.7 µF. and 6.8 ,LF capacitors? 
Indeed, let us go farther, and 
standardise 470 kc/s as our inter-
mediate frequency, and 6.8 volts 
as our heater voltages. We urge 

Wireless. World 
a wide consideration of the exten-
sion of the use of these numbers. 
Whilst writing this article an 

American advertisement caught 
the author's eye. The American 
Services have also been compiling 
specifications, and one manufac-
turer is issuing the specification as 
part of the catalogue of his pro-
ducts. Thus real performance 
data and blurb are brought to-
gether. This idea is commended to 
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British sales managers, if and 
when they can find any paper for 
catalogues of their products. 

OUR COVER 

THE illustration this month 
shows a group of Dubilier 

capacitors of the types subject to 
wartime standardisation as dis-
cussed in the above article. 

AIRCRAFT DF EQUIPMENT 
I.— Some Recent Developments 

THE main difficulties in the 
design of aircraft DF in-
stallations are associated 

with weight considerations in-
volved in the receiving gear and 
restrictions in the permissible 
aerial arrangements due to the 
necessity for efficient streamlining. 
The design of aircraft direction 
finding receivers has therefore 
been centred around small loop 
aerials usually between sin. and 
loin. in diameter enclosed in 
streamlined housings. 
The effective height of such 

loop aerials is of the order of to 
to 20 centimetres, making it 
necessary to use receivers of very 
high sensitivity. A further re-
quirement is that the loop bear-
ings can be " sensed " or checked 
for the i8o deg. ambiguity which 
occurs on any bearing taken with 
a simple loop. This is usually 
accomplished by the use of the 
" switched cardioid" system. 
For those readers not familiar 

with this system it should be ex-
plained that this is achieved by 
combining the loop output with 
the output from a vertical aerial 
in the following manner. When 
the loop aerial is placed with its 
windings at right angles to the 
source of signal, no voltage ap-
pears across it owing to the cur-
rents induced in its sides being 
in phase opposition and cancel-
ling each other; it will therefore 
be understood that if; for 
example, the no-signal or null 
position occurs at a reading of 
'a) deg. on the loop scale, the 
signal output at a reading of 
120 deg. will be of opposite phase 
to the output which appears at 

By CHARLES B. BOVILL, 
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 

Although the time has not yet 
come for describing the newest 
applications of radio to air 
navigation, it is possible to 
discuss some of the develop-
ments that have taken place in 
direction-finding technique. In 
next month's issue we hope to 
describe a highly developed 
DF equipment of which the 
operation is almost entirely 

automatic 

8o deg. If these outputs are com-
bined with the output of a ver-
tical aerial which has a sub-
stantially omni-directional polar 
diagram, and therefore of un-
changing phase, in one position 
of the loop the phases of the loop 

Fig. f. Typical quadrantal error 
curve of an aircraft direction 
finder. (From gi Principles of 
Aeronautical Engineering," by 

Sandretto. 

aerial and vertical aerial will add, 
while in the other position of the 
loop they will tend to cancel out. 
The effects of this combination 
will be an increase in signal ampli-
tude when the phases are similar 
and a decrease in signal ampli-
tude when they are dissimilar. It 
is therefore only necessary, in 
order to check sense, to offset the 
loop in a predetermined direction 
from the null position (the con-
vention being to increase the loop 
reading), connect the vertical 
aerial and note if an increase or 
decrease in signal strength occurs. 

Inherent Errors.—The aircraft 
loop installation is, of course, sub-
ject to, the same errors which are 
found in ship and ground instal-
lations. For example, there are 
quadrantal errors, but these can 
be reduced by careful positioning 
of the loop, and are more sym-
metrical than on ships due to the 
clean structure of a modern air-
craft. This type of error shows 
itself as a crowding and spreading 
of bearings observed on certain 
parts of the loop scale, and is due 
to interference with the directly 
received signal by signals re-
radiated after striking the metal-
lic structure of the aircraft such 
as the wings, fuselage and pro-
pellers. 
Due to the shortcomings of the 

non-radio navigational appara-
tus in aircraft exact determination 
of position and direction while 
in flight has been a difficult 
problem. This is partially due to 
the behaviour of compasses and 
gyroscopes in fast-travelling air-
craft, and also to the large 
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number of ferrous objects which 
pf necessity must be part of the 
àirc raft's equipment. It will 
therefore be appreciated that the 
accuracy obtainable with radio 
navigational devices was closely 
related to the accuracy of the 
normal navigational instruments, 
and that, except for the " beam 
flying" used in the United States 
of America, the radio naviga-
tional aid was generally looked 
upon as a secondary item of 
equipment for position finding, 
mainly tc> be used in emergencies. 

Gyro Magnetic Master Compass. 
-The accuracy of aerial navigation 
has undergone a great improve-
ment by the recent development 
by the Royal Aircraft Establish-

Wireless World 
the marine-type gyro compass its 
north-seeking properties. 
The gyro magnetic compass is 

designed to be placed in any part 
of the aircraft fuselage, and can 
therefore be kept clear of serious 
interfering fields from ferrous 
parts and thus installation errors 
are reduced. It is also capable of 
being adjusted for magnetic de-
viation while in flight. 

It has the very great advantage 
of being arranged for remote repe-
tition of its readings in any re-
quired part of the aircraft; thus 
all the compasses in the aircraft 
will have identical readings with-
out calculation, allowing for 
closer co-operation between 
various members of the crew, such 
as pilot, wireless operator and 
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any case the requirements of 
modern aircraft have become more 
exacting. 
The acoustic noise level is in 

some military aircraft very high 
indeed, in some cases up to 120 
db; the human ear, due to its 
AVC action, becomes desensitised 
under such conditions of over-
load, and hearing may be reduced 
by 6o per cent. Thus if an aural 
loop null is being taken on a weak 
signal the zero signal region and 
its approaching region may appear 
to be very broad; if the null is not 
symmetrical, a substantial error 
may be introduced. This can best 
be illustrated by stating that a 
null taken on a given signal on the 
ground with the engines stopped 
may appear to be ten times as 
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 

• ment of a mulch improved com-
pass for airborne use, the Gyro 
Magnetic Master Compass. This 
device has the advantage of over-
coming the weaknesses of the 
normal gyroscopic compass, which 
are due to the airspeed factor, by 
the substitution of a magnetic 
compass control in place of the 
gravitational control which gives 

• 
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of a " switched cardioid " DF receiver with electronic switching. 

navigator, during a difficult navi-
gational operation. 

Visual Indication of Loop Nulls. 
—With the improvement in the 
basic navigational instrument of 
the aircraft parallel development, 
has taken place in airborne DF 
apparatus. There is now a real 
incentive to increase the standard 
of accuracy of such devices and in 

AMPLITUDE 
CONTROL 

-HT -•-• 

broad when airborne, owing to 
the ear not being capable of de-
tecting the weak signal when de-
sensitised under the conditions of 
noise. 
This difficulty has been over-

come by the visual presentation 
of loop nulls in place of the aural 
indication. The visual indicator 
is also used for homing by the 
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Aircraft DF Equipment— 
pilot, the usual arrangement being 
for two meters to be included in 
the circuit, one being for the 
wireless operator and the other for 
the pilot. 
The visual indication of the 

loop null must give left, right 
and " on course" or local null 
indication. For this purpose the 
use of a centre-zero meter would 
appear to be the obvious choice; 
the modern tendency is, however, 
to use a twin-needle instrument 
which consists of two micro-
ammeters with pointers intersect-
ing in the centre of the dial face. 
Indication of direction is shown 
by both needles pointing in the 
same direction when off course 
and intersecting centrally when on 
course. This type of meter has 
various advantages. For example, 
when " on course" an increase in 
signal strength is shown by a 
rising of the needles up to the face 
of the dial as the source of signal 
is approached. Collapse of the 
needles when flying directly over 
the source of signal is due to 
" cone of silence" effect. It also 
indicates instantly if the signal 
being homed upon ceases, which-
would not be apparent on a 
centre-zero instrument. 

Visual DF Circuits.—In the 
earlier types of visual-null aircraft 
receivers the switched cardioid 
arrangement was used, the ver-
tical aerial phase being alternately 
switched by alteration of the 
point of connection from the top 
to the bottom of the loop; ganged 
to this switch mechanically a 
further switch connected the re-
ceiver output to the windings of 
a centre-tapped output meter. In 
this way the amplifier outputs 
were compared. The switching 
was done by a high-speed motor 
with commutators, but required 
constant maintenance and was not 
altogether satisfactory. 
In a recently described aircraft 

DF installation' the switching of 
the aerial and the visual meter is 
carried out electronically; the 
basic circuit of the receiver is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Triode-hexode valves are used 

to provide the switching and diode 
valves to rectify the output from 
the amplifier in order to operate 
the visual null meter. 
The circuit operates in the 

following manner: The triode-

Ths Marconi Review, October-December, 1944-
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hexode valves have two func-
tions, the triode sections being 
used as a push-pull oscillator and 
the hexode valves as isolator 
valves; if the amplitude of the 
oscillations of the push-pull oscil-
lator is great enough, on each 
negative cycle of the oscillator 
grid the anode current of the 
hexode will be cut off, due to the 
triode grid being connected inter-
nally and in the electron stream, 
while at the same instant the grid 
of the other triode will be positive 
and its corresponding hexode will 
pass anode current. The hexode 
• grids are connected in parallel and 
to the vertical aerial, the anodes 
being connected differentially to 
the loop, thus providing the 
switching conditions necessary for 
the aerial circuit. 
The output diodes are switched 

by grids between cathode and 
anode, which alternately make 
them conduct and cease conduct-
ing. The controlling grids are 
connected to the push-pull oscil-
lator, and the diodes are therefore 
synchronised with their respective 
hexodes. 
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The amplitude control in the 

meter circuit regulates the current 
passed by the diodes, and hence 
the height of the needles on the 
dial face. The balance control 
equalises the anode currents of 
the hexode sections of the triode-
hexod,e valves. 

Quadrantal Error Calibration. 
—Progress has also been made in 
research into quadrantal errors 
of aircraft installations, presum-
ably due to the quantities of air-
craft of the same type which have 
been available for such work. It 
has been found that the QE for 
a given type of aircraft is con-
sistent enough to make it possible 
to eliminate the necessity for in-
dividual calibration of each loop 
installation, providing that the 
loop is accurately installed. The 
present-day technique is therefore 
to make a master calibration for 
a given type of aircraft and to use 
this for correction of readings. It 
is interesting to note that devia-
tions from this calibration usually 
indicate a fault in loop installa-
tion or aircraft bonding. 

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 
U.S. Recommendations and Present Frequencies Compared 

FREQUENT reference has been 
made in recent issues of Wire-

less World to the proposed changes 
in frequency allocations in the 
United States. Many of the pro-
posals have been those of in-
dividuals or organisations called to 
give evidence before the Federal 
Communications Commission during 
its sittings to investigate the fre-
quency allocation problem before 
making recommendations to Con-
gress. 

Details have now been made 
available of the recommendations 
made by the Government's Inter-
department Radio Advisory Com-
mittee (I.R.A.C.) and the Radio 
Technical Planning Board 
(R.T.P.B). In a recent issue of our 
Washington contemporary, Broad-
casting, these recommendations, to-
gether with those of the American 
Radio Relay League (A.R.R.L.) 
for amateur frequencies, were com-
pared with the present allocations 
to the various services. 

In view of the inevitable post-war 
frequency re-shuffle in the Eastern, 
as well as the Western, Hemisphere, 
we give below a comparative sum-
mary of proposals. 

Standard Broadcasting 
Present: 550-1,600 kc/s. 
I.R.A.C.: 540-1,600 kc/s. 
R.T.P.B.: 52o-r,600 kc/s. 

FM Broadcasting 
Present: 42-50 Mc/s. 
I.R.A.C.: 42-54 Mc/s. 
R.T.P.R. • 41-43 Mc/ (Educational), 48-56 
Mc/s (*Commercial). 

Television 
Present: 7 channels, 50-108 Mc / s ; 11 
channels, 162-294 Mc/s 

I.R.A.C.: 54-108, 460-508 and 524-956 Mc/s; 
180-192 and 206-218 Mc/s (mobile tele. 
vision and relay). 

R.T.P.B.•. 60-114, 144-156, 162-228 and 234- 
246 Mc/s (400-1,000 Mc/s experimental). 

International Broadcasting 
Present: 6.0-6.2, 9.5-9.7, 11.7-11.9, 15.1-15.35, 

17.75-17.85, 21.45-21.675 and 25-27 Mc/s. 
I.R.A.C.• No international broadcast 
channels. Suggests international point-
to-point relays in following bands: 6.25-
6.9, 9.2-9.985, 10.2-11.85, 15.015-16.2 and 
17.15-17.6 Mc/s. 

R.T.P.B.: Present allocations plus 25.6-
25.75 Mc/s. 

Broadcast Relay 
Present: Bands from 1.608-39.82 Mc/s. 
I.R.A.C.: 156-158 Mc/s. 
R.T.P.B.: Present allocations plus 330-344 
and 1,210-1,220 Mc/s. 

• Amateurs 
Present: 1.75-2.05, 3.5-4.1, 7.0-7.3, 14.0-14.4, 

28.30, 56-60, 112-116, 224-230, 400-401 Mc/s. 
I.R.A.C.: 3.5-3.9, 7.0-7.4, 14.0-14.4, 21-22. 

28-30, 144-149, 218-225, 420-460, 1,125-1,226, 
2,500-2,700, 5,200-5,760, 10,000-10,600 and 
21,000-22,000 Mc/s. 

R.T.P.B.: 3.5-4.0, 7.0-7.3, 14.0-14.4, 21-22, 
28-30, 66-80, 114-118, 224-230, 448-480, 940-
960, 1,786-1,920, 3,600-3,850, 7,160-7,700, 
14,250-15,400 and 29,200-30,000 Mc/s. 

A.R.R.L.: 1.75-2.05, 3.5-4.0, 7.0-7.3, 14.0-14.4, 
21-22, 28-30, 56-60, 112-116, 224-230, 448-
480, 898-960, 1,792-1,920, 3.584-3,840, 7,168-
7,680, 14,336-15,360, 28,672-30,720 Mc/s and 
above. 
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cii/ellIMAR PRESTIGE 

"}bil onember my wireless 
,vassed out 7 
Well the eneneer fished 
out eirnar Valve imita 
mnde all Me difference!" 

Successful radio reception is assured when you fit the correct 

Brimar Valves. They're unsurpassed for reliability and 

performance. Valves are still in short supply, but you may 

be able to obtain the Brimar Valve you need. 
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STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY,SIDCUP, KENT. 
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MORRISFLEX 
Equipment includes 
Polishing Mops, Felts 

and Felt Cones. 

Rotary Rasps 
for Woodworking. 

Mounted Points. 

MORREX 
Industrial Wire 

Brushes. 

REX 
Rotary Files and 

Cutters. 

Sanders & Grinders, 
etc. 

The right f.col 
for each job 

Speed, accur any and fine 
finish demand specialised 
equipment, and in 
MORRISFLEX 
Flexible Shaft Equip-
ment you have it. 
For cutting, filing, grind-
ing and polishing corn-
ponents of aluminium, 
elektron, non-ferrous 
alloys and ferrous metals 
it is unrivalled, ensuring 

the finest results in the shortest time and at minimum cost. 
Use MORRISFLEX Equipment for scaling, sanding, 
polishing, tube brushing, removing paint and rust ; for 
rasping woodwork, and many other operations. 
MORRISFLEX Equipment is available in overhead 
suspension, bench and floor type machines, the two latter 
being readily portable. 

Write for Catalogue 

On Air Ministry, 
Admiralty and 
War Office Lists 

o 

Shirley 1237 B. O. MORRIS LTD., SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 'in 

THIS Waterproof Loudspeaker is 
specially suitable for Ships at sea, Rail-
way Stations, Plating Shops, Foundries, 
etc., where high humidity and corrosive 
atmospheres preclude the use of ordinary 
P.A. Units. 

TYPE No.: INDUSTRIAL No. 5 
Impedance: 7,000 ohms, Depth: Dia. 81'. 
tapped 5,000 and 3,000.IRating : 21 watts 

peak A.C. 
Retail price £3. 10 . 

Delivery against contract No. only. 

GOODIMS 
INDUSTRIES LIMITID 

LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY MDX 
LOUDSPEAKER e TELEPHONE ENGINEERS. 
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Further Notes on a 

SMALL DIELECTRIC HEATER 
Parallel v. Push-Pull Circuits : RF Meters 

By L. L. LANGTON, A.M.I.E.E. 

The circuit arrangement for a small dielectric heating equipment published in the September issue, 
has occasioned some comment on the fact that the oscillator valves are used in parallel instead 
of the more conventional push-pull arrangement. In this article the author discusses some of the 
reasons which influenced the choice of circuit arrangement and other points which arise in the 

design of* equipment. 

THE rate of heating in di-
electric materials is pro-
portional to the product, 

f (K co 0), of frequency and loss 
factor. Since the change of loss 
factor with frequency (Fig. I) 
is comparatively small it follows 
that the frequency of operation 
should be made as high as can 
conveniently be attained. 

It is a well-known fact that 
valve ,interelectrode capacitances 
are effectively in series across the 
tuning inductance in a push-pull 
circuit, and this fact has been 
advantageously employed when 
striving for operation at high 
frequencies. For dielectric heat-
ing however the attainment of a 
high frequency of operation is-
not the only consideration. Power 
must be generated at this high 
frequency and for the latter 
requirement to be met a very 
different set of conditions prevail. 
To obtain maximum power 

from any device employing a 
thermionic valve as a generator, 
there is an optimum value of 
anode load, it being in the case 
of an oscillator 

Max. oscillatory anode voltage 
Max, oscillatory anode current 

The value of both these quan-
tities was dealt with in an article 
by the author in the April, 1944, 
issue in which it was also shown 
that the optimum anode load for 
• push-pull operation was twice 
that for a single similar valve, 
as the oscillatory anode current 
during each half cycle is equal 
to that taken by one valve, while 
the oscillatory voltage across the 
tank circuit is twice that across 
either valve. 

For parallel operation both the 
valves will be generating power 
during the same half cycle and 
the oscillatory anode voltage will 

be the same as that across one 
valve. The optimum anode loaçl 
will now be one-half that required 
for one valve and hence one-
quarter that required where the 
valves are operated in push-pull. 
As the value of anode load at a 

given frequency is Q col, the 
inductance of the tank coil will 
be four times greater in the case 
of push-pull than a parallel 
arrangement for the same value 
of loaded Q. Owing to the method 
by which the grid excitation 
voltage is obtained in a con-
ventional Hartley push-pull oscil-
lator (Fig. 2) the capacitance due 
to the valve electrodes is across 
more than half the tank coil. 
The LC niultiple will be higher 
and hence the frequency of opera-
tion lower than if the two valves 
were employed in parallel. 

It is worth while considering a 
simple numerical example in the 
case of two valves to be operated 
in push-pull and parallel. The 
peak grid voltage applied under 
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assume that the interelectrodc 
capacitance forms the total tank 
capaçitance and compare the 
operating frequencies with each 

• type of circuit. 
If C = r represents the total 

interelectrode capacitance due to 
one valve and L = 2 the optimum 
anode inductance for parallel 
operation we have an LC multiple 
of 4 in the parallel case since the 
valve capacities are in parallel. 
With push-pull the optimum in-
ductance will be L = 8, and since 
to obtain grid drive voltage 
each valve is across 5/8 of the 
coil the effective LC multiple 
will in this case be 5. Now the 
operating frequency is inversely 
proportional to VLC so the fre-
quency at which maximum power 
could be generated will be i r per 
cent, higher in the case of parallel 
operation. 

This example cites a somewhat 
exaggerated case, as in practice 
the interelectrode capacitance will 
not form the total tuning capacit-

ance, but it must 
be remembered 
that when oper-
ating at high 
frequencies it 
will constitute a 
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Class " C" conditions will be 
assumed to have a not unreason-
able value of one-quarter that 
across one valve. We will also 

107 

Fig. 1. Variation 
of loss factor with 
frequency for a 
typical phenolic 

resin. 

considerable proportion of it. 
Furthermore, the grid tap arrange-
ment would be modified at high 
frequencies due to interelectrode 
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Small Dielectric Heater— 
feed back. Owing to this extra 
coupling circuit the mode of 
oscillation becomes somewhat 
complex when an attempt is made 
to work with the conventional 
push-pull Hartley oscillator at 
high frequencies. 
The value of loaded and un-

loaded Q of the tank circuit 
determines the amount of power 
that can be transferred to the 
work. Calling the unloaded value 
Qo and the loaded value QL the 
proportion of the total power of 
which the valve is capable that 
can be transferred to the work is 

Qo — QL It will be seen that 
Q° 

if Qo is large Qt may have a 
value of anything between ro and 
5o without greatly affecting the 
transfer of power. 
For dielectric heating the value 

of Qo can be several hundreds or 
even a thousand in the case of a 
well-designed tank coil, so the 
loaded Q value is hence not 
critical. On the other hand, 
with eddy current heating equip-
ment the unloaded Q value will 
be fairly low as the inductively 
coupled work coil will itself load 
the oscillator considerably before 
work is included. Under such 
conditions the loaded Q value 
must for reasons of efficiency be 
as low as possible. The minimum 
practicable value is 1o, as below 
this the harmonic content be-
comes prodigious. 

Since the load presented to the 
valve by the tank circuit is Qt0L 
a considerable advantage accrues 
from the use of a higher loaded Q 
value in the case of dielectric 
heating. The value of L re-
quired to obtain the necessary 
load is lower for a high-Q circuit 
and the LC multiple due to un-
avoidable stray capacitance, such 
as that attributable to valves, 
will itself be reduced. This means 
that the work capacitance across 
the tank coil may be higher 
without depressing frequency or, 
if the work capacitance is low, 
the frequency may be higher than 
could be obtained with a lower 
loaded Q value. 
An expression for the power 

absorbed in a dielectric was given 
in an earlier article and is here 
restated. 

P-
0.225 w (E)2 

V (K cos 8) 
lols d 
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where 
d = electrode spacing in inches. 
V = volume of dielectric in cubic 
• inches. 

It will be seen that the square of 
the potential gradient through 
the dielectric is an important 
factor in assessing the power 
absorbed. It may seem to some 
. readers that a potential measuring 
device such as a valve voltmeter 
would be more useful than the 
indicator incorporated. 
Owing to the prominence with 

which it figurte in apparatus 

Can 

..7;gct 
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used during the last war, the 
thermal or hot wire ammeter 
may appear a somewhat archaic 
device, but it nevertheless has a 
definite field of application where 
a cheap and self-contained instru-
ment is required for measuring 
RF currents. 
Were a valve voltmeter placed 

across the work of a dielectric 
heater, conditions would be upset 
and any reading obtained liable to 
errors. The capacitance of the 
work is in many applications only 
a few micro-microfarads, and the 
input capacitance of a valve 
voltmeter of any conceivable type 
would considerably reduce the 
operating frequency and so create 
a fictitious set of conditions. 
The voltage to be measured 

is very high, even in the case of 
the small dielectric heater de-
scribed. The tank coil has an 
inductance of one microhenry, 
and the tank circulating current 
can reach a value of io amps if 
the equipment is pushed hard. 
The tank coil reactance at 30 Mc/s 
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will be 2ir X 3 X 107 X Io-fi 
188 ohms and the RMS voltage 
across the work will be 1880. 

It may be argued that the valve 
voltmeter could be tapped across 
a small portion of the tank coil 
and measure a correspondingly 
reduced voltage. The effect of 
valve voltmeter input capacitance 
would be somewhat masked by 
being tapped down the coil, but 
the precise value of the effective 
tap ratio would be very difficult 
to determine owing to unavoid-
able strays, which would be 
significant at à frequency of 30 
Mc/s. A further point is that to 
reduce pick-up the screening of 
the input leads to the valve volt-
meter would neectto be thorough, 
as they would be situated in the 
strong field, dueto the tank coil. 
With thorough screening the input 

capacitance would, 
of course, be much 
increased. 
The voltage de-

veloped across the 
work is given closely 
by the expression 
I/coC, *where I is the 

Fig. 2. Push-pull 
Hartley circuit 
showing disposi-
tion of nterelec-
trode capacitances. 

current flowing. The resistive 
component of the work is here 
neglected, but no large error 
results if the power factor of the 
work is low, and it is only one 
per cent. when cos 8 = o.r, a 
figure that is not likely to be 
exceeded in practice. 
The expression for power ab-

sorbed in the dielectric may thus 
be rewritten simply— 

I2 x mil d P = . cos 
w x 0.225. AK 

Note that in this case it is neces-
sary to know the values of di-
electric constant, K, and power 
factor cos 8 separately. The cur--
rent I is in amperes, horizontal 
sectional area of work A is in 
square inches and distance be-
tween electrodes d is in inches. 

GOODS FOR EXPORT 
The fact that goods made of 
raw materials in short supply 
owing to war conditions are 
advertised in this journal should 
not be taken as an indication 
that they are necessarily available 

for export. 
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THE " PHASE - COMPRESSOR" 
A Resistance-Capacity Output Circuit Complementary 

to the " Phase-Splitter" 

IN valve circuits the problem of converting a voltage, one side 
of which is earthed, to a push-

pull voltage (i.e: one which is 
balanced to earth) is often 
encountered; a very common 
example is the provision of a push-
pull voltage for driving the output 
stage of an AF amplifier. 
The most obvious solution of 

this problem is to use a trans-
former. Since the primary wind-
ing is electrically isolated from the 
secondary, one end of the primary 
can be earthed to accept the 
earthed input voltage, and the 
centre point of the secondary can 
be earthed to provide a push-pull 
output voltage. For convenience, 
in what follows, the single-ended 
voltage will be spoken of as an 
" inpha.se " voltage, and the push-
pull as an " antiphase." 
The converse problem, that of 

converting an antiphase voltage 
to an inphase, is the subject of 
this article; but it will first be 
helpful to recapitulate the more 
usual solution of the first problem. 

-I. HT 

Fig. r. " In-
phase " to 
" antiphase " 
conversion. 

ANTIPHASE 
OUTPUT 

INPHASE 
INPUT 

Instead of using a transformer 
to convert inphase to antiphase, it 
is now customary to use some kind 
of valve circuit, of which the 
simplest is the well-known" phase 
splitter" shown in Fig. 1. The 
valve has equal anode and cathode 
loads. Bias is obtained by return-

By D. H. PARNUM, 
B.Sc., ARCS., Ph.D. 

ing the grid to the lower end of 
the resistor Rb, while the AC input 
is applied to the grid through a 
blocking condenser. The DC 
voltage across grid and cathode is 
therefore that across Rb. Negative 
feedback in the cathode load Rk 
causes a voltage to appear across 
this load which is nearly equal to 
the input voltage. The change of 
anode current must be the same 
in both R and Rk, so that when 
these are equal the voltages 
appearing across them must also 
be equal. The phases of the two 
voltages are opposite, however, 
since a rise of anode current causes 
a rise in cathode voltage but a fall 
in anode voltage. Thus an anti-
phase voltage is produced at anode 
and cathode. The equivalent 
circuit, shown in Fig. 2, makes 
this quite clear. The top end of R 
can be regarded as earthed to AC 
of normal frequencies, so that it 
can be shown connected to the 
bottom end of Rk ; and the valve 
becomes a generator feeding into 
a resistive load with the centre 
point earthed. An antiphase 
voltage is obviously developed 
across the ends of this load. 
The merits of the phase-split-

ting valve are that it is cheap, 
even when considering its associ-
ated components; it has a really 
linear frequency response from 
practically zero frequency to far 
above the range of a transformer; 
and, since it works with 50 per 
cent. negative feedback, is practi-
cally free from distortion even at 
large outputs. As an example of 
this last statement, an MH4 
delivering 45V peak across each 
load has about 0.2 per cent. distor-
tion (the HT voltage being 35oV). 
The fact that the valve gives no 
gain is not a disadvantage, since 
its function in this circuit is not 
to give kain but to convert 
inphase voltage to antiphase. 
The problem of converting anti-

phase voltage to inphase is not so 

common; an example is the push - 
pull contrast expander, which 
must have its output voltage 
" compressed " before it can be 
used to operate a conventional 
amplifier. Other examples can be 
quoted from amplifiers used in 
scientific work. Once again the 
obvious solution is to use a trans-
former, in exact reversal of the 
previous case; the centre point 

ANTIPHASE 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of Fig. 
Fts = internal valve resistanee. 

of the primary is earthed, and 
one side of the secondary. It is 
to be expected that an equivalent 
circuit using valves must exist, 
but this solution is not so obvious 
as in the first case. It is the 
purpose of this article to describe 
such a solution; but first of all 
it is desirable to make quite clear 
what it is we are trying to do. 

The Function of Phase-
compression." — In Fig. 3 is 
shown a transformer whose second-
ary has the centre point earthed. 
The outer ends of the secondary 
thus provide an antiphase voltage, 
and it is desired to convert this 
to inphase. Where is the problem 
in this case ? We have only to 
use one end of the secondary and 
the earthed centre point, and the 
problem is solved. It is clear that 
here there is no necessity for 
phase-compression. 
The transformer of Fig. 3, 

however, is feeding a push-pull 
valve stage. Between the anodes 
of the two valves an amplified 
antiphpse voltage is developed. 
Can we again compress this 
voltage by taking the output from 
either anode and earth ? The 
answer is that we cannot if we 
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The " Phase-Compressor" 
wish to derive any advantage 
from the push-pull stage itself. 
The difference between the two 

cases is that the output now 
consists of both inphase and anti-
phase voltages, whereas previ-
ously it was purely antiphase. 
Distortion in the valves produces 
harmonics of the input frequency, 
and simple consideration shows 
that the even harmonics are in-
phase at the anodes. Output 
taken from earth and one anode 
contains all these harmonics, 
whereas when the output is taken 
between the two anodes the 
harmonics cancel out (assuming 
equal distortion in the two valves). 
Any odd • harmonics present are 
antiphase and cannot be elimin-
ated by this process; but with 
triodes the percentage of odd 
harmonic distortion is small. 

If a transformer is connected 
between the two anodes, the even 
harmonics cancel in the primary 
and the secondary is free from 
them. The secondary may then 
be used to provide either an in-
phase or an antiphase output. If 
it provides inphase output, with 
one end earthed, it is acting as the 
converse of a phase-splitting trans-
former; but it can now be seen 
that its function is quite different. 

Fig. 3. Push-pull 
valve stage. 

INPUT el 
o 

+HT 

ANTIPHASE 
OUTPUT 

+HT 

It is immaterial whether the trans-
former gives inphase or antiphase 
output; its essential function is 
to eliminate any inphase voltages 
present in the nominal antiphase 
input. 
We can therefore define the two 
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problems thus: the purpose of 
the phase-splitter is to reproduce 
exactly an inphase voltage as an 
antiphase. The purpose of the 
phase-compressor is to eliminate 
inphase voltages from a nominal 
antiphase input. If it does this, 
it is immaterial whether it gives 
output in either the inphase or 
antiphase forai. The suggested 
name" phase-compressor" is thus 
something of a misnomer; but it 
is not much worse than " phase-
splitter," and has the merit of 
shortness. 
A valve circuit which fulfils the 

function of phase-compression will 
now be described. 

In Fig. 4 we have two valves, 
each connected with equal anode 
and cathode loads like the phase-
splitter of Fig. r. The anode of 
each valve is coupled back to the 
cathode load of the other through 
a centre-tapped condenser. The 
output is taken from the centre 
points and earth. The cathode 
bias resistors are unbypassed and 
are not included in the cathode 
load. 

It will be assumed for the 
moment that the valves are 
identical linear amplifiers, the 
anode and cathode loads are all 
equal, the condensers are exactly 
centre-tapped, and the HT supply 
is of zero internal impedance. This 
latter condition means that the 
top ends of the anode loads can 
be regarded as earthed in the 
usual way. 

Fig. 5 shows the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 4. The effective 
voltages e and e' generated inside 
the two valves are shown in 
opposite phase, e being directed 
towards the anode load and e' 
towards the cathode load. (e and 
e' are the resultant generated 
voltages, i.e. they include the 
effect of feedback,) This therefore 
represents the antiphase case, 
corresponding to an antiphase 
input and is the case in which 
the valves are required to pass on 
the input voltage. The voltage e 
produces a voltage drop from A 
to B, A being positive with 
respect to earth and B negative 
(for the instantaneous phase shown 
in Fig. 5). The voltage e' produces 
a similar drop across B'A' B' 
being positive. The voltages e and 
e' are equal since the input 
voltages are equal and the valves 
are assumed to be identical. 
Hence the potential of the point A 
with respect to earth is the same 
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as that of B', no current can flow 
through the coupling condenser, 
ii nd the potential of C is the same 
as that of A and B'. Similarly, C' 
is at the same potential as B 
and A'. 

For antiphase voltages there is 

Fig. 4. 
" Phase 

compressor " 
circuit. 
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thus no interaction between the 
two valves, and the antiphase 
input is reproduced across the 
points C and C' with a gain of 
slightly less than r. The loss is 
that normally produced by a 
phase-splitter, and is usually less 
than ro per cent. 
We now have to examine the 

case for an inphase input voltage, 
which is shown in Fig. 6. The 
effective voltages e and e' are 
helping round the outer net 
instead of opposing, and current 
flows through the coupling con-
densers as well as through the 
loads. If A is positive with 
respect to earth, B' is negative, as 
the diagram shows; and from the 
symmetry of the system A must be 
as much above earth as B' is 
below it. The coupling condenser 
between A and B' is thus an 
impedance with an antiphase 
voltage across its ends, and the 
centre-point of this impedance 
(i.e. the point C) must be at earth 
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potential. Similarly the point C' 
is at earth potential. Thus the 
inphase input voltage is eliminated 
at the points C and C'. 
The circuit, therefore, does 

fulfil the function of phase-com-
pression. Inphase voltages are 
eliminated and antiphase voltages 
are passed on with a gain of nearly 
r.. The output is provided in the 
form of an antiphase voltage; but 
if an inphase output only is 
required, this is obtained between 
earth and either C or C'. The full 
advantages of phase-compression 
are not lost by doing so. 
So much for the behaviour of 

an ideal circuit with matched 
components. It is now necessary 
to indicate what may be expected 
from a practical circuit. The 
complete mathematical analysis 
will not be given here, but the 
results will be quoted where 
necessary at the appropriate 
points. 

Response to Antiphase Input. 
—The two factors here are the 
distortion produced, and the fre-
quency response. The first factor 
is easily dealt with. For antiphase 
voltages all (or, with unmatched 
components, nearly all) the anode 
current flows through the loads, 
and there is 50 per cent. negative 
feedback. as with a simple phase-
splitter. This results in practically 
no distortion even at large inputs. 
As already stated, a single MH4 
can handle 45V peak with only 
0.2 per cent. distortion, so that a 
pair used in a phase-compressor 
can handle goV total peak input. 
For lower inputs the distortion is 
proportionately smaller. 
• If the valves and components 
are matched, no current flows 

A 

C A' 

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit for 
antiphase" input. No current 
through coupling condensers. 

through the coupling condensers 
at any frequency, so that although 
the reactance of the condensers 
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varies with frequency the output 
at the centre point is constant. 
When matching is imperfect, how-
ever, the voltage across- AB' 
(and A'B) is not quite zero, and 
current must flow through the 
condensers. It would therefore 
appear that the voltnge at C and 
C' would vary slightly with fre-
quency, the effect obviously being 
very small. Now the most likely 
example of mismatching will occur 
in the valves, since it is not 
difficult to select matched resistors 
and condensers. Analysis shows 
that, for small amounts of valve 
mismatching, the output at C 
and C' is independent of the con-
denser reactance and hence of 
frequency. 

It can therefore be said that the 
system has a truly linear frequency 
response. The upper limit is set 
in the usual way by valve and 
stray capacities, and is well out-
side the audio range; at the lower 
end the rising impedance of the 
HT supply will have a small effect, 
but the system will still operate 
fairly well down to zero frequency. 

It may be pointed out that if 
the two halves of the antiphase 
input are not equal, the two halves 
oi the output are still equal. This 
result is true, however much the 
input is unbalanced. 

Effect of Mismatching on 
Inphase Response.—Mismatching 
of any components must cause a 
slight transmission of inphas'e 
voltage, and the effect will now 
vary considerably with frequency. 
This does not matter provided the 
maximum effect is below the limit 
required. If valve variations are 
again considered, the worst case 
is at high frequencies. The factor 
controlling the inphase transmis-
sion is then practically the differ-
ence in mutual conductance of the 
two valves. If g. = average 
mutual conductance, 44, =differ-
ence, Rb = cathode bias resist-
ance, the percentage of input 
inphase voltage transmitted is 

— Rbg.). If we 
take as conservative figures 
Rb = 1,000 ohms, g = 3 mA/V, 
the percentage is (1 /8),dgm igni. 
Thus a difference of so per cent. 
in g,, will give just over r per cent. 
in ph as e transmission. This 
example shows the importance of 
leaving the cathode bias resistors 
unbypassed. Negative feedback 
in these resistors has the effect of 
bringing unmatched valves much 
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more in line with each other 
Mismatched resistors and con-

densers produce errors of the same 
order as the percentage of mis-
matching. In the case of the con-
densers the error is only apparent 
at low frequencies, since at high 
frequencies the reactance is negli-
gible and the accuracy of centre-
tapping unimportant. It must 
not be thought, however, that it 
is easy to drive the error below 
the audio range by using large 
coupling condensers. The con-
denser mismatch error becomes 

A 

1—.-1 A, Cf 

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for 
,< inphase" input. Current flows 
through coupling condensers. 

important, not at a frequency 
where the condenser reactance is 
comparable with the anode and 
cathode loads (as might have 
been expected), but at a frequency 
where it is comparable with the 
cathode bias resistor. For example 
if Rb = r,000 ohms and we wish 
to drive the error dotvn to about 
50 c/s, each half of each condenser 
would have to be about 8pF. Not 
only are such large values im-
practicable, but they are objec-
tionable for other reasons ex-
plained below. 
At frequencies below this critical 

limit the percentage of inphase 
transmission is half the percentage 
difference between the two halves 
of the condenser. 

Handling Capacity.—The 
handling capacity for antiphase 
voltages is so large that there is 
unlikely to be any limitation on 
this account; the fnphase hand-
ling capacity, however, varies 
with the frequency. This may be 
seen with the aid of Fig. 7, which 
shows the inphase case for high 
frequencies. At these frequencies 
the condenser reactance is negli-
gible, the resistance loads are tied 
together, and each pair of loads 
can be replaced by a single load 
of half the value. The voltage e 
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The " Phase-Compressor "— 
can be regarded as driving a 
current through the loads, but for 
inphase voltages e' drives an equal 
current through the loads in an 
opposite direction. The resultant 
load current is therefore zero, and 
there can be no negative feedback 
in either valve due to the loads. 
Current still flows through the 
cathode bias resistors, however, 
and these produce some negative 
feedback. The final result is that 
each valve will handle an inphase 
input equal to its normal input 
capacity (governed by the avail-
able length of straight character-
istic) multiplied by the factor 
(1 — For the figures 
already quoted this amounts to 
4 times its normal input capacity, 
or at least ToV for an MH4. 
At low frequencies for which the 

condenser reactance is not less 
than twice the load resistance, all 
the, current flows through the 
loads, and there is 50 per cent. 
negative feedback. The handling 
capacity is therefore the same as 
in the antiphase case, and is much 
larger than at high frequencies. 
From this point of view it is 
obviously not desirable to use 
very large values of coupling 
condenser. If the value is too 
small, however, there will be bass 
loss in the coupling to the next 
stage ; the best compromise is the 
usual value of about o.t 
The use of a phase-compressor 

with a push-pull contrast expander 
provides a case of practical 
interest. The voltage " flutter " 
which occurs when the control 

C, 
Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit for 
" inphase " input at high• fre-
quencies. Resultant load current 

is zero. 

voltage alters has a frequency in 
the region of 10 c/s, and is of 
course an inphase voltage. Owing 
to the low frequency, full negative 
feedback will occur in the phase-
compressor; the voltage is un-
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likely to exceed 5oV, and so will 
be satisfactorily dealt with by the 
stage. 

It need hardly be pointed out 
that, if the inphase handling 
capacity is badly exceeded, the 
danger is not so much failure to 
remove inphase voltage as distor-
tion of the antiphase transmis-
sion. The inphase voltage may 
drive the valves so far into the 
cut-off or saturation regions that 
the response to antiphase voltage 
is quite spoilt. 
There is one type of inphase 

voltage which the circuit does not 
eliminate: hum in the HT line, 
which is only reduced to half at 
the output points. In this respect 
the circuit is inferior to a trans-
former, which entirely removes 
hum. It follows for the same 
reason that the circuit must be 
decoupled. 

Practical Detalls.—The 
valves may be any small triodes; 
alternatively, a double-triode (pro-
vided it has separate cathodes) 
should be quite satisfactory. The 
values of components are quite 
elastic, so long as they are well 
matched; loads of 10,00o-25,00o 
ohms, cathode bias resistors to 
suit the working conditions, and 
condensers of about 0.1 i.t.F are 
suitable. It will be seen that the 
condensers isolate the DC anode 
voltages, and no further con-
densers are needed when coupling 
to the next stage. 
A very satisfactory test has been 

carried out using a pair of MH4I's, 
which happened to be available. 
The component values used were: 
R = Rk = io,000 ohms; Rb 
300 ohms; coupling condenser 
(each side of centre point) : 
o.rµF; HT = 26oV. Conipo-
nents were matched to within 
2 per cent. ; the valve mutual 
conductances differed by about 
6 per cent. Using a 50 c/s input 
voltage, an inphase input of 44V 
peak was reduced to about r per 
cent, at the output points. As 
the cathode bias works out to 
about IV, this input voltage would 
hopelessly overload the valves if 
it were not for negative feedback; 
calculation shows that the result-
ant grid input voltage is about 
IV. A test with an antiphase 
input of 17V peak (to each valve) 
showed an undistorted output 
with a gain of about 0.95. 
No attempt has been made in 

this article to sum up the advan-
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tages of the system as against 
those of a transformer. It is true 
that the transformer has inherent 
frequency and amplitude distor-
tion, but this can always be 
reduced to low proportions by 
careful design and sacrifice of gain. 
On the other hand the phase-
compressor is inherently free from 
such distortion. The best test is 
the practical one, and it is hoped 
that readers interested in the 
subject will try out the circuit in 
a high-quality amplifier. 

"FEEDBACK AND THE 

LOUDSPEAKER" 
A Correction 

IT is regretted that an error 
occurred in the formula quoted 
and used in the article" Feed-

back and the Loudspeaker" in 
last month's issue, which may have 
misled some readers, and the 
author wishes to thank those who 
have written to him to point it 
out. 
The error occurred in the 

formula R'a  Ra  which 
I Mfl 

was employed for calculating 
the effective Ra of the output 
valve with feedback. This 
formula should have read 

R'a —  Ra  ' where p. is the 
»p 

valve amplification factor. In 
the case of a pentode or tetrode 
output valve for which R. is very 
large this formula may be approxi-

mately written as R'a = 
gmF 

Now the reduction in gain is given 

by mp as stated in the article. 

Substituting in this for fi from the 
above expression, and putting 
M = &flirt', gives the approximate 
solution that the reduction factor 

is given by I ± RL/R' so that if 
œ 

we put RL = 2Ra as for a triode 
then the reduction becomes 113, 
which is much smaller than the 
value obtained in the article, 1/25. 
Certainly more feedback than this 
is necessary to damp the loud-
speaker adequately. Needless to 
say this error, though unfortunate, 
does not in any way invalidate 
the logic of the arguments used in 
the article. S.W.A. 
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WORLD OF WIRELESS 

B.B.C. LOOKS AHEAD 

" THE B.B.C. has in the imme-
diate post-war years no task 

more urgent and important than the 
stimulation of broadcasting within 
and about the Commonwealth. The 
British peoples, no matter how 
scattered they are, must get to know 
more about each other," said W. J 
Haley, Director-General of the 
B.B.C., when addressing the Radio 
Industries Club recently. 
For the fulfilment of such a pur-

pose it is essential that the broad-
casting organisations in the Domin-
ions should discuss the question, 
pool their knowledge and experi-
ence, and thereby see how best they 
can make " Commonwealth broad-
casting an even more useful ser-
vice." It is with this purpose in 
mind that the B.B.C. has invited 
the chiefs of the Dominion broad-
casting organisations to a conference 
in London in February. 
The B.B.C.'s war correspondents 

will be succeeded by " peace corre-
spondents," and Mr. Haley pointed 
out that it is the intention of the 
Corporation to have correspondents 
in the main centres and capitals of 
the world. He added: " It will be 
their duty to give impartial, objec-
tive, responsible information on 
matters of international moment. 
It will be our duty to broadcast 
these to our listeners at home so that 
from now on at least they shall be 
carefully informed on foreign 
affairs, as indeed they should be on 
home affairs." 
The Director-General also out-

lined the rearrangement of 
" home " service to be introduced/g 
soon as possible after the end of 
hostilities in Europe, and indicated 
that FM may be expected in due 
course. The new service includes: 
The General Forces Programme on 
short waves only; two new Home 
Programmes—one capable of " re-
gionalisation " on medium waves 
and a National Programme on long 
waves; and later a second National 
Programme. 

TELEVISION RELAYS 

THE action of the U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission in 

granting the Philco Radio and 
Television Corpn. permission to 
erect seven television relay stations 
in the areas of Philadelphia, Balti-
more and Washington within a 
week of the application being made 
is indicative of the Commission's 
attitude towards television radio 
networks. 
The power of these stations will 

be mostly 15 watts for vision and 
to watts for sound. 
According to our Washington 

contemporary, Broadcasting, per-
mission has also been granted to the 
R.C.A. for a 50o-watt experimental 
portable relay station. 

PROPAGATION DATA 
DES-FRICTIONS on the publica-

tion of data on the propagation 
of the higher frequencies, 8- zoo 
Mc/s, has been lifted by the U.S. 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
The ban is lifted on all data 

gathered in the U.S. or its posses-
sions prior to October r6th, relating 
to vertical incidence measurements 
showing F region reflection at ro 
Mc/s or higher, and E region re-
flection at 8 Mc /s or higher; and 
oblique incidence observations in 
the 4o-roo Mc/s band, including 
multipath, shadow, or similar 
effects. 
Data has also been made avail-

able by the Indiana State Police on 
skywave interference on FM. 

OUR WAR EFFORT 
THE Government's White Paper 
L. giving statistics relating to the 
war effort of the United Kingdom 
shows that the wireless industry's 
production of valves for civilian re-
placement purposes in 1943 was 
3,5oo,000. In 1935 the total was 
5,000,000. There were only 50,000 
civilian sets manufactured in 1943, 
whereas in 1935 the industry's out-
put was nearly 2,000,000. 
The production of Army Signal 

Equipment has, of course, increased 
steadily since 1939, when the in-
dustry% output of Army " wireless 
stations," comprising both trans-
mitters and receivers, was,3,000 for 
the period September - December. 
The total for the first- half of 1944 
had risen to 95,700! - 

INVASION " RADIO SHIP" 
TT is learned from New York that 

during the landing of General 
MacArthur's troops on Leyte in 
October an American Army Signal 
Corps " radio ship" was used to 
transmit news of the action to the 
U.S. It was the first " radio ship" 
to be used for this purpose. The 
communiqué announcing the land-
ing was beamed to the Army Com-
munications Centre in San Francisco 
"via a series of booster trans-
mitters." 

WIDE BAND FM 
MAJ. EDWIN H. ARM-
IV" STRONG, FM pioneer, has 
endorsed the recommendation of the 
U.S. Radio Technical Planning 

GALPINS 
ELECTRICAL STORES-

" FAIRVIEW," 
LONDON ROAD, WROTH«, 

KENT. 

TERMS: Cash with order. No C.O.D. 
All prices include carriage or postage. 

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, first-class 
condition, electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains, 
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load, 11/. each. 

SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one-hole 
mounting, fitted double contact, S.B.C. holder, 
and 12 volt 16 watt bulb. 4/, 

TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, *in. dia., a pair mounted 
on spring blades, also two high quality pure 
silver contacts, *in. dia., also on spring blades, 
fit for heavy duty, new and unused. There is 
enough base to remove for other work. Set of 
four contacts, 4/, 

RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size 10 x lin. 
wound chrome nickel wire, resistance 2 ohms to 
carry 10 amps. 2/8 each. 

SWITCH FUSE in wrought iron case, 3-way, for 
400 volts at 40 amp. 45/, 

ROTARY CONVERTER, input 40 volts D.C., 
output 75v., 76 m/A, A.C., also would make good 
50v. motor or would generate. £2. 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down 
tapped 0-110-200-220-240; 1,000 watts. SS. 

POWER TRANSFORMER, 4kW, double wound, 
400 volts and 220 volts to 110 volts, 50 cycle, 
single phase. Price £25. 

AUTO TRANSFORMER, step up or step down 
500 watts, tapped 0-110-200-220-240 volts. 
£3 10s. 

WATT WIRE END RESISTANCES, new and 
unused, price per doz., 5 our assortment. 

MOVING COIL AMPMETER by famous maker, 
2in. dia., flush mounting, reading 0-10 amps., 
F.S.D., 20 MÍA, price 27/8. 

SEARCHLIGHT, by famous maker, size 22in. dia., 
18in. deep, complete with cradle, reflecting mirror 
20in. dia., for electric bulb fitting, no bulb, 
adjustable focus, glass front, price £7 10s. 

AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS from dismantled 
American 10 and 20 watt amplifiers, all metal 
cases and compound filled. 

INPUT TRANSFORMERS, ratio 12 to 1, centre, 
tapped, price 15/, 

P.P. OUTPUT TRANSFORMER, ratio 8.2 to 1, 
centre tapped, price 10/, 

POWER TRANSFORMER, pri. 95/100 v., see' 
280-0-280 at 80 14/A, also 6 v. at 3A, price 12/8 

POWER TRANSFORMER, pri. 95/100 v., sec. 
800-0-800 at 250 M/A; 140 v. at 400 M/A; 
and 7j v. at 4 amp., twice, price 28/, 

AUDIO FILTER, comprising 43 Mil choke and 
8 MF condenser, 350 v. working. Price 7/8. 

METAL RECTIFIERS, size 14 x 32 x 32in., output 
50v., 1 amp., 35/- ; another 51 x 2m., output 
100v.-250 MÍA, 17/8 ; another 200v-50M/A, 10/-. 

CABINET LOUDSPEAKER, for extension only, 
5 watt output, 8in. dia, cone, high quality, size 
of cabinet 18 x 14 x 8kin. x I thick, cabinet 
slightly marked at top, price 13. 

SMALL Mi. ROTARY CONVERTER, in cast alli. 
case, size, 14x41x41in., permanent magnet 
fields, converters need attention, nbt guaranteed, 

MOVING COIL AND M.I. METERS, 
FOR FULL DETAILS OF ABOVE AN)) OTHER 

GOODS, SEND FOR LIST, 24d. 
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Board for seventy-five • 200-kcis 
channels in the 41-56 Mc/s band for 
commercial and educational FM 
transmitters. For experimental 
transmissions a band in the higher 
frequencies is recommended. 
He opposed the suggested reduc-

tion of the bandwith to loo kc/s 
on the ground that it would ad-
versely affect the signal/noise ratio. 

ARMY FM SETS 

IT is now revealed that the Ameri-
can Forces used FM pack trans-

ceivers during the Anzio landings, 
from which it may be gathered that 
they are now in general use. Re-
porting on the set, the U.S. War 
Department states that it " met and 
exceeded every expectation and 
established it as the most valuable 
item of radio equipment. . . . It is 
the most successful instrument yet 
developed for amphibious communi-
cations." 
The SCR3oo, as it is known, is 

weather-proof and weighs about 
35 lb. 

VACATION WORK SCHEME 

TN the ten years since the Vacation 
Work Scheme was inaugurated 

by the Imperial College of Science 
in 1934, the number of students 
registering for work during the 
summer vacation has increased from 
31 to 477. The number of firms 
and research organisations taking 
part has increased from 17 to 214, 
among which are many of the major 
wireless concerns. 
A total of 2,206 weeks of works 

experience was recorded by the 477 
students during the 1944 summer 
vacation. 

WHAT THEY SAY 

RADIO PICTURE POSSIBILITIES.— 
It is the policy of Cable and 

Wireless to extend as rapidly as 
possible radio picture equipment to 
all our stations. . . . After the war 
the possibilities in this direction, are 
boundless. Printed matter in page 
form will be flashed across the world 
permitting of simultaneous publica-
tion of newspapers from blocks made 
from the photographs of the page 
form. It will revolutionise the 
publication of news, opinion and 
advertisers' announcements and in 
respect of the latter it should play 
an important part in the develop-
ment of trade overseas — Sir 
Edward Wilshaw, chairman of 
Cable and Wireless. 

" PRAISE TO WHOM PRAISE."— 
Some day the story will have to be 
told in full of the wartime job of the 
B  B C  It is a story which, so 
far as broadcasting is concerned, 
cannot be paralleled in any other 
country in the world. It is a story 
which could not have happened if 

Britain had had a different system 
of broadcasting—if there had been 
no B.B.C.—W. J. Haley, B.B.C. 
Director-General, addressing the 
Radio Industries Club. 

WHO TOLD HIM THAT ?—The 
advance in radio progress is so great 
that it is almost frightening. They 
have got to the point in television 
where they could see and hear what 
was happening at distances and 
through heavy brick walls and what 
not. It is only another stage when 
we will be able to find out what 
people are doing when they do not 
want us to see and yet another stage 
we will find out what they are think-
ing when they haven't said a word. 
—Herbert Morrison, Home Secre-
tary, opening a Police Instructors' 
Course at Peel House, London. 

REALITY.—There has been some 
discussion as to how many cycles 
are good enough for the ordinary 
listener. I think the best way to 
state the difference between io,000 
c/s and 15,000 c/s is the difference 
between something which is good 
and something which is real.— 
Major Edwin H. Armstrong, Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering, 
Columbia University, the FM 
pioneer. 

MORSE ESSENTIAL.—Even if your 
chief interest is in voice operation, 
code knowledge is necessary. It's 
an essential part of amateur radio, 
properly required by the inter-
national treaties, and it will always 
be so. Besides, there are many 
things you can do on CW that you 
can't do on 'phone.,---American 
Radio Relay League. 

OUR DILEMMA, TOO ! 

i« But if you don't explain radar 
to him, John, I'm afraid he'll pick 
it up from the boys on the street." 
A. John Kaunus in the American 

magazine—" Collier's" 

JANUARY, 1945 
PERSONALITIES 

Sir Robert Watson Watt, Air Ministry 
Scientific Adviser (Telecommunica-
tions), headed the United Kingdom 
delegation to the British Common-
wealth Conference on Radio for Civil 
Aviation which opened in Ottawa in 
November. The conference, which was 
the outcome of that held in London 
last February, was attended by go repre-
sentatives from the U.K., Australia, 
New Zealand, Canada and Newfdund-
land. 

Col. David Sarnoff, president of 
R.C.A., who is at present attached to 
General Eisenhower's headquarters as 
consultant on communications, has 
received the Legion of Merit. 

Sir Murdoch MacDonald has agreed 
to extend his tenure as president of 
the Institution of Factory Managers 
and will preside at the extraordinary 
general meeting to be held in the Oak 
Room, Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, 
London, W.C.2, on Saturday, January 
20th, at 2.30. 

Professor William Wilson, who has 
recently retired from the Hildred 
Carlile Chair of Physics at Bedford 
College, was in his early years re-
sponsible for much of the experimental 
work on photo-electric emission and 
developed a quantum theory of 
thermionic emission. He was elected 
F.R.S. in 1923. 
W. F. Higgins has been appointed 

Superintendent of the Physics Division 
of the National Physical Laboratory, 
in which capacity he has been acting 
since the death of the late Dr. G. W. C. 
Kaye. Mr. Higgins was also Secretary 
of the N.P.L. and he is succeeded in 
this office by G. S. Hiscocks. 
Dr. K. R. Sturley has been appointed 

to the new post of head of the engineer-
ing training department of the B.B.C. 
He is at present assistant principal of 
the Marconi School of Wireless Com-
munication, Chelmsford, and has fre-
quently contributed to both Wireless 
World and Wireless Engineer. 
A. G. Clark has been appointed 

chairman of the Plessey Company in 
the place of the late Henry Morgan. 
• D. Radford, who has for some time 
been works manager of E. K. Cole's 
radio and plastics factories at Southend, 
has been appointed general manager of 
the company's plastics division. 

IN BRIEF 

U.S. Cinema Television.—1 'roposals 
have been made by the U.S. National 
Theatre Television Service for the 
allocation of 75 channels of 20 Mc/s 
bandwidth for a cinema television net-
work. It is learned from Broadcasting 
that the proposed frequencies are 60o-760 
Mc / s, 86o-L000 Mc / s, rmoo-2,200 Mc / s, 
1900-4,2oo Mc/s and 5,7oo-6,3oo Mc/s. 
Ex-Servicemen Choose Radio.—Sir 

Herbert Hiles, Chairman of the South 
Wales Retail Traders' Licensing Com-
mittee, states that the retail wireless 
trade- heads the list of applications for 
licences for businesses from ex-Service-
men. • 

Sets for the Blind.—Since the incep-
tion of the British Wireless for the 
Blind Fund 64.500 sets4and relays have 
been supplied free of charge to the 
blind. 

›. 
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Voice of America.—Six new trans-

mitters are now being used by the 
U.S. short-wave international broad-
casting stations WLWL, WLWS and 
WLWR. Situated at Bethany, about 
20 miles from Cincinnati, the zoo-kW 
transmitters were built and are operated 
by the Crosley Corporation for the 
American Office of War Information 
and form what is claimed to be the 
most powerful group of short-wave 
broadcasting stations in the world. 

Radio-minded U.S.—According to a 
census undertaken by the research 
department of the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System the percentage of America's 
364 million families owning radio sets 
is 88.9. The book " U.S. Radio Owner-
ship, 1944." shows that the most radio-
minded of America's 48 States is Con-
necticut, with 98.2 per cent, of its 
497,300 families owning sets. • New 
Jersey is second with 98.i per cent., 
and California third with 97.5 per cent. 

Leicester Radio Society has been re-
started. Old members who are serving 
in the Forces have been made hon. 
members. The secretary is A. Folwell, 
12, Rowsley Avenue, Leicester. 

Training for Industry.—The sugges-
tion that the industrial physicist should 
serve an apprenticeship similar to that 
expected, for example, of engineers, 
was made during a recent discussion on 
" The Selection and Training of Per-
sonnel for Industry" at the London 
and Home Counties' branch of the Insti-
tute of Physics. The opener was Major 
F. A. Freeth, F.R.S., of Imperial 
Chemical Industries. 

Stroboscopic Illumination.—Appara-
tus for arresting the apparent motion 
of rotating or reciprocating parts, 
the measurement of speed and the 
observation of performance at any 
part of the cycle, is now being manu-
factured by Watford Instruments, 
Loates Lane, Watford, Herts, and 
known as Strobolyser Model B. Alloca-
tion of supplies is controlled by 
Ministry of Supply ES2C. 

Exports to Turkey.—An importer in 
Turkey wishes to get into touch with 
a British manufacturer of broadcast 
receivers who is not already represented 
in that country. Letters addressed 
"Turkish Importer," c/o The Editor, 
will be passed on. 

Wireless World 
Made in India.—It was stated by 

Prof. S. Kr Mitra, (',hose Professor of 
Physics, Calcutta University, at a 
recent conference attended by six 
Indian scientists visiting this country, 
that two major radio concerns had 
begun negotiations in India for estab-
lishing either an assembly plant or a 
factory for the manufacture of radio 
component; in India. 

• 

MEETINGS 

Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

Radio Section.—Dr. R. L. Smith-
Rose will open a discussion on " Fre-
quency Allocation for Long-Distance 
Communication Channels" at a meet-
ing to be held at the I.E.E., Savoy 
Place, London, W.C.2, at 5.3o on 
January 16th. 
Cambridge and District Radio Group. 

—" High-Frequency Heating in In-
dustry" is the subject of a paper to 
be given by D. Q. Fuller and A. V. 
Lord at a meeting to be held at the 
Technical School, Collier Road, Cam-
bridge, at 5.30 on January znd. 
North-Western Centre Radio Group. 

—H. Wood and J. F. Capper will open 
a discussion on " High-Frequency Heat-
ing" at a meeting to be held at the 
Engineers' Club, Albert Square, Man-
chester, at 6 o'clock on January 26th. 

Radio Society of Great Britain. 

The annual general meeting of the 
R.S.G.B. will be held at the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, 
Victoria Embankment, W.C.2, at 
2 o'clock on December 30th, and will 
be followed by a lecture on " Com-
munication Receiver Measurements and 
Standards of Performance," given by 
R. H. Hammans. 

British Institution of Radio Engineers. 
London Section.—The meeting to 

be held at the Institution of Structural 
Engineers, sr, Upper Belgrave Street, 
London, at 6 o'clock on January 
17th, will take the form of a discussion 
on " Television Standards." 

Midlands Section.—L. Grinstead will 
give a paper on " Radio-Frequency 
Heating" at a meeting at the Uni-
versity of Birmingham (Latin Theatre), 
Edmund Street, Birmingham, at 6 
o'clock on January 25th. 

Books issued in conjunction 

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS. Fourth Edition, by M. 
Scroggie 

TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT, by W. T. Cocking ... 10/6 
RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK, by M. G. Scroggie. 
Second Edition ••• ••• ••• 

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL, by W. T. Cocking. Sixth 
Edition ... . . .. 7/6 7/10 

HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR WIRELESS 
TELEGRAPHISTS, by H. M. Dowsett and L. E. Q. Walker. 
Seventh Edition ... ••• ••• ••• 

RADIO DATA CHARTS. Third Edition, Revised by J. McG. 
Sowerby, B.A., Grad. 1.E.E. ... 7/6 

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION, by G. W. Ingram ... 5/-
LEARNING MORSE. 335th thousand 6d. 
INTRODUCTION TO VALVES, by F. E. Henderson ... 5, - 
RADIO WAVES AND THE IONOSPHERE, by T. W. Bennington 6/-

Obtainable from leading booksellers or by post from 
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1 

12/6 

30/-

with " Wireless World" 
Net By 
Price Post 

G. 
... 7/6 7/10 

10/10 

12/11 

3047 

7/10 
5/4 
74d 
5/4 
6/3 
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CRONAME 
RADIO COMPONENTS 

( 

, 
,• 
RA ILITARY demands-
IVI on the electronics 
Industry require large 
quantities of material 
made to precision stan-
dards never before 
approached by quantity 
production methods. 
Crowe has had signal 
success in solving pro-
blems of rapid production 
of precise electronics 
control mechanisms. Th is 
experienced ability will 
be an important factor 
in the post-war pro-
grammes of many firms. 

Ewiwitvh, Repro...tad b. 
Oreat Britain Ss 

FRANK HEAVER LTD. 
Knigsley Road. Bideford, 

N. Devon. 

CROWE NAME PLATE AND 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

CHICAGO ILL U.S A 

fe 

OUT OF THE BLACK EARTH 
Nature hae so planned it that out of black earth 
come beautiful newers and the foods easentlal to 
our very eustenance. And so It in that from the 
darkness of the present hour . . . from the 
suffering and sacrifice of world war . . . .111 
emerge a greater degree of understanding among 
men . . . more freedom for untold million.. . . 
and advanced ideas to make man', burdens lighter 
and life more enjoyable. AtrtatIc. like so many 
other manufacturing concern., has been broadened 
by the experience of war production. haa em-
ployed it, engineering skill and manufacturing 
facilities to create new producta, the principle. of 
which will be reflected in Jutatic'e commercial 
and civilian producta of a new day. 

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION 
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, U.S.A. 

TORONTO, CANADA. 

Exclusively Represented by   

Frank Heaver Ltd. Kingsley Road. 
Bideford, N. Devon 
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UNBIASED 

Radio Racket 

OUR great industry has suffered 
far less from swindles and 
rackets than other industries 

of commensurate size, but now and 
again one does rear its ugly head, 
and I have vivid recollections of one 
about twenty years ago. In those 
days perhaps the greatest problems 
which beset technicians was to per-
suade HF valves to do any aitchef-
fing (I am no yes-man and refuse to 
he browbeaten by the Editor's 
gestapo and their rubber truncheons 
into talking about RF unless I want 
to). In most cases the HF valves 
of the early 192os did nothing but 
oscillate unless the brakes were put 
on in the form of heavy damping by 
positive grid bias. 
At length an allegedly new type 

of HF valve appeared which was 
tame and tractable without the ap-
plication of damping. Its ability to 
amplify did not seem to fall short of 
that of other valves on the market 
and it did indeed seem to answer the 
designer's prayer. But its makers 
had the good sense to refrain from 
sending a specimen to be tested by 
the Wireless World laboratory. 
Even lesser technical journals soon 
rumbled it,. and one of them re-

Back to 1924 

marked rather drily that it appeared 
to have an amplification factor of 
unity. This was not surprising, 
since the innards of the valve con-
sisted of nothing but a small fixed 
condenser twixt grid and plate pins. 
It had no filament. 
We don't get such crude and gross 

deceits nowadays, but I am sorry to 
say that certain unscrupulous 
dealers appear to be sinking to 
almost equal depths of depravity. 
As you know, it is forbidden to sell 
second-hand wireless sets or any 
other goods at a greater price than 
they cost when new. In spite of the 
influx of American and wartime 
wireless receivers there is still what 
the stockbrokers call a strong mar-

No wireless 
needed. 

ket for old sets, and a dreadful fore-
boding seized me the other day 
when Mrs. Free Grid announced 
that she had succeeded in getting 
for me the prince of all radio re-
ceivers in the form of a ten valve 
set with no fewer than six stages of 
alleged HF amplification for the 
modest sum of fifty guineas. 
My forebodings were more than 

fulfilled when the monstrosity 
arrived. No maximum price regu-
lations had been infringed as the 
wretched thing did truly fetch this 
absurd sum way back in z924 when 
the paucity of technical ideas was 
compensated for by the multiplicity 
of passenger bright-emitter HF 
valves employed. As for the con-

trols, their number and 
variety can only be described 
as a government official's 
dream of heaven. 
The trouble is that these 

multi - valve monstrosities 
with their voracious appetite 
for filament amps. and im-
posing-looking cabinets are 
seized upon by the untutored 
public who really think that 
they have got something out 
of the ordinary, as indeed 
they have. The whole busi-
ness, which is rightly shunned 
by honest radio dealers, 

leaves a nasty taste in my mouth 
rather like powdered eggs. 

Radio Hypnotism 

'WIRELESS has already cele-
brated its jubilee, and so 

may consider itself to be at least 
grown up. It is all the more de-
plorable, therefore, that at the 
present time there should be in the 
daily Press certain rather highly 
coloured accounts of the alleged use 
of wireless waves as a panacea for 
the various ills to which the flesh is 
heir. Mankind, when in a jam, 
always turns to us wireless people, 

but there is a limit to what we can 
be expected to do for ungrateful 
humanity. 
When I first read about it I con-

cluded that we were being treated 
to a dished-up version of ordinary 
radio therapy, fq11 accounts of 
which have appeared from time to 
time in this journal. Closer investi-
gation showed, however, that it was 
merely our old friend hypnotism in 
a new guise. I know nothing of the 
alleged curative powers of hypnot-
ism, but anybody who has witnessed 
a wealthy tourist shelling out good 
money to a confidence trickster for 
the title-deeds of the Eiffel Tower 
can hardly doubt its existence. 
The thing I object to is the mis-

leading of the public with thinking 
that in some manner the use of 
" wireless waves" has introduced a 
new and wonderful element into 
hypnotic suggestion. So far as I can 
gather, all that has happened is that 
somebody sitting in a broadcasting 
studio has succeeded in persuading 
certain people sitting in a distant 
receiving room that they possessed 
certain ailments which have been 
dissipated by the power of hypnotic 
suggestion. 

Surely there is nothing very new 
in this. Certain patent medicine ad-
vertisers have been doing this for 
years over the American broadcast-
ing chains and, in pre-war days, 
from Radio Luxembourg, to say 
nothing of the hard-working and 
perspiring gentlemen who sell 
patent medicines in Petticoat Lane 
every Sunday morning and haven't 
even a vestige of radio to help them. 
I don't mind confessing that on one 
occasion I myself was very nearly 
hypnotised by one of these gentry 
into paying for a substance 
guaranteed to turn Mrs. Free Grid 
into a modern version of Helen of 
Troy, and I should have done so 
had I not discovered that I had had 
my pocket picked earlier in the pro-
ceedings and all my spare cash re-
moved. 
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Letters to the Editor 

Surplus Wireless Stocks • Contrast 

Expansion and Background Noise 

Simplified Calculations 
War Surplus Disposal 

M AY I express my agreement 
with W. H. Cazaly's views 

in his letter published in Wireless 
World for November? 
May I also suggest that he in-

cludes the many radio mechanics 
serving in the Forces, who, whilst 
not professionally engaged in 
radio before the war, have been 
enthusiastic amateurs, and have 
given their knowledge to assist in 
the war effort? 
I hope I may be included among 

these, and earnestly hope that we, 
too, may be given at least the 
same consideration as the " pro-
fessionals" and dealers in the 
matter of facilities for purchasing 
at reasonable prices the Govern-
ment surplus radio %equipment 
which will be available when the 
war ends. L. E. J. CLINCH. 

R.A.F. 

" New Thoughts on Contrast 
Expansion" 

HAVE studied with interest 
L the article in the September 
issue. While I entirely agree 
that the transmitted range is 
already such that volume peaks 
will disturb one's neighbour, and 
• that one's neighbour is equally 

liable to disturb the quieter pas-
sages, I do not feel that this is 
any justification whatever for 
condemning the contrast ex-
pander. 
A symphony orchestra does not 

play on the local football ground 
because the quiet passages would 
be lost among the extraneous 
noises. For exactly the same rea-
son one must not expect to listen 
to a broadcast programme with all 
its original attendant brilliance 
and range in noisy surroundings. 
The argument therefore holds 
good merely against the use of 
contrast expanders in unsuitable 
surroundings—it is not in any way 
an argument against expangion as 
such. One might equally well 
condemn the Philadelphia Orches-
tra because it is too large to play 
in the village hall. 

Let us now turn to Mr. Rod-
dam's further argument. The 
individual who visits the concert 
hall hears the full ¡ange of volume 
provided by the orchestra. He 
hears the most delicate inflexion 
of the soloist and the mighty 
power of the full orchestra. It 
matters not one jot to him that 
there are 1,999 other people in the 
hall listening to the same volume 
range. Why, then, if he has the 
facilities, should he not produce 
the full range when he is going to 
listen by himself? 
To attune his ear to a more 

delicate volume range and imagine 
it to be the real thing, as the 
author proposes, is in my view 
absurd. It is in fact a parallel 
of the well-known case of 
the listener with an old and 
groaning ' receiver who has be-
come so used to it that he thinks 
nothing else is nearly as good. 
I feel that the most satisfactory 

practical arrangement is a wide-
range expansion circuit with a 
degree of expansion continuously 
variable to zero. Only then can 
the listener select his fidelity (as 
far as volume range is concerned) 
to suit the circumstances. 

JOHN B. RUDKIN, 
Lieut., Royal Signals. 

On Active Service. 

[The author's argunlent against 
contrast expansion was based on 
the premise that the listener was 
compelled to tolerate a noisy back-
ground.—E0.] 

Accuracy—Profitable and 
Unprofitable 

TN last month's " Random 
•I• Radiations" " Diallist " states 
that for most electrical and radio 
calculations 22/7 is a near enough 
approximation for 7r. It should 
be, seeing that it represents an 
error of barely 0.04 per cent. ! 
I am one of those individuals 

who can from memory recite the 
value of sr to many places of 
decimals (35 in my case, and with-
out the aid of mnemonics!), but I 
agree with " Diallist's" corre-

THE " FLUXITE QUNS" AT WORK 
Cried 00, " Oh look at the sea. 
What wonderful sound effects, EE." 

Said he, " p'raps your right, 
Guess I'll fetch the FLUXITEe 

There's something needs soldering—strikes me." 

• 
See that FLUXITE is always by 
you — in the house — garage — 
workshop — wherever speedy 
soldering is needed. Used for 
over 30 years in Government 
works and by leading engineers 
and manufacturers. Of all Iron-
mongers—in tins, 8d., 1/4 & 2/8. 

• 
Ask to see the FLUX ITE 
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING 
SET—compact but substantial— 
complete with full instructions, 
7/6. 

• 
TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will 
NOT keep round and true unless the 
spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes 
a much stronger wheel. Its simple—with 
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT. 

The FLUX1TE GUN 
puts FLUX ¡TE where 
you want it by a 
simple pressure. 
Price 1/6, or filled. 2/6. 

ALL MIECHANICS Win 

FLUXITE 
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERIN' G 

Write for Book on the ART OF " 
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE. 
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUX1TE. Price id. each. 

FLU XITE LTD. 
(Dept. W.W.), ftermondeey Street, 5.11.1 
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spondent who questions the value 
of " such a string of figures." It 
does not appear to be widely 
enough recognised that the sub-
stitution of 3 for 7r represents an 
error of less than 5 per cent., and 
how many of the components we 
use are guaranteed to the same 
degree of accuracy? r2= io within 
1.3 per cent., and another useful 
approximation involving an error 
of only per cent. is . or ,1,1 

for.-- This latter form is fre-
2ir 

quently cropping up in such 

formula as — and , and 
wC 27r,./ LC 

the approximation I have given 
saves quite a lot of needless arith-
metic and hunting for and through 
log tables. 
The whole point is to appreciate 

what degree of accuracy is re-
quired and work accordingly. By 
all means use 3.141592653 . . . if 
one is satifying examiners 
(though they usually specify the 
value of . 77 to be used) ; but to use 
the same figure in, say, calculating 
the capacity of a condenser to give 
a required amount of negative 
feedback when the condenser used 
may be a ± 2o per cent. article is 
truly absurd. 

J. M. SKELTON. 
London, 

Soldering Irons 

REFERRING to the remarks by 
" Diallist" on electric sol-

dering irons, contained on page 
341 of the November issue, this 
company experienced a similar 
need for a suitable soldering iron 
for the manufacture of measuring 
instruments and similar small 
assemblies, and as a result devel-
oped the Metrovick " Lo-Volt" 
soldering iron. 

This soldering iron weighs only 
3.5 ounces and is only 8.5in. over-
all in length. The nominal rating 
is 25 watts at io volts; and control 
of' bit temperature on AC may be 
obtained by a selection of tap-
pings on the secondary winding of 
a small transformer. 
The recommended bit tempera-

ture for the wetime 40/ 6o solder 
is about 28o d-eg. C. The nominal 
loadiris of 25 watts obtained on io 
volts give an idle-bit temperature 
slightly in excess of this, and is, 
therefore, suitable for light sol-
dering work with this solder. For 
heavier work the (loading may be 

increased as described above, the 
idle-bit temperature for a loading 
of 36 watts obtained on 12 volts 
being, for example, about 360 
deg., which provides a bigger 
reservoir of heat. 
In practice therefore the permis-

sible loading (and hence the volt-
age applied to the iron) is deter-
mined solely by the nature of the 
work and may be adjusted within 
wide limits to provide a bit tem-
perature, during working periods, 
near to that recommended for the ' 
solder in use. I, has been found 
that during leng,Thy periods when 
the iron is not in use, it' may be 
kept hot economically with a 
loading of 16 watts (obtained on 
8 volts). 

A. STEPHENSON, 
Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. 
Trafford Park, Manchester. 

Standardised Components 

my Committee has read with 
"L considerable interest the 

article in your November issue on 
" Properties of Radio Com-
ponents." 
Two points appear particularly 

to call for additional comment. 
i. The operation of telephone 

and broadcasting systertis in the 
Far East and in Russia with 
" non-tropical components" was 
in nearly all cases under specially 
favourable conditions, such as air-
conditioned buildings, and was 
certainly not under conditions 
,comparable with those of modern 
warfare in these areas. 

2. My Committee is engaged on 
the preparation of an Inter-
Service version of the Specifica-
tion DCD.WT.i000, and reference 
to this M.A.P. Specification will 
therefore be superseded as soon as 
possible. ' 
You may be interested to low 

that the Inter-Service Components 
Technical Committee consists of 
the senior officers primarily con-
cerried with the development and 
use of radio components in the 
three Services and the G.P.O. Its 
documents are prepared by sub-
committees representing all Ser-
vices in collaboration with the 
Inter-Service Components Mann-
facturers',Council, which is a body 
representing the radio com-
ponents industry. These docu-
ments are published by the 
British Standards Institution. 
E. D. WHITEHEAD, Secy., 

Inter-Service Components 
Technical Committee. 

• 

The Murphy " spot-welder " for 
joining plastic sheets and similar 

articles. 

Cathode-follower Output 
T HAVE been interested in the 

recent letters regarding the 
cathode-follower output stage. 
None of' your readers appears to 
have suggested the use of an RF 
pentode as an AF amplifier, to 
provide the extra voltage output 
required to offset the overall re-
duction in amplification due to 
feedback, without transformer. 
I have successfully used such an 

arrangement to feed a PP3 / 250 in 
a simple gramophone amplifier; 
the bass response on a good 
speaker is particularly " clean." 
The only shortcoming of the ap-
paratus, which rendered it less 
satisfactory for radio purposes, 
was a noticeable falling-off at the 
higher audio frequencies; this was 
not displeasing when reproducing 
records. It would appear that 
Mr. Robb's suggestion regarding 
the capacity to earth of the fila-
ment winding of the mains trans-
former is probably correct, as in 
the original circuit of Mr. Mitchell, 
an indirectly heated output valve 
was used, with apparently no ill-
effects at the higher frequencies. 
Perhaps some of your readers who 
have the necessary facilities could 
verify the performance of directly 
and indirectly heated valves in 
this interesting circuit. 

C. GEORGE, 
Northampton. 
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RADIO 
THE growing use of plastic filins 

and fabrics for th c moisture-
proof packing of perishable goods, 
and various stores *for the Armed. 
Forces has created a demand for 
a completely new type of machinery 
for handling these specialised jobs. 
The latest apparatus produced for 

sealing plastic fabrics makes use of 
the dielectric loss principle. In the 
type of " sewing machine" de-
veloped by Murphy Radio the work-
ing head consists of a pair of elec-
trodes in the form of small wheels 
to which the RF output of the 
generator is applied. The wheels 
also serve to guide the work 
through the machine. The speed at 
" which the wheels turn, and the level 
to which the RF output is adjusted, 
are arranged to allow for the correct 
amount of heat to be generated in 
• the plastic material being sealed. 
Obviously, different types of plastic 
and different thicknesses of work 
will require variations of these two 
factors. 
A Murphy " spot-welder" 

designed for somewhat similar pur-
poses is illustrated on .the opposite 
page. The lower electrode is fixed, 
while the depression of a pedal 
lowers the movable upper electrode 
on to the work, switches on the 
power, and light's an indicator. 
An interesting report on the prac-

tical side of this apparatus shows 

SEALING 
that the operators, in all cases 
women, take to these machines 
(p a r c ular 1 y the " sewing 
machine ") very naturally and 
without any nervousness. A womb.n 
who has any real proficiency with a 
sewing machine finds it a simple 
matter to perform quite complicated 
seaming operations. 
When the manufacturers of these 

new and very attractive coloured 
plastic films and materials are able 
to release their products on the 
general market, it, is obvious that 
RF sealing apparatus will really 
come into its own. When one con-
siders the wide range of goods which 
can be cheaply and attractively 
packed in plastic containers—such 
as confectionery, cosmetics, food-
stuffs and the like—no emphasis is 
needed to point out the part that 
apparatus of this type is going to 
play in many industries. 
Many of the applications in which 

the sealing equipments have been 
used have been entirely new, and 
consequently much of the develop-
ment work has been of a " pioneer " 
nature. This work has shown the 
need for increasing the working fre-
quency, so that the Murphy equip-
ments operate at higher frequencies 
than has been the usual practice. 
Frequencies up to 8o Mc/s are used, 
and the input power to the oscil-
lator is about one "kilowatt. 

The latest Murphy. " radio sealing" equipment ; a self-contained " sewing 
machine " operating on the dielectric heating prinCiple. 

The new Vortexion 50 watt 
amplifier is the result of over 
seven years' development with 
valves of the 6L6 type. Every 
part of the circuit has been care-
fully developed, with the result 
that 50 watts is obtained after 
the output transformer at ap-
proximately 4% total distortion. 
Some idea of the efficiency of the 
output valves can be obtained 
from the fact that they draw 
only 60 ma. per pair no load, and 
160 ma. full load anode current. 
Separate rectifiers are employed 
for anode and screen and a 
Westinghouse for bias. 

The response curve is straight 
from 200 to 15,000 cycles in the 
standard model. The low fre-
quency response has been pur-
posely reduced to save damage 
to the speakers with which it 
may be used, due to excessive 
movement of the speech coil. 

A tone control is fitted, and the large eight-
section output transformer is available to 
match, 15-60-125-250 ohms. These output 
lines can be matched using all sections of 
windings, and will deliver the full response to 
the loud speakers with extremely low overall 
harmonic distortion. 

PRICE (with 807, etc.,. type valves) £18.10.0 

Plus 25% War Increase 

MANY HUNDREDS ALREADY IN USE 

Supplied only against Government Contracts 

VORTEXION LTD. 
257, THE BROADWAY. 
WIMBLEDON, S. W.19. 

Phone L/Berly 2814 
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RANDOM RADIATIONS 
By "DIALLIST" 

Low-voltage Soldering Iron 
TO a Wallsend-on-Tyne reader I 
-a- am indebted for a very neat 
design for a small soldering iron of 
the kind that one wants for wireless 
constructional jobs. I shall cer-
tainly make one up with a few 
slight modifications (did you ever 
know a workshop addict who could 
make up another fellow's design 
without " improving " it?) as soon 
as I get time for my own use. If 
readers are interested, I hope to be 
able to give a working drawing in 
Wireless World. Meantime, here 
are a few particulars. My corre-
spondent has rightly decided that 
the full mains voltage is not advis-
able for small soldering irons owing 
to insulation difficulties. He had a 
transformer available with two 4-
volt, 4-ampere windings. These he 
connected in series so as to have 8 
volts available and then worked to 
that figure in making a design. He 
found by experiment that the cur-
rent required to heat a suitable bit 
was 2.5 amps. Allowing for 0.5 V 
drop in the connections, this left 
7.5 V available for the heating ele-
ment, of which the resistance must 
therefore be 3 ohms. The heater he 
made from 8.35 inches of Nichrome 
wire, No. 30 SWG, wound into a 
helix. 

A Neat Tool 
He drilled a chisel handle -Ain. 

right through and passed into the 
hole a tightly fitting split tube made 
by rolling up sheet brass to thous. 
thick. Over the far end of the tube 
fits the bit, again a tight push fit. 
Down the tube, insulated by beads, 
runs a length of No. 20 SWG copper 
wire, to the far end of which one 
end of the heater helix is hard-
soldered. The helix thus lies inside 
the end of this tube, which is itself 
inside the bit. Insulation for the 
heater is provided by rolling up a 
small sheet of 2-thous. mica and in-
serting it between the heater and the 
brass tube. One end of the double 
flex connecting the iron to the trans-
former is hard-soldered to the brass 
tube; the other to the central copper 
wire. The far end of the wire form-
ing the heater helix is turned back 
over the end of the brass tube and 
pinched between it and the bit. The 
tube thus forms one conductor and 
the central wire the other. I like 
this design for many reasons. The 
iron is small, handy and light and 
the heater is where it ought to be— 
inside the bit. I don't feel quite 

suie that the 18.75 watts in the 
heater will make the bit quite as hot 
as I like to have it. One feature 
of the design, though, is that the 
heater is so easily replaced. Thus 
it is simple to experiment. The 
first of my modifications will be to 
provide the flex with a good anchor-
age by fitting a screw cap to the 
chisel handle and putting a knob in 
the flex just inside it. The second 
will be to earth the core of the 
transformer—possiby my correspon-
dent did this, though he doesn't 
mention it. I shall put my trans-
former into a perforated and earthed 
metal box. 

O DD 

Bombing by Instruments 
1-1' was with no little surprise that 
-L I read in The Times just before 
writing these notes what to techni-
cal folk will be a fairly complete dis-
closure of the methods by which 
bombing by instruments, of which 
we hear so much, is accomplished. 
The account states that a small 
apparatus known as the " gen box," 
fitted to the fuselage of the bomber, 
sends out a succession of electrical 
impulses, which bounce back from 
the ground and form on a glass 
screen a kind of contour map of the 
ground below. If that sort of 
apparatus can be described, even in 
such general terms, why should 
there still be a ban on giving any 
sort of account of plain, straight-
forward radar—such an account, I 
mean, as would tell the enemy no-
thing that he doesn't know already. 
Does not the article already quoted 
go on to say " The attackers then 
[in thick weather] have to contend 
only with flak and, as has already 
been disclosed, metal strips and 
other devices have long been used 
to render the enemy's fire inaccu-
rate? " 

ODD 

No Overcrowding Here 

IF, as I believe will be the case, 
broadcasting is going to make 

more and more use of low-powered, 
high-fidelity transmissions on the 
ultra-short waves, we are never 
likely to be faced with the appalling 
overcrowding that has occurred in 
the medium- and long-wave bands 
hitherto allotted to this service. It 
isn't so much that there is room for 
immense numbers of channels with-
out mutual interference on wave-
lengths between, say, two and ten 
metres; demands on that space are 

already great. On the medium 
waves a station may interfere with 
another not just at close quarters 
but at a range of thousands of 
miles. I have many records of 
heterodynes on European transmis-
eons between 9 p.m. and midnight 
in winter caused by American sta-
tions. One of the merits of the 
ultra-short waves is that transmit-
ters using them keep themselves to 
themselves, or rather to their own 
service areas. 

• D 

Memory Test 
TN the course of a recent Brains 

Trust one of the " trustees" 
(Commander Gould, I think it was) 
offered to give the value of T to 30 
places as a memory test—and did 
so. I don't want to cast asper-
sions, but I think that readers of 
these notes will know how that one 
can .be done! Perhaps the Com-
mander is a reader. If he isn't I'm 
willing to bet that he knows the 
mnemonic rhyme by Edouard 
Lucas. By the way I was made to 
commit one error in French of which 
I really wasn't guilty in quoting the 
said rhyme. I wrote " fugement " 
(without a d) in the third line. The 
number of letters, however, was cor-
rectly given as eight. 

• D 

Tap Water and Accumulators 
A PROPOS of my recent note on 
1-1 the use of tap water ( boiled and 
allowed to settle, if hard) for top-
ping-up accumulators, I have had 
an interesting correspondence with 
a North-country water engineer, 
from whom I have had much useful 
information. He pointed out, to 
begin with, the hardness of water 
and the nature of the salts that 
cause it depend upon where and how 
it is collected. For instance, in one 
place, water from underground 
sources proves on analysis to con-
tain 98 parts in too,000 of dissolved 
solid matter, whilst in another, not - 
far away, where the produce of up-
land gathering grounds is stored in 
large reservoirs, the figure is only 
9.96 per too,000. The main solid 
constituents of the water from 
underground are sodium sulphate 
(45 parts per too,o0o), sodium 
chloride (40 parts), and sodium bi-
carbonate (8 parts). In the upland 
water, calcium sulphate (4.60 
parts), sodium sulphate ( 2.15 parts) 
and sodium chloride ( 1.166) are the 
chief dissolved solids. By boiling 
water and allowing it to settle, one 
gets rid of calcium and magnesium 
carbonates (both of these appear in 
the harder water as bicarbonates, 
and in the softer there is 0.25 part 
per too,000 of calcium bicarbonate), 
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but leaves the sulphates and 
chlorides. My correspondent sug-
gests that boiled tap water whose 
hardness is due to chalky constitu-
ents (mine is of that kind) velould 
probably be harmless. Most of the 
dissolved solid matter is calcium bi-
carbonate and calcium sulphate. 
But he thinks that if water contain-
ing chlorides were used, some of the 
sulphuric acid would waste its 
energy in turning these into sul-
phates. His view is that, as tap 
waters differ so much writers play 
for safety by condemning all. Will 
some accumulator maker please give 
us the benefit of his experience ? 

CI 

Improvement Needed 

ONE thing that will have to re-
ceive attention when this war 

is over and done with is the broad-
cast services of many of our 
colonies, protectorates, and what 
not. The dominions manage their 
own affairs and most of them have 
excellent services already in being. 
But it's a very different story in the 
colonies, many—if not most—of 
which are far from being well off in 
this way. The problems are often 
difficult. The probleeis a big one, 
but it will have to be tackled as 
soon as possible. Broadcasting is a 
mighty phwer in the life of human-
ity to-day, and we can't afford to 
neglect it in our colonies. 

• 

ELECTRONIC MARVELS ! 

wx - GOVERNOR CHARLES 
Ii EDISON, of New Jersey, has 
his father's love of a joke. The in-
ventor's distinguished son is an 
M.I.T. graduate and knows his way 
around in electrical and electronic 
matters, as might be surmised. 
Recently, after listening to an 
amateur electronics enthusiast be-
come eloquent about post-war 
electronic marvels, Gov. Edison 
asked whether the spellbinder had 
yet witnessed a demonstration of 
"the electromagnetic ray that can 
stop an automobile." " No, I've 
heard about such a ray," replied the 
electronic prophet, " but I didn't 
know it was yet practical." " Well, 
jump into my car and come down 
to our laboratory and I'll show 
you." 
As the car approached the main 

street of Orange, N.J., the traffic 
signal turned red, and the 
Governor's chauffeur put on the 
brakes, bringing the car to a grind-
ing stop. Pointing through the 
windshield at the red traffic light, 
Gov. Edison chuckled: " See, just 
as I told you; there's the ray that 
stops automobiles— and it is 
thoroughly practical, too! "—From 
"Electronic Industries," New York. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

The World of Tomorrow. 
JUST as the reliability and ingenuity 

J of BULGIN RADIO PRODUCTS have 
been proved in the stress of War, so in the 
World of Tomorrow Industry can safely 

trust us with their component problems 
and requirements. 

The return of Peace will find us ready 
to ease a large part of your production 
difficulties. Our technique, with a 

background of 21 years of experience 
solely devoted to the manufacture of 
essential components, will safeguard 

your trade mark. 

(Please quote priority and Contract Nos.) 

"The Choice of Critics" 
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A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BYE PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX 

Radio and Electrical Component Manufacturers. 

TEL. : RIPPLE WAY 3474 (5 lines). 
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RECENT INVENTIONS 
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 

W ITHIN limits, the frequency of a 
piezo-electric crystal can be 

varied by regulating the thickness of 
the air gap between the free face of the 
crystal and its adjacent electrode. A 
smooth and accuratr adjustment is, 
however, essential to avoid sudden 
jumps in frequency, and to ensure 
stability of oscillation after each 
setting. 
To meet this requirement, the crystal 

and its base electrode are mounted on 
the inclined surface of a stationary 
wedge-shaped holder, whilst the 
opposite electrode is set on the inclined 
surface of a second similarly shaped 
holder. Both holders are arranged in 
an outer casing so that the second 
holder can be moved transversely, in 
a straight line, relatively to the first, 
say by a screw under spring control. 
Both the inclined surfaces are thus kept 
parallel to each other in the course of 
their movement, whilst the distance 
between them is being altered by the 
control screw to regulate the air-gap. 
To avoid resonance due to the gap, the 
crystal should be Y-cut; or the unit 
may be mounted inside an evacuated 
bulb. 

B. Tenenbaum. Application date 
November 11th, 1942. No. 562034. 

L I L2 

(a) 

o  

A 

o  

TELEVISION IN COLOUR 

TN a cathode-ray receiver three 
fluorescent surfaces are provided, 

each selected to give a distinctive 
primary colour response. All three sur-
faces are so applied to a common semi-
transparent screen that the different 
colour effects can be seen simul-
taneously from the same viewpoint. 
The back face of the common screen 

is a plane surface, and is coated to give 
a predominantly green picture. The 
front face of the screen is ridged or 
serrated, one sloping side of each ridge 
being coated to give a blue response, 
whilst the oppositely sloping sides are 
differently coated to produce a red 
picture. The two sides of each ridge 
are separately scanned by two widely 
spaced " gun" assemblies, generating 
electron beams which are set at an 
angle to each other; a third " gun " is 
suitably placed to scan the back face 
of the common screen. Because of its 
semi-transparency, the effects of all 
three colours are combined when the 
picture is viewed either from the back 
or front of the screen. A similar 
arrangement of colour-selective mosaic 
screens is used for transmission. 

J. L. Baird. Application date July 
25th, 1942. No. 562168. 

A Selection 

of the More In 

Radio Developments 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

THE carrier-wave 11( qu( ilLy is con-
trolled by the inductance unit 

shown in diagram (a). Signal currents 
fed to one coil Li vary the impedance 
of a second coil L2, which is included 
in the tuned grid circuit of the valve 
oscillator. The second coil is wound 
on a ring-shaped core, which is set 
across the gap between the pole pieces 
of the first, so that the two magnetic 
fields are at right angles to each other. 
As shown in diagram (b), the coil Li 

is fed from a microphone M through an 
amplifier A, whilst the coil L2 forms 

LII 

• 

Magnetic 
frequency 
modulation 

control. 

L 2 

(b) 

part of the grid tuning inductance of 
the carrier-wave oscillator V. To avoid 
any frequency doubling, a steady bias-
ing current is fed to the coil Li; or a 
part of its core may be permanently 
magnetised. Stress is laid on the fact 
that the inductance of the aerial circuit 
is not affected by this method of 
frequency control. 

Age-Baltic Akt. Convention date 
(Sweden) June 3rd, 1941. No. 561993. 

HETERODYNE INTERFERENCE 

A METHOD of reducing heterodyne 
Li interference is based upon the 
folkicing observations: (a) that the 
continuous whistle produced by the 
interfering carrier wave waxes and 
wanes in amplitude; and (b) that the 
instantaneous phase of the heterodyne 
also changes, thus indicating the 
presence of a frequency-modulated 
component. 

The British abstracts published 
here are prepared with the 
permission of the Controller of 
H.M. Stationery Office, from 
specifications obtainable at the 
.Patent Office, 25, Southampton 
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 

1/- each. 
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• 
The receiver is provided with a fre-

quency-discriminating circuit which 
separately delivers (a) a rectified 
voltage representing the sum of the 
amplitude-modulated signal and the 
interference, and (b) a voltage corre-
sponding to the FM component of the 
heterodyne interference. These two 
voltages are applied to the different 
grids of a twin triode tube in opposi-
tion, so that the original interference 
is cancelled out from the final output, 
a reversing switch being provided to 
allow this to be done whether the 
offending whistle is located above or 
below the signal carrier frequency. 

Marcone.s Wireless Telegraph Co., 
Ltd. (assignees of M. G. Crosby). 
Convention. date (U.S.A.) November 
25th, 1941. No. 562553. 

OSCILLATION GENERATORS 
--riiE amplitude of the output from 
1. a Hartley oscillator is auto-
matically regulated as the valve 
reaches equilibrium by the bias derived 
from the flow of grid-current. The 
action is not, however, sufficiently 
sensitive to maintain an absolutely 
steady state; nor is it easy to set up 
an oscillator to work at a predeter-
mined amplitude, owing to the diffi-
culty of acairately calculating the 
grid-current conditions. 
The diagram shows a Hartley type of 

oscillator in which negative Iteaction is 
applied to secure stable operation at 
a desired amplitude. Included in the 
cathode lead is a resistance R, which 
is normally shunted by a circuit formed 
by an auxiliary anode Kr and a con-
denser C of low impedance to the 
»generated frequency. The electrode Kr 
is positively biased through a resistance 
121 from the HT supply; but as the 
oscillations build up, the cathode K 
will develop a " peak " potential which 
momentarily exceeds that of the 

+HT 

R I 

HT 

Oscillation amplitude limiter. 

auxiliary anode Kr'. During these in-
stants the low-impedance shunt path 
through the condenser C is discon-
nected, and negative reaction is applied 
through the cathode resistance R to 
curb any further build-up. 

A. D. Blumlein. Application date 
June 17th, 1940. No. 563464. 
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The Isle that Grew from the Sea 
A little land above the surface of the 

sea ; white surf and leaning palms . . . 

but underneath, out of sight, the 

foundations go down deep and wide 

to the bed of the ocean. 

So, too, with great industrial organi-

sations like that of Philips. Their 

achievements and the high reputation 

of Philips products are broad- based 

on persistent research, skilled tech-

nicians, highly developed factories 

and long-accumulated knowledge and 

experience of the application of electri-

city to the needs of the modern world. 

PHILIPS 
LAMPS * RADIO * X-RAY 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND ALLIED ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 

PHILIPS I AMPS LIMITED, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2 uoon 
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BERRY'S 

PRECISION IN SMALL PARTS 

WINDOW PANEL BOLT 
Complete in four operations, this bolt, made to fine 
limits, typifies the sturdiness and precision that can 
be obtained by scientifically-controlled cold forging. 

Specialists in Cold Forging; Roll Threaded Screws; Solid and 
Tubular Rivets, Nuts and Bolts in all metals; Small Pressings; 

Auto and Capstan-turned parts. 
LINREAD LTD., STERLING WKS., COX ST., BIRMINGHAM 3. 

Tele.: CEN. 3951 P.B.X. ' Grams: "Linread BIRMINGHAM." 
London Office:Clifton 0 . 11 t , n Rd . N W.1. Phone: Eus.6385 

Y'lll'•777lilit7s, 

.....) 
  11111111retelli. '  

SPECIRLISII IN COLO FORGING 

Ole eV CY 

IF1111.1FTSit#IANSHIIP 
For five years the war has prevented 
our giving joy to the many who ap-
preciate good workmanship, but we 
are nearing the time when, once 
again, our cabinets will be available 

to beautify your home. 

F. W. EDWARDS LIMITED. 
Precision Woodworkers, 

IS NORMAN, BUILDINGS, CENTRAL SO.. LONDON, E.C.I. Clerk 7460 

(SHORT WAVE) LTD. 
In addltlen to the usual radio parte, we carry a 

most complete range of 

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
including C.R. Tubes, sr. £3 6s. Od. 41-, £6 1s. Od 
MA... 0/5 ..457/6 ; 0/1.76/6. Melee Ow Amplifier. 
£16 101. Od. Ruthermel Crystal Mikehead. lfe. 
Pickups, 73/6. 78/9. Ceramic S. Variable/ 
.0001, 4/6 ; .00016, 4/9 ; 15 mint, 3/6 ; 25 mmf., 
3/9 ; 40 mmt. 4/6 ; 75 mmf. midget, 6/-. Precision 

CM. Dial, 9/1, with driving head and vernier, 
315/-. 0.8. Drive, 8/1, with station named dial 
escutcheon and glees, 8/6. " P" 2/3. 2/6. 
I.F.'s, 7/6. Metal Cabinets with hinged lid, panel and 
chasele, 3916, 63/... Jack» and Pluge, 2/6 each. 
LW. H.F. Choke., 2/6. All-wave 2.5 ma, 3/6. Toggle 
and Rotary switches, Ceramic Valve-blues, Stand-offs, 
Feed Throughs, Formers. Radio Manuals. Send id. 
stamp for full list " W " to :— 

Us HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.G.1 
(Td.: Holier,, 6231.) 

CONDENSERS 

ARE MADE FOR 

rl NSTRUMENTS. LTD.1 

Earls Court Exhibition Buildings, Earls Court, London, S.W. S 

FULHAM 6192 

I am the c.g.s. unit 
of energy—you'll 
find me in every 
radio circuit. 

ERG 

C. R. Couoon on 

I-IULLO. 
-IM AN , 

ERG/1 

0?y-
ERG is the trade mark that will 
identify our products of quality— 
small parts for big jobs. 

EIR,G 
ERG RESISTORS 
1021a, FINCHLEY ROAD, 

N.W.11. PHONE: SPEEDWELL 6967 

LTD. 
LONDON, 

GR 

CORED 
SOLDER 

A.I. D. APPROVED 

H. J. ENTHOVEN & SONS LTD. 
230 THORNTON ROAD, lihlkiT CROYDON, SURREY 

THOrnton Heath 2462 

OPPORTUNITIES' 
This unique handbook 
shows tue easy way to 
secure A.M.I.Mech.B., 
A.M.Brit.I.R.B., A.M.I.E.E., 
City and Guilds, etc. 

WE GUARANTEE— 
"NO PASS—NO FEE." 
Details are given of over 150 
Diploma Courses in all 
branches of Civil, Mech., 
Elec., Motor., Aero., Radio, 
Television and Production 
Engineering, Treeing, Building, 
Govt. Employment, R.A.F. 
Maths., Matriculation, etc. 
Think of the future and send 
for your copy at once—FREE. 

B.I.E.T.,387,SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 
17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1. 

LONDEX for RELAYS 
The illustration shows 

mechanism of syn-

chronous Time Delay 

Relay PRL. Wide time 

range and easily re-

settable. Large selec-

tion of other Relays 

and Process Timers. 

Ask for Leaflet 97/WW 

LONDEX LTD 
os   
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Under Defence Regulations 1939, Statutory Rules 
and Orders 1940, Number 1689, a permit 
(1.99G) must be obtained before sale or purchase 
of certain electrical and wireless apparatus 
particularly such valves and apparatus as are 
applicable to wireless transmission. 

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS 

12-wt..t Ka..cialOn,air\iiirlifofive,rgactLwi£16.— 
"[LP. RADIO SERVICES guarantee prompt 
-K1 despatch of the following goods :— 
ROTHERMEL crystal gramophone pick-ups, 
£3/18/9; loud speakers, Rota 8M P.M., no 
transformer, 22/-; Celestions, with transformer, 
6in 33/-, 8in 30/-, loin 45/-; mains energised, 
8in, 2,000 ohms, 36/-. 
MEASURING bridges, temporary otter with-
out priority of Mullard Universal measuring 
bridge, lOmmF-10mP, 0.1-10 megohms, a.c. 
operated, high sensitivity, 15gns. 
?BULLARD cathode ray tube unit, type B100, 
complete with 3in tube, 12gns. 
3IULLARD ECR30 3in cathode ray tube, 
complete with holder, dens.; GT1C Argon 
tilled relay, 25/-. 
MEICO moving coil microphone. 5gns; Meico 
stands, 52/6; Meico mike transformer. 13/-. 
VIBRATORS, Mallory 6v 4-pin, 12/6; Bulgin 
6v 6-pin self rectifying, 20/-; bases, 1/-; 12v 
vibrators in small square case, 3 leads, 10/-. 
CAR radio plug and distributor suppressors, 
2/3 each; dynamo condensers. 2/6 each; tele-
scopic aerials, 21/-; chassis (ex television), con-
taining approx. 100 modern parts, 29/6. 
MAINS transformers. 120ma, all connections 
on terminal panel 350-0350. specify 4v or 6v 
heaters, each 39/6; line cord, 0.3amp 70ohms 
per ft. 5/- yd. 
BOOKS, Modern Radio Test Gear, 1/6; Ampli-
fier Manual, 2/-; Radio Valve Manual, 3/6; 
Radio Inside Out, 4/6; Radio Circuits, 2/-; 
Manual Disc Recording. 
H.P. RADIO SERVICES, Ltd., 55, County 
Rd., Walton, Liverpool, 4. Tel. Aintree 1445. 

nOMMTJNICATION receivers. — Remember 
" Dale ' after the war.—Dale Electronics, 

Ltd., 152-6, Gt. Portland St., W.1. Mus. 1023. 

H ENRY'S offer t.r.f. 4, valve a.c./d.c. kit 
set, med wave, complete with all corn-

piments and drilled chassis, 10x4x21/2 , easy 
to build, circuit supplied Sin speaker, no 
other extras; £8/10; cabinets for same, 22/6, 
7 days' delivery.—Henry's. 5, Harrow Rd., 
Edgware Rd., W.2 ( Pad. 2194). [3339 

2 A /10 only.—New 7-valve " Wireless 
= World" Quality amplifier with tone 

control stage, 8watts push-pull triode output, 
price includes super Quality triple cone, 12m 
permanent magnet speaker with large matched 
output tranalormer and all valves; as above 
but with 15watt tetrode output, £25/10; ideal 
for realistic reproduction for public address, 
limited number available.—Bakers Selhurst 
Radio, 75. Sussex Rd., S. Croydon. Tel. Croy-
don 4226 for demonstration. [2772 

QUALITY amplifiers, 200-250v Sc. 5w, 
egns; 12w, £14; output impedance to 

requirements, both types; s.a.e. for leaflet and 
copy " Design for Quality."—John Brierley, 
I, St. Paul's Ave., Lytham St. Anne,.,. [3195 

A MPLIFIERS.—Complete é equipment for 
•L'L P.A. industrial, dance and stage installa-
tions and portable apparatus from 15 to 150w; 
early deliveries; illustrations and spec. on 
request.—Broadcast and Acoustic Equipment 
Co., Ltd., Broadcast House, Tombland. Nor-
wich 26970. [2963 

RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS—SECOND-HAND 
HAYNES radiogram, pen, cond.; offers.-20, 

Rutland Ave., Southend-on-Sea. [3305 

PHILCO car radio, K728T, 12v, used one 
week, telescopic aerial; £ 18.—Box 3298. 

G ENUINE 

B.T.II. R.K. speaker, amplifier, 
cheap.—Blott, 31, Kingsway. Wembley. 

1X7.W. QA super receiver, £ 12; W.W. Quality 
VI' ampli, £ 15.-29, Poulton Rd., Blackpool. 
0 Qw amplifier, a.c. mains, 2 inputs, bass & 
N 90. treble tone controls, 2 speakers; £25.— 
Box 3290. [3285 
MURPHY 9v ac mains console, a.f.c., quality 
-111- reproduction, cost £35, perfect, £27; also 
Gambrell Novotone type M, 25/-.—Denny, 37. 
Pulteney St., Bath. [3354 
"DYE Empire 10-valve walnut console, semi-
-K communication, 4 bands, var. selec., P.P., 
PX4s, R.G.D. eaten. LS., modern curved cabi-
net, Martin Colleti guitar, separate offers; 
wanted, Voigt and/or Q.A.—Box 3299. [3310 

WORLD CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 25 

POST-WAR PLANNING 

Why not let us handle your 
transformer problems ? 

If transformers are em-
ployed in the equipment 
you manufacture, we shall 
be glad to give you the 
advantage of our experi-
ence and to offer the same 
efficient service that has 
won the confidence of the 
Government Experimental 
Establishments and of the 
Leading Industrial Organi-
sations. 

The solution of individual 
problems has for many 
years formed a part of our 
normal day's work. The 
production in quantity of 
PARTRIDGE TRANS-
FORMERS has been built 
upon the unique knowledge 
thus accumulated. 

Telephone: 

PARTIII_DG 
TRANSFORMERS LTD 
76-8, PETTY FRANCE, LONDON. SW I  

IVATIONAL H.R.O. Senior mod-el with 9 
-LI coils, no speaker or power pack, as new; 
£50.—Box 3311. [3350 

W .W. Q.A. super receiver, £12/10; W.W. 
Quality amp., £15/10; both complete 

with valves; R.K. Senior, £5/10.—Box 3294. 

RADIOGRAM, walnut cabinet, 5-valve s.h., 
Garrard motor, Piero pick-up, high 

quality; best over near £25.-42, Babbacombe 
Rd., Liverpool, 16. [3363 

14, 
ADIOGRAM 5-valve superluit, perfect work-
ing order, Rothermel piezo-electric pick-up. 

walnut cabinet, very high quality, hum-free; 
best offer over £25.—Box 3288. [3279 

. H ALLICRAFTER Sky Buddy, 6 valves, with 
internal speaker, 4 wave bands, all band 

spread 6.8 to 550 metres, as new, with in-
struction booklet; offers—Box 3305. [3343 

Abbey 2244 

SEXTON'S for 
RADIO SALES, SERVICE & SATISFACTION  
THE DORSET BATTERY THREE 

Build your own three-valve battery receiver 
at half the cost. The Dorset Battery Three can 
be constructed at home without any previous 
knowledge of radio. Explicit instructions 
are given, including schematic circuit, con-
structional and full size wiring diagrams, 
chassis drilling template, components parts 
list showing correct specified values with 
average prices for components, point-to-
point assembly instructions and diagram for 
Tone control and Pick-up. Complete 
Instructions, 3 6, postage paid. 

AMERICAN RADIO VALVES, types only 
as shown. 6F6GT, 6K7GT, 6K8GT, 6ABGT, 
6Q7GT,6L7G, 6C6G, 6G5G, 1H5GT, I A7GT, 
IC5GT, 125j7GT, 125F5GT, 12j5GT, 75G, 
6V6G, 42G, 83G, 43G, 3IG, 36G, 5Y3GT, 
I2Z3G, 25Z5G, at Board of Trade Controlled 
prices. 
ELECTRIC SMOOTHING IRONS. 
200,220 volt and 230/250 volts for AC/DC 
mains, 3-4 lbs. war-time finish, with con-
nector guard and rest, complete with 61t. 
heavy 3-core flex and earthed Iron connector. 
25,- each. Postage paid. 

LOUDSPEAKERS. " Rola" 5In. P.M. 
with transformer, 29/6 each ; Sin. " Rola" 
P.M. with multi-ratio transformer, 32/6. 
" Celestion " 8in, with trans., 29/6 each. 
Goodman's 31in., less trans., 30/- each. 
" Celestion " Mains Energised 10in. 2,000 
ohms Field, 42 6 each. Postage paid. 

Terms :—Cash with order only, carriage paid 
on all orders value Li and over. Send 
id. stamp and S.A.E. for latest list of Radio 
and Electrical accessories. 

J. E. SEXTON & CO. LTD. 
164, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I. 

Tel.: Terminus 1304 & 4842. 

SOUND Sales 346 q.a. (2P x 4%), complete 
with tone control unit, Sound Sales p.m. 

speaker and crystal pu., little used, as new; 
£25.—Park, 18, Loring Rd., Whetstone, N.20. 
II il. 2393. [3358 

Ampligram, ac, self-contained gramo-
phone equipment, 50-watt amplifier, elec-

tric turntable, pick-up, original cost £26/10; 
also speaker baffle—mounted, in perfect work-
ing order and little used, best offer over £25. 
—Box 3302. (33265 

NATIONAL NC8OX communications re-
ceiver, 10-valve, 4-wave band, 1940 model, 

crystal gate, variable selectivity, grey crackle-
finish cabinet, complete with p.m. It.K. 
speaker in cabinet; £42/10.—Central Garage, 
Chobham. Tel. 31. [3323 

HRO standard table model, as 
.1-1 new, with power pack, eight coils and 
spare set of 6v valves; National one-inch 
oscilloscope; de luxe Mac key; Silver Mc-
Murdo amplifier, 110v ac, two 523s and six 
42s; E.M.I. output meter complete.—Box 3303. 

F
DR sale. 6 only 5-valve superhet radios, 
two wave band press buttén, ac 200/250v, 

in working order, at £21. including purchase 
tax, in polished walnut cabinet; 6 only, s-valve 
battery superhet, as above, not press button, 
at £17/19/6, less battery.—Lasky's Radio, 
370, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.9. [3224 

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT 
ORTEXION mains transformers, chokes. 

V etc., are supplied to G.P.O., B.B.C., 
L.P.T.B.; why not you? Imitated but un-
equalled; orders can only be accepted against 
Government contracts. 
VORTEXION. Ltd., 257, The Broadway, 
Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. Lib. 281. 

B
ATTERY charger, double circuit, metal 
rectification, 2 ammeters, 36 2v cells, 

3, 5 amps, new and unused; price £ 38/10, 
carr. fwd.-9, The Wharfage, Iron Bridge, 
Shropshire. 

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS [3352 

N
EW Broadcast I'M. loud .,iieakers, 3 
models; 12in j2watt 15.500 lines 13/4  

dia, voice coil; 12in 25watt 18,000 lines, 13/4in 
dia, voice coil* 15in 40watt 18,000 lincs, 21,42in 
dia, voice cod; machined and precision built 
instruments. Ticonal magnets, detachable dia-
ohrams, die-cast chassis, uniform reeponse, 
accuracy, tonal quality, appearance and finish; 
superior standards in fidelity, sensitivity, 
prompt deliveries; specifications and illus. u,pon 
request.—Broadcast & Acoustic Eq. Co., Ltd., 
Broadcast House, Tombland, Norwich. [2537 

£5 / gai:Dtnyly.—Criantudn ew .Bakreermanesupnert 

magnet speaker with triple cone, manufactured 
by Bakers Selhurst Radio, the pioneer manu-
facturers of moving coil speakers since 1925, 
wide frequency range", even response, ideal for 
quality reproduction, fitted with magnet hav-
ing exceptionally high flux density in the air 
gap, suitable for public address equipment 
when quality reproduction is first considera-
tion; send 21/2 d. stamp for leaflet giving details 
of above and constructional details of a new 
acoustic chamber designed to extend loua 
speaker frequency range; also constructional 
details of an infinite baffle cabinet; every 
music lover interested in realistic reproduction 
should write for leaflet. 
£8/15 only.—Brand new Baker super power 
cinema permanent magnet speaker with 18mn 
triple cone of new design, giving wide fre-
quency response free from objectionable reso-
nances; speech is clear and natural and music 
is reproduced with exceptional realism; fine 
engineering job, extremely sensitive, ideal for 
public address equipment when power hand-
ling capacity plus realistic reproduction is 
required.—Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex 
Rd., S. Croydon. Tel. 4226 for demonstration. 

LOUDSPEAKERS SECONDHAND 

B
AKER'S 12in speaker, fitted new large 
magnet, unused; nearest £4.—Box 3310. 
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COMPONENTS 

THE " BROADWAY " 

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS 
leOW READY 
Circuit diagrams for building the following ,— 

I. As A.C. FOUR VALVE RECEIVER. 
2. P.A. AMPLIFIER, 15 watts, 6F6 in Push Pull. 

3. P.A. AMPLIFIER, 40 watts, 6L6 in Push Pull. 

These charts give full theory data and wiring plan for these 
three kite of components. Price 2i- each, 5/- set. 

We have in the come of production all the ports needed 
for these KITS, but at present DELIVERIES can only be 
made of KIT No. 2. 

This amplifier, suitable for domestic use, clubs, halls, 
canteens, and small workrooms, in all 118 a complete unit 
with valves, no epeaker, but matching tramformer for 
3, 5 and fi ohm impeilanee. Complete 11 gua 

All amplifiers are supplied ready to assemble, Ida& 
crystalline chassis, cut and drilled to take transformers 
and valve sockets, condecoro and resistances—everythIng 
down tu the lad ecrew le provided. 

Every effort is being made to complete this programme early 
January. Order. cannot lie booked as yet for KIT 

Nos. I and 3, but we are willing to advise by pokt when 
these are available. 

WRITE FOR CHARTS AND FULL PARTICULARS NOW 

NEW LINE. 
A.C. ELIMINATORS, 200/25 0 input, 25 ma. output 

D.C. 120 v., IOU v., 75 v., 60 v., 47:6. 
In black crystalline ease, x 5 x 21". 

Our latest publication " List Tl2 " gives illustrations and 
technical specilicatiime uf all our transformer range. 

RADIO INSTRUMENT CO. 
Radio Products 
294. BROADWAY. 
BEXLEY1-1EATI-l.14ENI 

Th 
  New :FRO B 1 Tester 

Put, applied for 

Is Indispensable for: 
Wireless Engineers, Repair Shops, 
Factories, etc., for Testing : 
Continuity, Earth connection, Leak-
ages, on all kinds of tools and 
apparatus. 

ASK FOR LEAFLET 

Completely foolproof 

ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL MEG. CO. LTD., 
123, Hyde Road, Ardwick, M,c, 12 

0 P.A. projection speakers, 15w p.m. (15 
N ohms), Trix, nearly new.—Box 3291. [3286 

VOIGT domestic corni•r horn, walnut 
veneered, and unit; £65.—Box 3304. 

m AIO,X,onre case, 
Marconi eliminator, 230 v,lts, 

Scanimells, Fashion St., K1. Bishopsgate 3521. 

J3 R.K. Senior, 10in cone, 15 ohms 
speech, built-in recti, 200.250v ac; £ 6, 

offers.— Fairbank, 271, Grovel:till, Beverley. 

BAKER super quality, triple cone, 12in 
auditorium p.m. speaker, as new, 15ohm 

ypeech coil; £6.—Baldwin, Chase Farm flos-
1Sital, Enfield. [3319 

SIX C.E.C. p.m. semilnojector horn speakers, 
also two Jensen 12in m.e, speakers, in 

solid oak cabinets, with power packs—Offers 
to James Page, Radio, Leominster. [3284 

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC. E.D.C. rotary converter, 50v dc to 230v ac, 
0.391 amps, in silencing case with smooth-

ing; offers—Box [323296. 9 

" TeLECTRO-DYNAMIC" rotary converter, 
• -u-a 50v d.c-250v a.c., with all-wave filter; 
also medium and long wave filter—Clement, 
Linnel [)ene, Hexham, Northumberland. [3309 

're OTARY convertors, 11/480 volts, 20 watts. 
40ma, special price of £4/15 each, post 

free; Westinghouse rectifiers, type HA, 3/9 
each.—Lasky's Radio, 370, Harrow Rd., W.9. 

Tsip OTARY converters, dynamos, a.c. and d.e. 
1.16 motors, power transformers, battery 
chargers, and lighting sets; separate lists avail-
able; state requirements with stamp please.— 
Harris, • Strouds, Bradfield, Berks. 

LECTRO DYNAMIC Co. Rotary conver-
ser, full filter, in soundproof nietal case. 

input 110v d.c., output 220v a.c. 0.82 amps. 
only 10 hours' use, condition as new—Best 
offer to Morris, Willow Cottage, Angmering-on. 
Sea, Sussex. [3 304 

A LL types of rotary converters, elect! ii. 
.Z1 motors, battery chargers, petrol-electric 
generator sets, etc., in stock, new and second-
hand; supplied against priority orders [o19n81y8. 
WARD. 37, White Post Lane, Hackney Wick. 
E.9. Tel. Amherst 1393. 

ELECTRADIX dynamos and motors at bar-
gain prices, dynamos, ht and it G.E.C. 

double current, 6v and 600v, weight 171b, 
37/6, pkg. and carr. paid; supplied Eng. and 
Wales only; refund 5/. on returned cases; dc 
motors, 1-5th hp and 1 hp de motors, enclosed, 
silent, 220 to ¿50v, 1,500 revs, double-end lizin 
shaft, first grade make, guaranteed, 1-Slip, 
£3/10 each; 141ip, £4 each; all care paid 
Eng. and Wales; others in stock.—Electradix, 
214, Queenstown Rd., Battersea, London. 

CABINETS SPECIAL offer to clear.— Loudspeaker cabi-
nets, polished oak, 12 / 6 and 15/6, 

polished walnut, 17/6 each, delivered in any 
quantity; any type of radio cabinet made to 
order; send us your enquiries.—Waldenherg 
Bros., Ltd., New York Rd., Leeds, 2. [3030 

TEST EQUIPMENT AVOMINOR Universal and ele Avominor, in 
cases; offers—Buckley, 19, Breamish St.. 

J arrow. [3355 

TESTOSCOPE, indispensable to radio ser-
vice engineers; makes 20 lists; interest. 

Mg booklet on request; front all wholesalers 
or direct; send for leaflet'" 12.1."—Itunbaken. 
Manchester, 1. [2702 

OUR 15 years' experience as designers of 
test equipment in kit form is at yoer 

service. 

I( ITS include 45-range ac/de Sfultimeter 
(7gns, with BS 1st grade, 1,000 O.P.V. 

meter), R.F. oscillators, R.C. bridges, V.volt-
meters, rignal tracers, etc.; 8-page list sent on 
receipt of s.a.e. and particulars of requirements. 
- MacLachlan and Co., Strathyre. 

nRYPTO generators, new 12v in, out [430306v1, 
175ma, £14; others, 110v d.c. in, 100v 

ac. 2%amps out, £10; 100v d.c. in, 400v 
120ma out, £8.—CL. Wireless, Ltd., 48a, The 
Avenue, Southampton. [3321 

OSCILLOSCOPES, signal generators, multi 
range test meters, etc., test gear of every 

description, British or American, repaired. 
serviced, recalibrated.—A. If uekelsbee. " Hazle-
john," Crofton Lane, Orpington, Kent. [3031 

UNIVERSAL voltmeter, reads ac and di-
g-) 0-10-100-500.100volts on Ima Weston 
m / ammeter, internal battery for resistance 
measurements, all fitted in polished case with 
ebonite panel, 2 double pole 2-bank swit[(311.3e4s4; 
offers.—Box 3306. 

LASKY'S RADIO 
370, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.9 
(Op. Podd. Hospital.) Phone : Cunningham 1979 
OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING: 
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 

24 assorted Condensers, consisting of 8 mfd. 
500 v. 4 mfd. 650 v., 16 mfd. 350 v. (can type), 
2 mfd. 500 v., f mfd. 500 v., .5 mfd. 250 v., 
.25 mfd. 350 v., .05 mfd. 500 v., mfd. 350 v., 
.01 mfd. 500 v., etc., etc. All for £2. Post free. 
2 mfd. Block Paper Condensers, 650 v. wrk., 
16 each. 4 mfd. 700 v.w., 5:6 each. 4 v. 
mains transformers, 350-0-350, f20 mA., 
33/6 ea., and 6.3 + 5 volt heaters, 32,6. 
Small crocodile clips, 3/9 doz. Cards of 
114, 4 watt resistors, all marked and useful 
values, £1 lis. 6d. per card. Servisol at 1- per 
tin, Systoflex, assorted, at 2/3, 2;6 and 3/. doz. 
Volume Controls, 4, 4 and I meg., less switch, 
at 316 each ; with switch, 19 each. .2 and 
.3 amp. mains droppers, 419, 5/9 and 7/6 each. 
.3 amp. 3-way line cord, 70 ohms, per foot, 
best quality, at 1- yd. 
Slow Motion Dial and Drive Escutcheon type, 
2'6 each. Resistors, assorted, Kit of 48 
4, j and I watt, at £1 lot. 
Smoothing Chokes, Midget type, 650 ohms 
60 mA, 66 each ; larger type 500 ohms 160 
mA., 15,6 each. Medium and long-wave coils 
with reaction, at 1016 per pair. Universal 
Speaker Transformers, 7/6 ; Class 8 and QPP. 
driver and output types, 9/6. Pentode 
S/Trans., 19 each. Solder. Resistances, tin 
copper wire, soldering irons, knobs, toggle 
switches, 2 and 3 gang condensers, etc. 
Midget Medium Wave coils, A. Si H.F. T.R.F. 
Cirt. with diagram, 10/6 pair. Cheaper types 
from 56 pair. 
SPEAKERS. Rola P.M., 51n., 21; 6}in., 
21,6 ; 8in., 23'6 each. Goodmans 34m. 
P.M., 27/6 ; 10In:, 39/6 each. Celestion 10in. 
P.M., with Transformer, 45/6. In stock, over 
5,000 new boxed English and U.S.A. mains 
and battery valves at list prices. 
Send Id. for our lists of mains transformers,etc. 
Send us your requirement C.O.D., BUT 

CASH WITH ORDER PREFERRED. 

SPEAKER REPAIRS by Specialists 
TRADE ONLY 

Send trade card and Id. Ample for ciment list 
published monthly. 

We hold en es n..rt tor Northern helm,: 

A.W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS 
Borough Mills, Sharpe Street. Bradford, Yorke. 

Tr11 111.126. 

You'll remember 

for 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 
CONDENSER SPECIALISTS 

FOR OVER 20 YEARS 

Daly (Condensers) Ltd. 
West Lodge Works, The Green, Ealing, W.5 

Telephone : Ealing 4841 
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MORSE EQUIPMENT 
MORSE practice equipment for, class-room 
-13-1- or individual tuition; lens, audio oscil-
lators for both batt. or main operation.—Webb's 
Radio, 14, Soho St., W.I. Ger. 2089. [2291 
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT VOIGT moving coil pick-up, complete; what 

offers 1—Nyblad, 18, Fairoak Av., Newport. 
nOILS for Hartley and Brierley circuits. 

transformers and chokes for all-W.W. cir-
cuits.—R. Clark, 30, Langland Crescent, South 
Stanmore. Tel. Wordsworth 5321. [3351 

RADIOGRAM incprporating latest H.M.V. 
autochange and hypersensitive pick-up, 

t.r.f. receiver, Goodman auditorium speaker, 
heavy oak cabinet, super quid. reprod., per!. 
cond.; highest pffer over £ 100; seen after 8 p.m.-
4, Ingrain Ilse., Park Rd., Hampton Wick. Mdx. 

VALVES 
Acorn triodes; £2/5, guaranteed new. 
—Swifts, 67, Milton Rd., Portsmouth 

COULPHONE RADIO, New Longton, near 
Preston, for a better valve service; all 

Tungsram and B.V.A. valves at present manu-
factured in stock; list prices. [2821 
O R adaptors will help in replacing un-

obtainable valves; send 7(1. for inter-
esting booklet on valve replacements; trade 
enq. invited. -- V.E.S., Radio House, Ruislip. 
VALVES.—See November issue. Pen4DD 
• out., Pen45DD in., 15/3 each; postage 
and packing 9d.; c.o.d., but cash with order 
preferred.—London Sound Labs., Ltd., 40, 
South Molten Lane, Bond St., London. W.1. 
COMPONENTS—SECOND-NAND, SURPLUS AERIAL wire, 1/3 coils, full length; c.p.— 

Box 3293. [3291 

RESISTORS, Satoz, E.M.C., etc., pop. 
values, 14w 4d., thw 6d., lw 9d. 

CONDENSERS, tubular paper 0.0001mf to 
0.0005nif 9d., 0.01mf to 0.05mf 1/-, .25m1 1/6, 
0.5m1 2/6, 0.1mf 9d.; send id. for full 4-p. list. 
—Radiosales, BCM/SALES, London, W.C.1. 

'MEW Acorna—A few of the following types 
-LI in stock: 954 50/- 955 45/-, 956 50/-: 
1006, 9001, 9002, 27/6 each. 
POTENTIOMETERS, variable, wirewound, 
0-10 ohms, complete with knob; 3/9. 
LINE cord, good quality, 60 ohms per ft, 2-
way. 0.2, 1/4, 3-way, 0.3, 1/7 per ft. de 
J. BULL and SONS, 246, High St.. N. . 10. 
(See our displayed advertisement on Page 31.) 

SPEAKERS, 3%in 30/-, Sin 22/, Sin 21/, 
all less transformer, 3-watt transformer 

.7/6 (pentode), midget 6/- ( pentode( , 
" RADIO Circuit Manual," many useful cir-
cuits, with full details, 2/-; " Radio Valve 
Manual," Brit. and Amer:, all types, 3!6; 
" Radio Amplifier Manual," useful book cover-
ing all aspects of valve amplifiers, many circuits, 
2/-.—Radiosales, BCM/SALES, London, W.C.1. 

11KALLORY 6-volt 4-pin vibrators, 15/- each, 
LEE reduction quantity.—F. Turner, 446, 
Stockport Rd., Denton, Manchester. [3268 

00NDENSERS. bias!. elec. 50/12 V-. 25/25 
2/-. silver mica 7-75pf 9d., 100-750pf 

1,000-3,500pf 1/6; mica 0.000i-0.0002mi 9d., 
0.0003-0.004mf 1 /- 0.01mf 1/9; send id. for 
full 4-page list.—Reliosales, BCM / SALES, Lon-
don, W.C.1. [3314 

POTENTIOMETERS, 1 and 2 meg., less 
-K switch, 2/9 ea., 30/- doz.; condensers, 
2mfd, 400v wkg., 3/- ea.; selenium rectifiers, 
200v 40mA,.5/- each.—Heathcote, 24, Durnford 
Ave., Urmston, Manchester. [3356 

ADIO and electrical engineers.—Ex-Govt. 
-44 side'cutters, 22/6 Ve doz.; long-nosed in-
sulated pliers, 22/6 Ye doz., 42/- doz. pro., 
carriage paid, guaranteed brand new mains 
transformers, 4v or 6v. heaters, 80 mA, 28/6; 
120 mA, 37/6; multi output -transformers, 
standard size, 6/6; carriage paid orders £5; 
s.a.e. for list radio spares.—ADS. Co., 261-3-5, 
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham, 6. [3299 

10) ADIO spares.—Line cord, 0.3amp, approx. 
60ohms per ft. 3-way 4/11 per yd, 2-way 

4/- per yd; 2-gang condensers, midget coils, 
6/6 per pair; v. controls ( all values), with 
switch 4/9 each, less switch 3/9 each; Solon 
soldering irons ( pencil bit), 13/6 each; biggest 
stock of radio valves in England at list prices, 
plus purchase tax, let us have your enquiries; 
Rothermel ( crystal) pick-ups, £3/14 and 
£311819; Celestion p.m. speakers. 6%in multi 
ratio trans. £1/8/6. ffin w/trans, £1/7/6; 
condensers, 8mfd, 4mfd, 0.01, etc., etc.; mains 
transformers, 4v and 6v, £1/7/6; valve 
holders, all types in stock; portable accumu-
lators, celluloid. 2volt, 17/6 and 18/6; glass 
accumulators, 45amp, 14/6; resistances and 
condensers, all types in stock; strictly cash 
with order.—Matt Radio Service, 152, Rich-
mond Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. (Kin. 4881.) 

955 

PREMIER RADIO 
PREMIER 1-VALVE DE LUXE BATTERY 
MODEL LW. RECEIVER, complete with 2-volt 
valve, 4 coils covering, 12-170 metres. Built on 
steel chassis and panel, Bandepread tuning, 615/-, 
including tax. 

STEEL CHASMS 
Undrilled. 

10 x 8 x ar   price 71- each 
16 x 8 x 21'   price 816 each 
eo o 8 x 21'   price 10/6 each 

NEW PREMIER S.W. 0011.11 
a- and 6-pin types now have octal Pin .p.eing 
and will fit International Octal valve holders. 

4-PIN TYPE 6-PIN TYPE 
TYPO Range Erie. Title Rasgo Price 
04 9-15 m. 2/6 06 0-15 m. 2/6 
04A 12-26 m. 216 06A 12-26 m. 2/6 
046 22-47 216 06B 22-47 m. 2/8 
040 41-94 m. 2/6 060 41-94 m. 216 
011, 76-170 m. 216 06D 76-170 in. 2/8 
04E 150-350 m. 31- 
0.IF 255-550 m. 3/- MOUNTING 
040 490-1,000 is. 4b, OCTAL HOLDERS 
0411 1,000-2,000 m. 4/. 10Id. each. 
New Prender S-Band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 25-38, 
38-88 m., 4/9. 
2 Push-Pull Switches to suit above, 9d. each. 

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS 
All-brass construction, easily ganged. 

15 mmfd. . • .. 2/11 100 mrnfd. .. • • sril 
25 mmfd. .... 3/3 160 mmfd. 4/8 
40 mrord. .... 3/3 250 mmfd. 3/8 
Bakelite Dielectric Reaction Condensers and 
Condensers. 
0001 mf. 1/3, 0003 mf. 2/11, 00.05 mf. 3/3 each 
0003 mf. Differential   
LW. H.P. Choke, 10-100 m.   31// each 33  
Pie wound S.W. Choke, 5-200 m. 218 each 
Brass Shaft Couplers. his, bore   701. each 
Flexible Couplers, 11n. bore   1/6 each 

SWITCHES 
8111B, panel mounting, split knob type, 2-poInt 
on/off 2/- each. Double pole on/oft 316 each. 
SPECIAL OFFER. Premier Midget Coils. Set 
of three A.11F. and Ow. 200-557 metres. Inter-
mediate frequency 465 Kee. Price, A.11F. or Ose. 
coil, 2/3 each. Tuning capacity 0005 mfd. 
60 mmtd. trimmers, 1/- each. redder for Ow. 
coil, 750 morid., 1/9. 

VOLUME CONTROLS. 
Carbon type 20,000 and 2 mee 319 each; 
5,000, 10,000, 50,000, 100,000 1, I and 1 meg., 

4tim wo eeachund type, 300 and 10,000 ohms, 6/6 each. 

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. 
Rola 6;s. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms voice coil, 251-. 
Rola Ois. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms voice coil, 2,6/.. 
Above speakers are less output transformer. 
Pentode Output Transformers, 31 watts, price 
10/6 each. 
Celts/it-ion or Plessey Sin. P.M. Speaker, 29/8. 
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 49/8. 
The atmve speakers are fitted with output trans. 
formere-

PREMIER MICROPHONES. 
Transverse Current Mike. High-grade large,output 
unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiee 
level, 23/.. 
Premier Super-Moving Coil Mike. Permanent 
Magnet model requiring no energising. Sensi-
tivity 56db. Impedance 25 ohms. Excellent 
reproduction of epeech and music, 25/5/, 
Microphone Transformers. 10/6 each. 
Crystal Mike. Response is flat from 50-5,000 cycles 
with a ¡slightly rising characteristic to 8,000 cycles. 
Output level is minus 60db. Price 39/8. 
Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand, 
52/6. 

RESISTANCES. 
Mains Resistances, 660 ohms, .3A Tapped, 860 x 
180 x 60 x 60 ohm., 6/6 each. 
1,000 ohms, .2A Tapped, 900, 800, 700, 800, 
500 ohm., 5/6 each. 

MOVING COIL METERS. 
•,0 amps. charge, discharge, bakelite case. 19'6 

Send for details of other Accessories. New la 
available. 

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST RE ACCOM-
PANIED BY A 2jd. STA MP. 

PREMIER RADIO CO., 
ALL POST ORDERS TO  

JUBILEE WORKS. 187. LOWER CLAPTON 
ROAD. LONDON. E.15. (Amherst 4723.) 

CALLERS TO: 

JUBILEE WORKS or 
169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. (Central 2833) 

G. R. RYALL, 36, Huron Rd., 13.W.17.— 
Mail order only; no c.o.d. under 20/.. 

TWO-WAY screened flexible, good quality, 1/3 
yard, 3 yds 2/9; twin screened, high insulation 
& cotton outer cover 1/9 yd, 4-way 2/3 yd. 
TEN-WAY cable, good conductors, 1/3 pi, 3 
yds 2/9. 
OCTAL 8-pin plugs with base, complete with 
insul, metal cap, 1/3 each, 3 for 2/9. Ditto 
with solder tags to take heavy gauge wire, 
1/4 ea., 3 for 3/3. 
MORGANITE long spindle 10,000 vol. con. 
lees switch, 3/9. DIAL plates, oblong, 51/2 x 2% 
approx., Burndept, Varley, with station names, 
4 assorted for 1/6. 
BURNDEPT 4-band dial, 8x5%, s.w. on lower 
half of scale, 1/6 each. 
MICROPHONE capsules by Standard Tele-
phones, 3/9 ea.; Centralab ve, less switch, 
long spindles, 5,000ohms, %meg. 3/9 ea. 
INPUT strips, 2inx 3/4 in, 2-way, 2/6 dozzen; 
with terminal screws, 3/3 dozen: anchor or 
mounting strips, 2/3 dozen, 5-way. 
SPECIAL offer T.C.C. double mica cond. 
0.0001x0.0001 five ( ten condensers) for 1/3; 
Hunts 0.01 mica cond., 1/- ea.; hf chokes on 
ebonite bobbins, 5,000ohms, 1/3 ea. 
ERIE colour coded resistances, 2-watt type, 
680, 6,800, 140,000, 150,000, 220.000, 
470,0000, 820,000, 2 1/3; Erie 3w, 680, 1/3 ea. 
YAXLEY type low loss switches, single pole 
dt. 2 bank, 2/9, single bank, 2/3. 
CLYDON and Plessey trimmers, 2,000mm, 2, 
1/-; low value oddments, 2, 1/-. 
TWIN rubber flexible cable, new, for mains 
leads, etc. (one cover), 1/3 yd, 3yde 2/9; push-
back connecting wire, stranded, 2 colours, 
cotton-covered, 12yds 2/3. [3237 

CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO (K. Ede) 
offers good quality radio spares. 

SERVICE kits—No. 1, one 8mfd 400v tubular 
and I doz. asst'd. condo., 11/6; No. 2, two 
16mfd 200v cans, 1 mains dropper, 1 choke 
and 12 asst'd condo., £ 1/10/6; midget t.r.f. 
coils. P type, and 465kc cue, coils, mw., 3/-
ea.; larger ones, t.r.f. only, 5/- pr.; 40-50 
trimmers, 4/6 doz.; 0.0003 rear, condo., 2/3 
ea.; if. trans., Litz wound in all cans with 
trims., 465kc, 21/. pair. 
TUBULAR condensera—Prices per doz.; 0.1, 
600v whig., 10/-; 0.1, 500v, 8/.6; 0.1, 400v 
(small), 7/-; 0.01-0.05, 1,000v test, 6/6; 
0.001-0.005, 5/-; flat mica condo.: 0.01. 12 /-: 
0.001-0.002, 6/6; 0.0001-0.0005, 5/-; Philips 
ceramic 3.6p1 to 470pf, 3/- doz.; sample 
parcel of 120 conde, for £2. 
KNOBS.—Best 'quality with brass inserts, 

8/- per doz.; 1%in, 7/6 doz.; pointer 
knobs, 8/6 doz. (all %in spindle); screened 
cable, 2ft lengths twin. 9d. ea.; ex H.M.V. 
smoothing chokes, 120ma, 500ohms, 12/-; 
multi-ratio spkr. trans., 6/6; Marconi glass 
dials, 3 band, 7% x 41/4, 1/6 ea.; vertical. 2/-
ea.; ivorine mw. dials, marked Home, Forces. 
etc., 2/- ea.; paper dials for midgets, 3x 4, 
8/- doz. 
RESISTANCES, 50ohm to lmeg, Erie and 
Dubilier, thw, 5/6 dos.; sw, 7/ - doz.; push-
back wire per doz. yds., 2/6; tinned, copper 
wire, 16, 18, 20, 22 s.w.g., 2/6 per %lb reel; 
Multicore solder, 5/3 per lb reel; valveholders 
(every type in stock except side contact), all 
at 7/6 doz.; screened grid caps, 9/- doz.; grid 
clips, 1/- doz. 
VOLUME controla—Morganite and Centralab 
with switch, %, %. 1 and 2meg, 5/6 ea.; 
Dubilier less switch, 5,000, 25,000. 100,000. vs. 
1, 1 a: 2meg, 3/- ea.; bias conds., 25mfd, 25v & 
50mfd, 12v. 2/6 ea.; mains droppers with feet k 
sliders, 0.3, 850ohms, 5/6; 0.2, 1,000ohms, 
4/6; Little Maestro type ( no feet), 5/-. 
THIS month's special offer.—Side cutters, ideal 
for radio work, 4/6 pair; terms: cash or c.o.d. 
over £1.—Charles Britain Radio (temp. 
address), Eureka, Surrey Gdns., Effingham, Sy. 

'VOLUME controls, various valves with switch 
• 6/6, leas switch, 4/6; mains droppers, wire 
wound on porcelain, with sliders and feet, 
0.3amp 750ohms 5/6. 0.2amp 950ohms 4/6.1-
For other lines and many smalls, see full list lel. 
from Radiosales. BCM/SALES, London, W.C.1. 

RIBBON mic. with floor stand, good condi-
tion. £5/10; 15watt G.E.C. Is, horn unit, 

£2; Gardner mt. 200-250 pri., sec. 450, 0450, 
160m, 5v 3a., 6v 3a, 6v 2a, £3115; 2 ribbon 
mica, require adjustment, £5 each; table floor 
stand for ribbon mies.. £1/10 each; 20watt 
Celestion energ. spkr., 230v mains, speech coil 
requires rewind, £ 10; M.L. gen., 12v to 300v, • 
200ma, in case, £9; Celco batt. charger, mob 
GU. £20; Class B driver trans., 5/6; milli-- 
ameter, 0-1. £3/10: Vilevox 15watt horn Ia. 
unit. £4; 7-pin Eng. v-holders. 6d.: octal amp-
head v-holders, 1/-; Bulgin 3-way screw ter-
minal strip, 6d.; Truvox ' 5watt I.s, unit, 
e31/10; Tile carbon mir. table stand. £2/2.— 
Holiday and Hemmerdinger, Ltd., 74-78, Hard-
man St., Manchester, 3. [3322 
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WAVEBAND RADIO 
J.F.a, 465 kci variable iron cores, square cans, 16/6 pair; radio feeder unit kits still 
available, 39/6; details, s.a.e.—BM/ZDDF, 
London, W.C.1. [3357 

SERVICE kits. See November issue. Cod., 
but cash with order preferred.—London 

" LUSTRAPH ONE" Moving Coil Micro- Sound Labs., Ltd., 40, South Molton Lane, 
phone. In modern N.P. case, beautifully finished. Bond St., London, W.I. Look out for corn-
Impedance 20-25 ohms. Dimensions : 24m. x4in. bined valve tester and circuit analyser. [3253 
with socket tapped kin. thread. 85/- (7 days' A NSELL'S offer: Glass dials, m. and s. wave, 
approval allowed). I 31/2 inx31/2 in, at 2/1; 6in speakers, 22/6; 
VOLUME CONTROLS. Every value In stock, multi-ratio 0/P trans., 10/-; 1 and 1/2 watt 
with switch, 59. 
STANDARD SPEAKER FIELD COILS, 
2,000 or 1,500 ohms, 8/6. 
TRANSFORMERS. 25 watt P.P. O.P. trans-
formers. 27 6. 
CHOKES. Heavy duty chokes, 30 hys. 120 ma. 
200 ohms, 14 6. 
REPLACEMENT BOBBINS, for either 6 v. 
or 4 v. mains transformers, 18:6. 
TWIN H.F. Suppressor chokes, 4/6. METAL 
BUZZERS, 26. 
WALSALL, Moving Coll Milliampmeters, 24m. 
dlam., bakelite cue, 55'-. 
INDUSTRIAL Solder Irons, 18/6. CAR 
VIBRATORS, 12 volt, 15/, 
CARBON RODS, 121n., for Sunray Lamps, 
kin. diam., I in 
DROPPERS. .3 amp., 800 ohms, with feet, 5/9. 
SWITCHES. D.P.D.T. Rotary Switches, 4/, 
TWIN SCREENED WIRE. 6 yards for 7/6. 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
" Modern Radio Test Gear," fully Ill ustrated, 
l'9. 
Wireless Amplifier Manual, 213. Short Wave 
Radio Handbook, 21. Direct Disc Recording, 
2 3. 
" RADIO INSIDE OUT." A com plete 
handbook for the repair man, 4/9. 
AMERICAN SERVICE BOOKS still available. 
For details see our advertisement on Page 28 
of November issue. 

• 
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER 

WAVEBAND RADIO LTD. 
63, Jermyn St., Piccadilly, 1.ondon, S.W.1 

F OR THE 
RADIO SERVICE 
MAN, DEALER 
AND OWNER 

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio 
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. When he earns his 
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are 
not content merely to teach the principles 
of radio, we want to show our students 
how to apply that training in practical, 
every-day, radio service work. We train 
them to be successful! 

Special terms for members of H.M. 
Forces and discharged members of 
H.M. Armed Forces. 

 Meat Cale glee% el e 1111C1 OC OOOOO 

Dept. 38, International Buildings, 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2 

Please explain fully about your Instruction in 
the subject marked X. 

Complete Radio Engineering 
Radio Service Engineering 

Elementary Radio Television 
And the blowing Radei 
• British Institution of Radio Engineers 

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators 
City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Wireless Operator & Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F. 

Name  Age  

Address  

resistors, all values; medium wave coils, 10/6 
set; ask for list, 21/2d. stamp please; all orders 
c.o.d. only.—Ansell's, 61, St. Helens St., Ipswich. 

LASKY'S RADIO.—Small screwdrivers for 
grub screws, etc., 4in blades, 1/3; 1-watt 

resistances 36 on a card, from 250 megohms to 
1.8 meg, 22/6 card; 3-gang condensers, mounted 
on push-button unit with 3 buttons, few only, 
27/6, as new; 2mfd 700vw condensers, block 
paper type, 2/6; 0.3A mains droppers with 
fixing feet, 800 megohms; variable, 5/9; 0.2A 
5/6; 1,000 megohms; knobs all sizes in stock, 
7/6 and 8/9 doz.; loa reels, 1/2  and lin insu-
lating type, 9d reel; 5,000 new boxed b.v.ag 
mains and battery valves in stock at list price, 
plus purchase tax; Midget aerial and hi. med. 
wave coils at 8/6 pair; ditto med. and long 
at 10/6 pair; valve holders, all kinds, at 8/6 
doz.; all val. voloume controls with switch at 
5/6. lees switch at 3/9; speakers, output trans-
formers. mains transformers; 2-gang and 3-
gang 0.0005 tuning condensers in stock; pointer 
knobs, 1/- each; small dials for midget radio, 
1/6 each; push back wire, twin screened cable, 
1/- per yard; comprehensive range of tubular 
condensers in stock; 0.1 mfd 350 volt, 8/6 
doz.; 0.05, 0.04, 0.03. 0.02, 500 y at 6/6 doz., 
bias cond., 50mfd 12v, 2/- each; Radio Valve 
Manual, 3/6 each; send for our current list, 
Id.—Lasky's Radio, 370, Harrow Rd., Pad-
dington, W.9. (3223 

THE Simplex Four, theoretical circuit dia-
gram of 4-valve, m. wave, ac/dc, t.r.f. 

Midget, with all component values, 1/6; com-
plete kit of parts, valves, speaker, chassis, etc., 
etc., for this most successful midget receiver, 
£9; Midget aerial and h.f.m. wave, t.r.L high 
gain coils, 9/- pr.; m. and 1. wave ditto mils, 
11/- pr.; midget, short wave, aerial and oscil-
lator coils, H. at 465 kc, 5/6 pr.; Midget 2-
gang variable 0.0005mfd condenser, 15/-; ditto 
3-gang, 14/-; Tiny Mite ultra midget 2-gang 
ditto condenser, slow motion drive, and trim-
mers, 17/6; midget chassis, sprayed grey, de 
luxe, 101/2 x6x2in, drilled four valves, 9/6; 
standard ditto chassis, 10x 41/2 x 2in, 5/6; 
midget dials, m. wave. 4x31/2 in. 2/-; s.m.l. 
wave, 7x4in. 1/6; midget chokes. 7/6; heavy 
duty, 80 mA, 12/6; 120 mA, 115/-; midget 
speaker trans. ( pen), 7/6; Celestion 8in 
speaker, with trans., 30/-: line cord, 3-way, 
60 ohms foot, 6/6; 2-way ditto, 5/- yard; mains 
droppers. 0.2 amp, 1,000 ohms, 4/6; 0.3 
amp, 800 ohms 5/6; vitreous 10 watt, wire-
wound resistances, 100, 60, 30 and 24 ohms, 
1/6 each; nuts and screws, 4BA brass, 7/-
gross; 6BA ditto, 6f- gross; trimmers, single, 
30 pHs, 9d.; double ceramic, 80 pfds, 2/-; 
triple, ar pfds, 1/6; iron cored s.f. trans-
formers. screened, 125 kcs, 10/- pair; com-
prehensive list 21/2 d., s.a.e. enquiries, postage all 
orders—f'). Greenlick. 34, Bancroft Rd., Cam-
bridge Heath Rd., London, E.1. Ste. 1334. CFIARGER kits, rectifiers, mains trans-

formers, pick-upa—Metal rectifier, 2v 
1/2  amp, with transformer, makes ideal trickle 
charger for 2v cell, 13/6, post 7d; instrument 
rectifiers for meters, bridge type, bakelite, very 
good make, 1 mA and 5 mA, 18/6, post 3d; 
10 mA, 50mA, 15/6, postage 3d; metal recti-
fier, 6v 2.5 amp, with transformer and ballast 
bulb for 2v-6v charger, 46/6, post 10d; ditto, 
2 amp, 42/6; ditto, 1 amp, 35/-; these 6v 
charger kits are a really sound job and recom-
mended for car battery boosting, tke 6v 2.5a 
kit weighs over 5Ib; metal rectifier. 12v 1 amp, 
with transformer and ballast bulb for 2v to 
12v charger, 37/6, postage 10d; ditto, 1.25 
amp, 42/6; 1.5 amp, 47/6, postage on all these 
kits is 10d; metal rectifier, 12v 2.5 amp, with 
transformer and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v 
charger, 59/6, postage 10d; mains trans-
formers, weight 121b, for pair 6.L.6 tubes usual 
primary, secondary, 400-0-400. 150mA, 6.3v 5 
amps. 5v 3 amps, £3/12/6, postage and pack-
ing 2/.; siso It. transformers, 21v tapped at 
16v 4.5 amps. 55/-: 21v, tapped et 14v and 
10v 2 amps, 26/-, nostage 10d; Hunt's 8mfd 
450v tubular condensers, surge proof, 4 for 
30/-; Rothermel Senior Bakelite crystal pick-
ups, 78/9; Rothermel 8.12, metal arm. pick-
ups, black crackle. 73/6. post 9,1: Rothermel 
D.104 crystal microphones, de luxe model. 
£4/15; moving coil mikes in heavy plated 
housing a first-class microphone, not to be 
confused with cheerier types. £5/10.—Cham-
pion, e, Uplands Way, N.21. Lab. 4457. 

a. 

ARMSTRONG 
Oreettne 

to the many friends we have made 
through the " Wireless World" 
during the past twelve years. 

We sincerely hope that 1945 will 
be a happier and brighter year, 
and look forward to the time 
when we can once again resume 
our normal happy relationship 
with you all. 

We would also like to take this 
opportunity of wishing " All the 
Best" to the members of our staff 
who are in the various Services. 

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO. 
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, 111.7 

'Phone: NORth 3213 

MATRICULATION 
&erne Sucezere 
Whatever your age, you can now study 
for the all-important Matriculation 
Examination at home on " NO PASS— 
NO FEE " terms. "MATRIC" is the 
acieepted passport to all careers, and 
opens up opportunities which would 
otherwise be completely closed to you. 
Ensure the success and security of you 
and yours through post-war difficulties 
by writing for our valuable " Guide to 
Matriculation" immediately — FREE. 

B.T.I. (Dept. 114) 
3S6, Oxford 5  London, W.I. 

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 

Seudo, 
NEW LIST 
1944 

PEEL WORKS, SALFORD. 
et l• TO.Oa.smodlCaeee - Ve«.11.15, rur«.11.11 

11101MOTOOK TM( COE O  CLÉCIMIC CO LAO. 01 COGICOVO 
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-SOLON 
INDUSTRIAL. 

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 

SOLON 
ELECTRIC 

SOLDER POT 

The SOLON Electric Solder 
Pot maintains ¡ lb. solder at work-
ing temperature. Full details are 
given in Folder Y.9, which also 
describes the range of SOLON 
Electric Soldering Irons and the 
SOLON Electric Insulation 
Stripper. Please write for details 
of SOLON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES. 

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH 
WORKS CO., ,LTD., 

WESTCOTT, DORKING, SURREY. 

Y01:11 Speeds? 
Should you chance to be one of those unfor-
tunate WT Operators who despite hours of 
long practice cannot raise your w.p.m. speed 
beyond a certain point, then you will be doing 
yourself a good service by writing for the 
CANDLER " BOOK OF FACTS." This 
gives full details of the Candler System of 
Morse Code training ; it is Free and does not 
place you under any obligation. 

YOU will be interested in the ADVANCED 
COURSE. Read the following extracts 
from three Candler students' letters. 

" I can now read plain language at about 30 w.p.m.. 
and copy at this speed. . . . My ability to copy 
behind has also Increased lately, and copying 
press is now a pleasure instead of a somewhat 
trying lob." J. E. L. Ref. 152. 

"1 can now send at a comfortable 30 w.p.m. 
and can read quite long sentences at a speed 
lust under that." J. C. B. Ref. 8794. 

" My code speed has Increased 8 w.p.m. and my 
sending is more regular. 1 can copy four letters 
behind now, and It comes in very handy at busy 
times." M. 8. W. Ref. 1447. 

NOTE.-This student has just 
completed the fourth lesson of 
the Advanced Course. 

Originals of above may be 
inspected at London Office. 
THERE ARE CANDLER 
MORSECODE COURSES 
FOR OPERATORS AND 

BEGINNERS. 

(For further details see adver-
tisement, p. 29, Dec. issue.) 

Send for free ' Book of Facts.' 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
(Room 55W), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. ( 1244.) 

LINECORD, 0.3amp, 3-way, 3/6 per yd; un-
drilled chassis, 8x nai 2. 3/- ea., doz lots 

at 2/3 ea.; volume controls, 0.25, 0.5. 1.0 
meg, short spindles, no switch, 2/6 ea.; Ameri-
can oct. valve-holders, 7/6 doz; 2mm sleeving. 
2/9 doz yds; resin cored solder, 4/6 lb; 180 
tnd. eppr. wire, 4/- lb; Midget medium wave 
coils, 5/- pair; Midget 60ma chokes, 6/6 ea.; 
Multitap output transformers, 8/6 ea.; 0.2 
amp droppers, 5/-; 0.3amp, 5/6 ea.; both with 
fixing feet; mains transformer replacemeni 
bobbins, 4v, or 6.3v heaters, 17/6; electric 
soldering irons, 12/6; black set knobs, bushed. 
7/6 doz; " Meier)" moving coil microphones. 
massive all-chrome quality job, £515; solder 
tags, 2/- gross; etc.; large stocks valves, all 
service requirements, list id.; orders above 
10 /- post free ( mail order only).-A. Iluckels-
bee, " HazIejohn," Crofton Lane, Orpington. 
LTENRY'S offer 6v vibrators, 4-pin type. 

eallory-Plessey, bland new. 12/6; West. 
inghouse, H.T.10, 200v 100ma, 21/-; Celestion 
Amphenol valve holders, int., octal and 
Mazda, 4- and 5-pin, English and U.X., 1/-, 
or 10/- doz; TI. trans. 465, small con, 15/-
pr.; T.C.C. block condenses pack, 4X4X2X2X-
2XIXO, 5mhl, 450v wkg.. 17/6; med., long 
wave coils with reac., complete circuit, 1016 
pair; med. wave, complete with a.c./d.c. cir-
cuit, 6/6 pair; Ceramic 5-pole 2-way switches. 
4/6; 2-gang cond., Ceramic ins., 1:3/3; steel 
cellulose,' chassis. 4 holes drilled. 10x41/2x2. 
5/-; vol. controls, resisters and valves in 
stock, 3-way plugs and jacks with 6ft leads, 
2 plugs and 1 jack complete. 6/- complete; 
Goodmans 3in P.M. speaker with trans., 35/-: 
Belling twin fuses with safety cover, 2/9; 
s.a e. for lists or call.-Henry's. 5, Harrow Rd.. 
Edgware Rd.. W.2 (Pad. 2194). (3340 
'D.A. thread screws, useful sizes, 2/6 gross; 

ditto nuts, 2/6 gross; assorted gross 
screws and nuts, 2/6; ditto brass washers, 
1/6 gross; fibre washers, 1/6 gross; assorted 
solder tags, 2/- gross; assorted small eyelets 
and rivets, 1/3 gross; rubber-covered stranded 
copper wire, ld. yard; heavier quality, 11/2.1. 
yard; very heavy quality, 2%cl. yard; ideal for 
aerials, earths, etc.; tinned copper connecting 
wire, 20f t. coil, 6d.; ditto, rubber covered. 
10ft. 6d.; Wood's metal stick, 2Ikin by %in, 
1/-; cotton-covered copper instrument wire, 
1/..th. reels, 18, 20, 22, 24 gauges. 1/6; 26, 
28g, 1/9; 30. 32g, 2/-; 34g, 2/3; 38g, 2/6; 
silk-covered ditto, 2oz. reels. 24, 26. 28 gauges. 
1/6; 30, 32, 34, 36g, 1/9; special 16 gauge 
double silk. 11b. 5/-; sensitive permanent 
detectors, tellurium-zincite combination, com-
plete on base, guaranteed efficient, 2/6; re-
liable crystal with silver catswhisker, 6d.; 
reconditioned headphones, complete, 4,000 
ohms, 12/6; all postage extra.-Post Radio 
Supplies, 33, Bourne Gdns.,, E.4. 

SOUTHERN RADIO'S wireless bargains.- 
Special offer of latest radio publications: 

Radio Valveklanual," equivalent and alter-
native American and British types, with all 
necessary data, 3/6; " Radio Circuits." fully 
Illustrated, receivers, test equipment, etc., 
2/-: " Services Signalling Manual," Morse, In-
ternational code, etc., 1 /-; " Amplifiers," 
fully descriptive circuits, 2/-; " Radio 
Manual," formulas, tables, colour code, etc., 
11-; Telsen large drives, complete boxed ( type 
W184), 2/ 6; reaction comb., 0.0001, 0.00015, 
1/9; 2mfd couds., P.O. upright paper type, 
used but fully guaranteed, high working volt-
age. 2/6; Ace P.O. mikes, complete with trans., 
ready for use with any receiver, 7/6; Multicon 
mica conch., 28 capacities in one, from 0.0001 
upwards. 4/-; crystal detectors, complete, 2/6: 
Dr. Cecil crystals, 6d., with catswhisker, 9,1.; 
push-back wire, insulated, 25yds for 5/-: in-
sulated sleeving, assorted colours, 5c1 lengths, 
3/6 doz; single screened wire, doz yds. 10/-: 
twin screened wire, 17/- doz yds; metal cased 
couds., 0.1+0.1+0.1, high working voltage, 2/6; 
power rheostats. Cutler-Harmer, 30 ohms, 4/6: 
push-button switches, 3-way 0-, 8-way 6/- ( all 
complete with knobs); escutcheons for 8-way 
p.b., switches, 1/6; p.b. knobs, 6d.; pointer 
knobs (black or brown), special instrument 
type for %in spindles, 1/-; Erie resistances, 
brand new, wire ends, 14, 1/2, 1 and 2w, mostly 
low values, but a very useful selection. 100 
for 30/-; copper earth rods, 1ffin, 2/6; heavy 
duty L.P. chokes, 30hys, 100ma, 250 ohms 
14/-, 500 ohms 16/-, 1,000 ohms 17/6; we 
have for disposal a large quantity of brand new 
asset. screws, sample 11b weight, 5/-; soldering 
tags, including spade ends, 6/- gr; coil 
formers, ceramic and paxolin, 7/6 per dot: 
special bargain offer of 50 assd. conch., 20 tubu-
lams, 20 mica conch., 8 silver mica conds. and 
2 electrolytic conch., all brand new, 47/6 the 
parcel of 50; all types of Pyrobit soldering 
irons available from stock, chassis mounting 
valve holders. English and American types, all 
sizes, It- ea.; hundreds more bargains.-  
Southern Radio Supply Co., 46, Lisle St.. 
London, We. Gerrard 6653. [3023 

e Ube all tcaDcrt3 of 
"1,1111rcles 

Complimente of tbe Scason 

4 NEW RADIO 

CONSTRUCTORS' KITS 
1. A.C.3-v.(i RECTIFIER)KIT. 

Short and Medium Waves. 
16-50 and 200.50u metre.). V.fil H F., l'en., 
Triode. L.P. Pen., Rectifier, 31.0). speaker. 
This set, gives exceedingly good 

e tins. performance on Short Waves. Price  

2. A.C. 3-v. (± RECTIFIE R) 
SHORT WAVE KIT,12-100m. 

Without coil changing. Band lo Gns. 
spread tuning on all bands. Price f.). 

3. BATTERY 3-v. KIT. Short 
and Medium Waves as No. 1. 

£8 
4. BATTERY 3-v. KIT. Short 

Waves only 12-100 m. as No. 2. 
£9 

5. LOCAL STATION QUALITY 
RECEIVER. 10 Gns 

Poet 1/1. plus 3 6 packing (returnable) on each Id 
The above kits give guaranteed Londspeaket. 
reception of Short Wave stations at programme 

strength. 
Delivery front Stock - No C.O.D. 

4-VALVE, 4-WATT 

GRAMOPHONE 
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS 
Amenibled on black Craekle.nniebed 
fitted with separate Tone Control, Volume Con 
trot with onfolf switch, sockets for microphone, 
gramophone and extension speaker. Hum free. 
good quality reproduction. A.C. only. Input 
200/200 v. Size overall, 8 x 6/ x 71m. Rend ). 
to play. Price, including valves 10 Gns. 
and speaker 
Theoretical and practical Blue Prints • 1, .• ). 
available separately, 2,11 pair. 

A. & H.F. TRANSFORMERS. M. and L. Small, 
sine xl in. 10/6 Pair. 
A. de HI.. with reaction, 10/6 pair. MIDGET 
A.& H.F. TRANSFORMERS, Med. only. 8/6 pair. 
11x I die. Blue prints supplied with all coil 
orders. 
SMALL 2-GANG CONDENSERS .0005, 14'6. 
STANDARD SASSO Condensers, .0005. 13,6. 
REACTION Condensers, .000:4 .0005 and .0003 
Differential, 3/- each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 350-0-350, 4. 4 snip., 
4v. 2 amp. Heater windings, centre tapped, 
shrouded,chaseis mounting type, 35/.."Combined" 
English and International windings, 6.3v. 4a., 
5v. 2a., and 4v. 4a., 4v. 2a. A.O. 230v., Input 
300-0-300v. at 80 m.. Can be seed In mixed 
valves circuit. Chasid's mounting. Blue print 
impelled. 32/6. Post 9d. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. 10,000, 100,000 ohms 1 
and 2 meg. with switch. 6/6 each. 5,000. 10,000, 
25,000 and 50,000 ohms leas switch. 4/- each. 
,MAINS VOLTAGE DROPPING RESISTANCES. 
1,000 ohm», .2 amp., 6f-, 750 ohms. .3 amp., 
7/.. Both fitted a ith two variable sliders and 
feet. lOw. wire-wound, 150, 500, 1,000, 2,000 
ohms, 2/6 each. 
CHASSIS. Undrilled steel, sprayed silver, 
loin 8s 21M., 7/6. 8 x 8 211n., 4/8 each. 
Drilled for 3 or 4 valv bluk crackle,8 560211n.. 
7/6. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES. Miniature On-Off, single 
Pole, 2,8. 
LINE CORD, 3 core, .3 amp. 60 ohms per ft., 
51- per vard. V LEXIELE COUPLERS. fin. seledie. li. each. j 

307 HIGH HOLBORN, 
towDow WC( eat1cc, 463/ 
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FAMOUS THROUGHOUT 
THE WORLD 

There is a type fer 
every radio purpose, 

and it is the right type. 
Satisfaction assured if 

it bears owl- name. 

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
Purley Way. Croydon. 

Telephone: Thornton Heath 3211 

YOU 

can become 
a first-class 
RADIO 

ENGINEER 
We are .specialists in Home-
Study Tuition in Radio, 
Television and Mathematics. 
Post coupon now for free 
booklet and learn how you 
can qualify for well- paid 
employment or profitable 
spare-time work. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
2 The Mall, Ealing, W.5 

(Post in unsealed envelope, Id. stamp.) 

Please send me free details of your Home-
Study Mathematics and Radio Courses. 

NAME  

ADDRESS   
W.W.35 

BUY your components direct and save 
pounds; complete parts in stock to build 

our super latest designed " Victory Four" 
ac/dc receiver, £711916; cabinet 30/- extra; 
comprehensible circuit separately, 1 / 6.-Buc-
clench Radio Manufacturers, 1 and 2, Melville 
Terr., Edinburgh. [3211 

CIOULPHONE RADIO, New Longton, nr. 
Preston.-New goods only, all Tungsram 

ancI'B.V.A. valves at present manufactured; 
mains transformers, interleaved impregnated 
windings; screened primaries, 350-0-350v 
100mA, 4v 6A, 4v 21/2A, or 6.3v 3, 5v 2A, 
28/6; bobbins only, windings as above, 15/6; 
425-0-425v 200mA, 4v 8A, 4v 4A, 4v 4A, 
52/6; smoothing chokes, 25Hy 200 mA, 21/6; 
speaker field coils, 2,000 ohms, 9/6; speakers 
p.m., less trans, 5in 21/6, 6%in 22/6, 8in 
24/-, 10in 35/-; with transf. 8on 30/-, 10in 
45/-•' 8in energised, 2,000 ohm, with trend, 
32/6; output trend, power-pen, 40mA, 8/6,• 
push-pull power-pen, 80mA, 18/6; pustgpull 
extra M.D., 100mA, 37/6; Rola push-pull, 
15/6; mains dropper resistors, 800 ohms 0.3A, 
2 varitaps, 5/6; push-back wire, 50ft 3/-, 
100ft 5/6; tinned copper wire, %lb, 2/3; 2mm 
sleeving, 3d.•' resin-cored solder, lb 4/6; bias 
condensers, 50mfd 12v, 2/-; 12mfd 50v 
2 / -; 4mfd 1,000v dc working paper con-
densers, 12/6; tuning condensers with 
qimmers, 0.0005, 2-gang 11/6, 3-gang 13/6; 
screened M. and L. wave coils, tri.. 6/6: 
Parafeed If. trans, 4:1, 6/6; quality P.-P. 
1.f. trend, split secondaries, 2:1, 22/6; 13.t. 
chokes, 1/9; carbon resistors, 50 ohms to 5 
mcgohms, 1/2w 6d, 1w 9d; switch cleaner, 3/-
bottle; vol. controls, less aw, 3/9; with sw, 
5/-; Pyrobit pencil bit electric soldering 
irons, 21 /-; grid clips, 10d. doz.; valve-holders, 
Eng. and Amer., Id. per pin; smoothing iron 
elements, 450w, 2/3; fire spirals, 750w 2/-, 
1,000w 2/6; shaft couplers, 6c1.; lin knobs, 
9d; single-screened cable, 10d yd; all sizes 
tubular and mica condensers, limited quan-
tity, 3%in dial, 0-1mA m.c. milliamrneters, 
B.S. 1st grade, 70/-; send s.a.e. for the best 
service list available; no c.o.d.; all orders 
over 5/- post free, post 6d. extra under 5/-. 

WANTED, EXCHANGE, Etc. W ANTED. tone arm for 1I.M.V. hypersensi-
tive pick-up-- Box 3307. [3345 

W TD., B.T.H. needle armature pu -Weston, 
36, Village Way, Beckenham, Kent. [3348 

MODEL 7 Avometer required.-Burling, 54. 
Daisy Bank Rd., Manchester, 14. [3282 

IXTTD., Ayo 40. good condition.-i. Smith. 
VV 21, Ash Rd., Aldershot, Hants. [3318 

BUG key; state price and condition.- 
Boersma, 162, Sussex Gardens, W.2. 

'WANTED, induction turntable, good condi-
VY tion, B.T.H. or Garrard preferred.-Write, 

Cary, 1, Wilton Mews, &W.I. [3337 

W ANTED, " Wireless World" for 1935 and 
I936.-J. Everett, c/o J. Beattie's, Ltd., 

Victoria St.. Wolverhampton. [3364 

W ANTED, Ferranti chokes, BI, 2 and 5, con-
denser type C3C, also wire wound resist-

ances, condition as new.-Box 3309. [3347 

I'VE otter cash for good modern communica-
V Y tion and all-wave receivers. - A.C.S. 

Radio, 44, Widmore Rd., Bromley. [1541 

£5 soeffneseve lopriZep.V..nliglgawnesifeinehryp7; 
sew condition.-Gellatly, Fifth Ave, Worthing. 

W ANTED to purchase for cash, second-hand 
Marconi 707 televisor-Apply Brinley 

Morris, Solicitor, Llanelly, South Wales. [3290 

COSSOR 339 double beam oscillograph and 
343 oscillator wanted.-BM/WES, Lon-

don. W.C.1; or Tel. Streatham 3478. [3302 

A NUMBER of Ferranti AF5C intervalve 
Xi- transformers urgently required; good price 
given for any in good condition.-Box 3292. 

13625a valve (Marconi or Osram), new or 
good second-hand, wanted by doctor.-Dr. 

Fleetwood Walker, 1, Leighton Rd., N.W.5. 

W ANTED, H.M.V. hypersensitive pick-up 
and transformer, good cond.; top price 

paid.-D. Fisher, T.R.E., Malvern, Worcs. 

00MMUNICATION receiver wanted, Na-
tional NC200, Hallicrafters Skyrider 28, 

Tlammarlund, or other equally good receiver.-
Box 3297. [3298 

1VEW boxed valves wanted, any quantity, 
il dealers' and service men's complete stocks 
bought.-J. Bull and Sons, 246, High St., 
Ilarlesden, N.W.10. [2155 

W D.. stampings, Mu-metal No. 70T %in 
stack, &alloy No. 30 lin stack, Nos 33 

and 28 2in stack.-Nickels, 74, High Bridge 
St., Waltham Abbey. [3353 

WELWYN 
HIGH STABILITY 

CARBON 

RESISTORS 

or. 

TROPICAL GJIADE 

TYPE APPROVE0 

CLOSE TOLERANCES 

LOW TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENT 

ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED FROM THE TRADE-
CATALOGUE SHORTLY AVAILABLE 

WELWYN ELECTRICAL 
LABORATORIES LIMITED 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY • HERTS 

WARD ROTARY ONVERTERS 
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T. 
Generators, D.C. Motors, Frequency 

Changers, etc., up to 25 K.V.A. 

CHAS. F. WARO 
37, WHITE POST CANE, HACKNEY WICK, E.9 

'Phone: Amherst 1393 

indispensable 
.to Radio Service 

oie Engineers. Makes 20 
tests. Interesting Booklet 

on request. From all Wholesalers 
or direct. Send for leaflet R14. 

RUNBAKEN -- MANCHESTER-I 

After over II years 
at one address, we 
have had to move. 
We are now 
" housed " at No. 
15, Silverdale, 
Sydenham, S.E.26. 
Voigt Patents, Ltd. 

W. BRYAN SAVAGE 
LTD. 

Expert assistance in the solution of 
problems relating to 

e TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES 
e AMPLIFIERS 
e POWER UNITS 

and Specialised Equipmeni 

embodying 

ELECTRONIC CONTROL 

WESTMORELAND RD., N.W.9 
COUNDALE 7131 
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MICKEL scrap purchased, sheet cuttings or 
-LI radio valve scrap; highest prices.-Metals 
and Alloys (Birmingham), IAA.. Forge Lane, 
Kingsbury Rd., Minworth, Birmingham. [3289 

NGINEERING company have capacity for 
-ILA the ' following work: press tool makjng 
and press work, instrument making, mechani-
cal and electrical assembly.-Call, 'phone or 
write, Cooper Manufacturing Co., 134, War-
dour St., W.1. Ger. 7950. [3330 

W E buy for cash, new. used, radio, electri-
cal equipment all types; especially 

wanted, radios, radiograms, test equipment. 
motors, chargers. recording gear, etc.-111 you 
want to sell at the maximum price, call, write 
or 'phone to University Radio, Ltd., 238. 
Euston Rd., W.I.. Tel. Eus. 1966 or Ger. 4447. 

VALVES 
We can supply the 
exact valve or a 
suitable replacement 
for any type. See 
our full list in the 
advertisement of 
the December 
issue. 

PRICES STRICTLY 

B.O.T. RETAIL 
''te the foil'', . , additions : 
‘02PenDD, AZ11, OC/P, DD41, EL11, EZ3, OT1C. 
1.090, HP1018, 111.1118, MI11118, KT61, KTW61. 
"rd.. uuder 10/- c.w.o., others-Ise C.O.D. Stamp 
e itu enquiries, pleat.. B.O.T. retail prices. 

COMPONENTS 
Well-known makers' products and 100 per cent 
,iaranteed by us 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS-RME 200/230 volts 
..o0-0-300, 4 v. 4 amps, 4 v. 2 ino pe.. 37/6. 
ACCUMULATORS -Hulti-plate, 2 v. 24 :imps., 17/6. 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS-Universal output (Pen-
, ode and Power), 61. Universal Midget model, 6/9. 
VALVE HOLDERS -Most bases in stock, 1/- ; Side 
1.0sitact, 118. 
VOLUME CONTROLS-Most values is stock, with 

itch 6/9, less switch 4/9. 
POTENTIOMETER-Wire wound, variable, ()- 1C; ohm., 
..omplete with knob. 3/9. 
TRIMMER SCREWDRIVERS-Non-capacity ebonite, 
1,9 each. 
RESISTORS -1 watt card of 36 smarted values', 2718 
à nint 10 watts, 12 values aesorted, 211, 
VARIABLE MAINS DROPPER RESISTORS-.2 or 
. ; amps., 619. Resistors in cagea to permit fixing 
.0itside set. .3 amps. 740 ohms, 11/9. 
TR? COILS-Set of medium wave coils ( Aerial and 
SF). complete with diagram. SE; ditto, 
popular type, 61/-. 
LINE CORD-2-core .2, 3/11 per yard; 3-core .3, 4/9 
per yard (60 ohms per ft.). 
SPEAKERS-8M. Rola, less transformer. 23/-

with transformer. 3218 Rau. Cei.tiun. 
less traneformer. 

MODERN AIDS 
"TESTOSCOPE," the vest pocket instrument for 
tracing faults. Enables 20 tests AC/DC, complete 
with leads, 37/6. 
• FJ.80" Electrical Light Weight Soldering Don 
(state voltage), 1316. 
" PLIK-O-DISH," • novel calculator of Ohms Law 
probInne,13j6. 
MORSE--Completo practice unit: Key, BUZeer and 
Battery, on mahogany base, nickel plated, 2916. 

MAINTENANCE 
MATERIALS 

Cellulose Cement, per tin, 5/- 
Scratch-removing Pollsh-Wafnut, Mahogany or Oak, 
ner battle, 31... 
Solder-Per pound reel, 13 or 16 gauge, 6/8. 

RADIO LITERATURE 
Equivalent Charts, our unique booklet-including 

Lletin, 117. 
Handbook mi American Midget Sets, 2/7. 
Manual at Radio Circuits. 2,-. 
Manual of British and American Valves, ninth character-
,•tIcs anal data, 3/6. 

J. BULL dc SONS 
(Dept. W.W.) 

246, HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.I0 
See ener Muffled A d eer .1 {dement on page 27. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICE 
A CCURATE radio rewinds, mains trans-
1-1- formers, fields, op. transformers, etc.-
Southern Trade Services, 297-299, High St.. 
Croydon. [2882 

LOUDSPEAKER repairs. British. American, 
any make; moderate prices-Sine/sic 

Speakers, 12, Pembroke St., London, N.1. 
Terminus 4355. [3308 

ALL types of radio receivers serviced; 
Murphy and Pilot specialist; valves in 

stock; sound repairs for 13 years.-T. E. 
Fevyer, F.I.P.R.E., 50, Vine St., Uxbridge. 

" SERVICE with a Smile."-Repaireraof all types of 'British and American beceivers; 
coil rewinds; Ain'trican valves, spares, line 
cords.-F.R.I.. Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. 
Museum 5675. 411 [1575 

MAINS transformers service, repairs, re-

.1.78- winds, or construction to specification of 
any type, competitive prices and prompt ser-
vice.-Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Dipton, New-
castle-upon-Tyne. [3084 

24-11ary -HOUR transformerservice,  6 reEries'iJrcrael: 
outputs, 41-; if, transformer, 3 /-; all types 
of new equipment supplied to specification.-
Majestic Winding Co., 180, Windham Rd., 
Bournemouth. [2764 

REPAIRS and rewinds to transformers, 
motors, converters, hair dryers, electric 

shavers, vacuum cleaner motors, etc.; trans-
formers manufactured to specification; prompt 
and efficient service-Valradio, 57, Fortress 
Rd, London, N.W.5. Gulliver 5165. [3112 

REWINDS mains transformers, field coils and 
chokes, high grade workmanship, seven to 

ten days' delivery; new transformers manufac-
tured against Government contracts.-Metro-
politan Radio Service, 1021, Finchley Rd., 
Golders Green, London, N.W.11. [2603 

D
EGALLIER'S, Ltd., announcement.-Due 
to the tremendous number of the larger 

type sets we are receiving for service, until we 
catch up, and until further notice, Midget 
receivers only can be accepted.-Degallier's. 
Ltd., 9, Westbourne Court, London, W.2. 
MRANSFORMER rewinds and replacement 
-4 coils, machine layer wound on bakelite 
formers, interleaved, impregnated and clearly 
marked, rewinds £1, post paid, standard types 
to 70 watts; replacement coils, 15/6; larger 
types and additional secondaries pro rata; dis-
count to trade; delivery by return post most 
types in common use; state model and iron 
size when ordering coils; cash with order or 
c.o.d.; fully guaranteed.-Radio Services„. Field 
St. Works, Blackpool. R.T.R.A. Service mem-
mere. Tel. 1774. [3328 

MISCELLANEOUS RUBBER stamps.-V. E. S., Radio House, 
Ruislip. [3209 

AFTER THE WAR! 
The advance is Radio Technique after the war will 
offer unlimited oPportunities of high pay and secure 
posts for those Radio Engineers who have had the 
foresight to become technically qualified. How you can 
do thin quickly and easily in your spare time is fully 
explained in our unique handbook. 
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.E.E.. 
City & Guilds Exams., and particulars of up-to-date 
courses In Wireless Engineering. Radio Servicing, Short 
Wares. Television. Mathematics, etc., etc. 

We Guarantee " NO PASS-NO FEE" 
Prepare for to-morrow's ow 'nullities am; peal-wee 
tom pelilion Isy sending fr s .1 to.- ..f this very 
Informatise 119...sunge guide - 1 REE. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 388) 

17,Str attord Place, London, W.1 

- ELECTRADIX 
MOTORS, 1 5th H.P. and H.P. D.C. Motors, 
enclosed, silent, 220 to 250 volts, 1,500 revs., 
double end 4in. shaft. First grade make. Guaran-
teed, 1/5th H.P., £3 10s. each ; I H.P., £4 each. 
All carriage paid England and Wales. 

MOTORS. A.C. 
motors for 200'250 
volt mains, new, 
1,425 revs., en-
closed type. H.P. 
and H.P. Quick 
delivery from 
limited stock. 

MIME recordera-Write for particulars.-  
-1- Gledhill-Brook Time Recorders, Ltd. 84, 
Empire Works, Huddersfield. C2419 

TX7ELL-KNOWN South African firm offers 
VV agency facilities to reputable British 
manufacturers of domestic appliances and. 
light machinery.-Particulars to Box 3262. 

elHASSIS trans. shrouds, clips and many other 
VI fittings quickly made on A.A. benders; 
accurate and inexpensive.-Details from A.A. 
Tools, 197w, Whiteacre Rd., Ashton-u.-Lyne. 

R
ADIOQUIZ!! We know all the answers. 
Send p.o. for 2/- and s.a.e. with your 

problem about radio service, test gear, circuits. 
valves, wartime make-do's, etc.-1, Park Cres-
cent Rd., Brighton, 7. [3287 

ELECTRICAL factor covering Sussex area 
wishes to co-operate with well-known 

brand of radio receiver manufacturers regard-
ing post-war planning of wholesale distribution 
throughout Sussex.-Apply Box 3300. [3324 

MOTOR PUMPS. We can give immediate 
delivery of the famous Stuart Turner 12-volt 
D.C. motor pumps ; 120 galls. per hour, 84-. 
Same type but for A.C. mains, 136/.. •Pumps 
only,: R type twin-piston rotary for h.p. motor 
drive. £3.5.0. Aquarium aerators, U. 
FUME .EXTRACTOR AIR PURIFIERS. 
25 cub. ft. approx., with large filter chamber. 
all steel, 1511n. x I 4in., with intake 
down shaft. Geared hand drive or 
motor. Suit laboratory or works. 

SURVEYOR'S OUTFIT for post-war planning. 
Theodolite by Watts with tripod, 14ft. Telescopic 
Staff, eight marking poles and surveyor's chain. 
All in new condition, £45. 

L.R. BRIDGES, .05 to 
100 ohms. G.P.O. LAB-
RES. BOXES, as illus., 
10 to 4,000 ohms and 
20 to 8,000 ohms. MIRROR 
.GALVOS., reflecting sus-
pension, by Sullivan and 
Tinsley, with scales. SIE-
MENS High Speed Relays, 
new fine work. Complete 

range of small relays. G.P.O. vertical circuit test 
Galvos.,35/-. A few Bridge Meggers with _decade  
10,000 eihm res. boxes. 
SWITCHES. G.P.O. Lab. Switches, D.F., fine 
job, up to 10 amps. reversing, 4in, base, 76. Knife 
A and E type, single pole C.O., 1 6. Double pole 
On-Off, 1/9. Double pole CO.. 26. 100 amp. 
S.P. with fuses, 22!6. 200 amps., 40 ,-. 5 amp. 
ironclad tumbler, 219. Linked tumbler, 5 amps., 
2/6. 10 aptps., 3,2. Multi-contact R.I. 7-stud 
5 amp. on ebonite panel, teak bc;ic base, 4-jun. 

7,4. Lucas 6-way lever handles in line with 
box back, 3 -. Ditto, 8-way, 3 9. 6-way push 
button A.M. 21. Rotary Hart snap swItche%, 
2-way or On-Off, 10 amps., 4/- ; 15 amps, 5;-. 
BUTTON MICROPHONES are SOUND 
TRANSMITTER UNITS. A marvel of acoustic 
engineering design, as used by G.P.O. For 
amplification and detection of sound for all 

purposes. 
EVERY BUTTON IS GUARANTEED. 

The lin, dia, brass 
body forms the granule 
chamber and the dia-
phragm is thin mica. 
Needs only a pocket 
battery 4 volts and a 
high-ratio transformer. 
PRICE, with special 
transformer and in-
structions, 76. 
Button only, 26. Postage, etc., 6d. 
G.P.O. ELECTRIC COUNTERS to 10,000, 

5,6 each. 
G.P.O. Lab. Switlhes D.P. reversing for model 
control, motors and test work, 7,6. 

METAL RECTIFIERS for meters, etc., 5 and 
10 ma., full wave, 8,6. 
RELIABLE CRYSTAL SETS. The Wall Nut 
Crystal Receiver is a first-class valveless receiver 
for table or wall. Tapped A.T.I. tuning con-
denser. Polished G.P.O. walnut case, 42.. 
The B.B.C. Blackbird is an excellent set on 
porcelain base with steel cover, 39 6. The 
Sherman Tank has the sanie tuning but novel 
steel cover, 45/-. Few only Mark II Het., con-
verted ex-W/D wavemeters with 2 detectors, 
10', 7 Y 6in. 55/-. Leaflet and postage, 
H.R. HeadtIones, 17 6. 

Please include postage for mail orders. 

ELECTRAD1X RAD106 
214, Queenstown Road, Battersea, London, $.w.8 

Telephone MACablay 2159 
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• WILL SET THE STANDARD • 
: OF POST-U/IIR LISTENING : 

: MAY WE ADD YOUR NAME 
• TO OUR MAILING LIST? • 

: FITTON LTD • BRIGHOUSE YORKS. : 

COVENTRY 
 RADIO 

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925. 
A few items from our latest Id. list. 
TRIMMERS, 3-30 pf. Postage Stamp, 6d. 
TRIMMERS, 30-80 pf. Postage Stamp, 9d. 
MIDGET M.W., Aerial or 465 kc. Osc Coil, 3/, 
PAXOLIN COIL FORMERS, nin.x 

per doz., 2/9. 
BAKELITE Dielectric Tuning or Reaction 

Condensers, .0003 or .0005 mfd., 3/6. 
RESISTORS, new stock, i-watt, I dozen as-

sorted sizes, 3/9. 
SISTOFLEX, Red, Yellow, Black, 
Brown and Green, 3d. yard, 2/6 per dozen. 

Prompt Service. Complete satisfaction. 

THE COVENTRY co. 
191, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON. 

When PEACE comes 

there will be PLENTY of 

COIL PICK-UPS 

H. H. JONES, 62, Worcester St., 
STOURBRIDGE. 

HILL & CHURCHILL 
BOOKSELLERS 

SWANAGE DORSET 
• 

ENGLISH & AMERICAN 

BOOKS IN STOCK ON 

RADIO AND 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
• 

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION 

ra URBAN TRADING ESTATE.-Firms in-
tending to manufacture in South Africa 

are invited to obtain particulars of sites hav-
ing rail, water and , electrical facilities; Lon-
don representative.-Apply Box 3263. [3199 

MANUFACTURERS!!! - Radio wholesaler 
-i-vA wishes to increase regular stock linea by 
the addition of new types of radio products.-
Will manufacturers please send full particu-
lars to Box 3209. 

OIL winding capacity required for runs of f  f5-10,000 small induction coils, trans-

formers, etc. ' advertiser would also be pleased 
to receive offers and quotations for condensers, 
resistances, vol. controls, etc.-Box 3312. 

3-VALVE battery set-Following the amazing success of our " Wizard " manuscript ( 4-
valve medium-wave universal mains circuit, still 
available 5f-) to meet popular demand, we now 
offer the Dorset battery 3 circuit; manuscript 
comprises full-size wiring and constructional 
drawings, schematic circuit with tone control 
and pick-up connections, & tailed point-to-point 
wiring, parts list and average prices, price 3/6; 
all Dorset queries answered s.a.e.; mail order 
only; no callers.-Weldona Radio Accessories, 
Ltd., Avon, Burlington Rd., Swanage, Dorset. 

TUITION 

LEARN Morse code the Candler way.- See 
advertisement on page 29. [1292 

RADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E 
Diploma; prospectus free. - Technical 

College, Hull. [0611 

11IP ADC) Engineering.-Television and Wire-
-IA, less Telegraphy, comprehensive postal 
courses of instruction.-Apply British School 
of Telegraphy. Ltd., 179, Clapham Rd.. Lon-
don, S.W.9 (Estd. 1906). Also instruction at 
school in wireless for WM. Merchant Navy 
and R.A.F. [9249 

" ENGINEERING Opportunities" - free 
112 - page guide to training for 

A.M.I.E.E., and all branches 
of engineering and building; full of advice for 
expert or novice; write for free copy and make 
your peacetime future secure.-B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 
387B), 17, Stratford Place, London, W.1. 

A POSTAL training in electrical engineer 
ing-power or radio; individual corres-

pondence tuition by highly qualified engineers 
with wide teaching and technical experience. 
Elementary or advanced courses. Preparation 
for recognised examinations. Pre-service train-
ing specially arranged.-G. B., 18, Springfield 
Mount, Kingsbury, N.W.9. [1731 

THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of 
Practical Radio Engineers have avail-

able home study courses covering elemen-
tary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and 
laboratory tuition in radio and television 
engineering; the text is suitable coaching 
matter for I.P.R.E., Service-entry and pro-
gressive exams.; tuitionary fees-at pre-war 
rates-are moderate.-The Syllabus of Instruc-
tional Text may be obtained post free from 
the Secretary, Bush House, Walton Avenue. 
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. 4 

SITUATIONS VACANT RADIO.-We require two men with good 
technical knowledge for positions as sales-

men in our showrooms; also two juniors and 
boys; good opportunities; permanency.-Write 
in first instance, stating age, experience and 
salary required, to H. R. S., Berry's (Short 
Wave), Ltd., 25, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. 

POST-WAR plana-Radio manufacturer will 
reserve vsluable agency in certain areas 

for ex-Servicemen and give every assistance to 
re-establishing business quickly. In first in-
tance write, giving full details of your pre-
war business, etc., in confidence, to Box Z. 
cio Victor Stewart and Co., Chartered Ac-
countants, 82. Victoria St.. London, &WA. 

RADIO component manufacturers with im-
portent Government contracts and post-

war programme require the services of a tech-
nical representative to maintain contact with 
leading set manufacturers and principal cus-
tomers; previous experience in this field and 
radio knowledge essential.-Full details of ex-
perience, age, salary required, to Box 3260. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 
1DOADIO eng. with car requires work for 2 

days per week, W. London.-Box 3308. 
piADIO engineer, age 25 years, keen, fully 
.11.11, experienced as trade service manager and 
in technical salesmanship, interested in posi-
tion in South Africa, preferably with British 
firm.-Box 3301. [3327 

POSITION of chief electrical inspector or 

wanted by man with initiative and Ivied radio 
-I- other executive position in progressive firm 

production & inspection experience.-Box 3295. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING 

A.M.I.E.E., City and Guilds, etc., on " No 
pass-no fee" terms; over 90% successes. 

branches of electrical technology send for our 
112 page handbook, free, post free.-B.I.E.T. 
(Dept. 388A), 17, Stratford Place, W.I. 
For full details of modern courses in all 

PATENT NOTICE THE proprietor of British Patent No. 513650, 
entitled " Improvements in Closures for 

Evacuated Envelopes," offers same for licence 
or otherwise to ensure its practical working in 
Great Britain-Inquiries to Singer. Ehlert, 
Stern and Carlberg, Chrysler Bldg., New York 
City 17, N.Y., U.S.A. [3312 

BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC. 
WEBB'S radio map of the world locates 
VV any station heard, size 40x3Oin., 4/6, 
post 6d.; on linen, 10/6, post free.-Webb's 
Radio, 14, Soho St., W.1. Gerrard 2089. 

"VIBRO-ARC" Engraving Pen 
For rapid engraving any 
metal-hard or soft. 

Post Operates from 4 - 6v. 
Battery or A.C. Trans-

Free former. 

HOLBOROW, 
65, Boroughbridge,Yorks. 

AMERICAN MIDGETS HANDBOOK 

í s lv 

Describing with many circuit diagrams the peculiarities 
of small American (Midget) Radios. Especially written 
for service men, moat likely faults arid their remedies 
with hints on wartime substitute,a for unobtainable 
parts are all given. The valve data section gives bases 
tad working characteristics of the tql or so vaes used 
in midgets. 

Price 2/6 
from booksellers or by post, 2/8. 

V. E. S- %Al ). 
Radio House, Melthorne Drive, Ruislip, Mddx. 

REWINDS 
Armatures, Fields, Transformers, Pick-
ups, Fractional H.P. Motors. Speakers 
Refitted New Cones & Speech Coils. 
All Guaranteed and promptly executed. 

Valves, B.V.A. and American, good stocks. Send 
stamped addressed envelope tor list of Radio Spares, 

and C.O.D. Service. 

A.m. C.,. 261-3-5, Lichfield Road, 
1,1 ASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 6 

-PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS-
Se/Te on gold-alloy, super-sensitive to 
light, gas-filled, permanent, operate relay 
direct or with Valve Amplifier, perfect 
reproduction of Speech and Music from 
sound track of films ; large tube 31In. from 
glass top to valve pin base, lin. diem., 38¡- ; 
medium size 2}In. from top to valve pin base, 
¡in. diam., 35/. ; small tube 2in. from top to 
terminal base, fin. dlam., 30/. ; miniature 
cell, glass top to cap base, lin. overall, ¡ in. 
diam., thin flex leads, 28/. ; all cells operate on 
40-100 volts, connections blue-print diagrams 
free. 

PRECISION OPTICAL SYSTEM, 
producing fine line of light from any car 
headlight bulb, for scanning film sound 
Itrack direct into Photo-cell, metal tube 

21m, long, /i in. diam., tin, focus, se,-
nstructions Free. Goods by return. 

CEFA INSTRUMENTS, 38a, York Street, 
TWICKENHAM, Middx. POPesgrove 6597 

Printed in England for the Publishers, Iran. AND Sims LTD.. Dorset House, Stamford Street, London. S.E.1. by Tim Conswaw. Palms LTD" Paris Garden, Stamford Street, 
London. B.E.1. " Wireless World" can be obtained abroad from the following-AINTSALIA and New ZEALAND: Gordon di Gotch. Ltd. Input: A. II. Wheeler .4 CO. 

CAN &DA: imperial News Co.; Gordon Se Goteh, Ltd. Sorra ANIMA : Central New, Ageney.Ltd; William Damson S Sons (S.A.), Ltd. UNITED STATES : The International News Co. 
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TO MEET THE ELECTRONIC AGE 

6VERY week startling new uses are being developed for electronics: 
take, for instance, the manufacture of such articles as tobacco 

pouches, waterproofs, etc. from thin thermoplastic material. Formerly 
these were thread-sew n—but needle perforations w eakened the seams— 
or they were cemented, which weakened the material. 

Then one day a research worker in electronics, pondering over this 
problem of uniting two pieces of thermoplastic material, hit upon the 
idea of we ihem by applying an r. f. current between a pair of 
electrodes. It -worked—:the problem was solved. Thus was born the 

first electronic sewing machine. 

We at Hunts are intensely interested in every electronic development 
because electronics need capacitors—often special types of capacitors. 
The experience of our Research Engineers is available also for you if 

you are faced with a capacitor problem. 

III TRADM 
capacilors  

. HUNT LTD • LONDON • • W • 18 • ESTABLISHED i9ot 

GR 
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FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW 
" Frequentite" is the most suitable insulating material for 

all high frequency applications. Ten years ago we introduced 

the first British-made low loss ceramic, and consultation 
with us before finalising the design of new components is a 

wise precaution. 

STEATITE 11 PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD. 
1-lead Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcester. Telephone: Stourport Ill. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport. 




